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Abstract  
 

 The purpose of this study was to investigate the relationship between students’ 

achievement motivation and their procrastination behaviour when learning online. Student 

achievement motivation was measured using Eccles and Wigfield’s (2020) Situated Expectancy 

Value Theory (SEVT), which conceptually understands a student’s achievement related choices 

and performance on a task, as influenced by the student’s valuation of that task, and their 

expectancy to succeed in completing that task. Within this theory, a student’s choices and 

performance on an academic task, are predicted by several dimensions of value such as interest, 

utility, cost, and attainment, as well as their expectancy to succeed at the task.   

A total of 171 students enrolled in online courses at a mid-sized Canadian university 

participated (29 male, 135 females, 5 other). Participants completed a 101-item questionnaire 

consisting of demographic questions, procrastination measures, and SEVT measures. Regression 

analysis indicated that values and expectancies were different across all three learning activities, 

but self-efficacy for time management was consistently the strongest predictor of procrastination. 

Further, trait procrastination as a predictor in the model, overpowered task values and decreased 

the strength of the self-efficacy measures. The results indicated that efficacy for time 

management and trait procrastination behaviour were the two strongest predictors of 

procrastination, indicating that time management strategies and personal tendency to 

procrastinate, best predict procrastination behaviour.  
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Chapter 1 
 

Introduction 
 

 The online environment as a medium of teaching and learning in higher education has 

increased in recent history as expanding technology and greater exposure to internet access have 

raised the demand for online learning. In response to this demand, coupled with recent 

developments in technology and internet accessibility, higher education intuitions have increased 

their offerings of online learning degree programs and courses as part of their strategic academic 

plans. Online learning in North American higher education institutions has grown rapidly in the 

last ten years; in the United States, an estimated 28% of students enrolled in degree-granting 

institutions participated in at least one online distance education course by 2014 (Allen et al., 

2016), compared to only 9% in 2002 (Allen & Seaman, 2017). In Canada, the 2019 National 

Survey of Online and Digital Learning (Johnson, 2019) reported that 93% of reporting Canadian 

universities and 85% of reporting Canadian colleges offered for-credit online courses. Further, 

79% of responding institutions also reported that they offered at least one fully online degree 

program, with a large majority (71%) reporting that they expected to experience an increase in 

online enrollment in the near future. In relation to this growth, Johnson (2019) stated that, 

“online learning at post-secondary institutions across Canada is pervasive and perceived as 

highly important. New technologies, delivery methods, and types of credentials are emerging, 

and many institutions are investing in expanding and evolving their practises in response” (pg.1).  

While online learning has increased the scope of access and availability of education to 

students (Dobbs et al., 2009), research in the field of online learning has long grappled with 

determining how students can best engage in their learning. Research has suggested that students 

require greater self-regulation (Garrison, 2003; Barnard et al., 2009; Barnard-Brak et al., 2010), 
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perseverance, time management (Visser et al., 2012), learning adaptability (Song & Hill, 2007), 

and motivation for learning (Song et al., 2004). Student motivation and learning behaviour have 

long been primary areas of research focus in educational studies where research has aimed to 

understand the learning strategies that student’s employ to achieve their academic goals. Major 

theoretical areas for researching learning strategies have largely focused on students self-

regulated learning (Zimmerman, 1989; 2010; Winnie & Hadwin, 1998; Pintrich, 2000; 

Zimmerman, 2011), goal orientation (Bandura, 1997; Schunk, 1990; Pintrich, 2000; Deci & 

Ryan, 1985), self-monitoring (Greene & Azevedo, 2007), information-processing (Winnie, 2001; 

Greene & Azevedo, 2007), problem solving (Mayer & Wittrock, 2006) and motivational beliefs 

(Deci & Ryan, 1985; Wigfield & Eccles, 2000; Wigfield, 1994). Research in the online medium 

has also followed in this trend, often focusing research on the nuances of student learning 

strategies as a means of analysing successful student learning (Wolters, 2003; Lee et al., 2013; 

Broadbent, 2017).  

One area of research dedicated to student academic success online has focused on the 

effect of procrastination behaviour on student academic achievement (Wolters, 2003; Klassen et 

al., 2008; Deimann & Bastiaens, 2010; Klingsieck et al., 2012). Research has suggested that 

procrastination is highly prevalent in the online environment because of the increased 

expectation of learner autonomy and learning management (Kaufman, 2015). Procrastination 

behaviour has long been studied as a component of learner strategy, with a strong component of 

research dedicated to diagnosing the behaviour. Major proponents of procrastination as a 

negative behaviour assign it as a failure of self-regulation (Wolters, 2003; Dietz et al., 2007), a 

failure of goal motivation (Steel & Klingsieck, 2016), and the product of low self-efficacy for a 

given task (Rozental & Carlbring, 2014; Uzun et al., 2014; Uzun et al., 2020;). While research 
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has well established the antecedents and consequences of general procrastination behaviour, 

researchers have identified that research continuing in the study of procrastination behaviour 

should focus on the situational and task specific nuances of the behaviour (Steel & Klingsieck, 

2016; Zacks & Hen, 2018).  

While numerous studies have suggested a correlation between procrastination and student 

achievement in authentic learning environments (Steel, 2007; Klassen et al., 2008), several 

researchers have identified that research into procrastination behaviour in the online learning 

environment is limited and understudied (Michinov et al., 2011; Cerezo et al., 2017; Cheng & 

Xie, 2021). The current and expected growth of online learning in Canada, coupled with 

researchers’ indication for the need to continue developing our understanding of online learning, 

suggest that further research in the learning behaviours exhibited within the online environment 

is timely. As a result, this study aims to investigate the relationship between students’ 

procrastination behaviour and their achievement motivation in an online learning course. The 

objective of this research is to contribute to the growing field of literature focused on online 

learning by further examining student motivation online. This was be done by expanding the 

understanding of procrastination behaviour in the online learning environment through student’s 

achievement motivation values.  

To achieve this aim, this research aimed to answer the following research questions:  

Research Question 1: What is the predictive relationship of student’s achievement motivation 

on their procrastination behaviour when learning in an online learning course? 

Research Question 2: How well do students’ general procrastination behaviour, intentional 

delay, previous experience learning online, grade level, and gender, predict procrastination 

behaviour, over and above student achievement motivation in the online learning medium? 
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Chapter 2 
 

Review of the Literature 
 

 This section includes an overview of key theoretical concepts for the proposed research, 

including online learning, achievement motivation, expectancy-value theory, and procrastination. 

The primary focus of this section is to summarize (1) key theories of online learning, (2) key 

theories and models of academic procrastination, (3) how procrastination has been 

conceptualized in the online learning environment, (4) achievement motivation theories in the 

context of academic achievement, and (5) the Expectancy-value model of achievement 

motivation and its’ relation to procrastination.  

The first section of this literature review will provide a historical and theoretical 

overview of the distance learning environment, and its modern incarnation, online learning. This 

section will overview the development of online learning, what defines online learning and its’ 

major tenants, and provide a summary of the major online learning motivation theories. The 

second part of this section will provide an overview of the major cognitive framework that this 

study used in procrastination. This section will first define procrastination, specifically academic 

procrastination, summarize the key theories, including why students’ practise procrastination 

behaviour and the consequences of that behaviour, and will conclude by contextualizing 

procrastination within the online learning literature.  

 The second section of this review will outline the theoretical framework that this 

research employed. This section will explore achievement motivation and a specific model 

within this field—expectancy-value theory of motivation. Achievement Motivation theories 

focus on understanding student motivation and behaviour by studying how students use their 

beliefs, values, and goals to direct their participation and engagement in specific academic 
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activities (Eccles & Wigfield, 2002). Expectancy-value theory, a model under the achievement 

motivation theory lens, assumes that choices are influenced by both negative and positive task 

characteristics, the relative value of the task, the expectancy for success at the task, and the cost 

associated with a task. This section will conclude by exploring the existing literature on 

expectancy-value theories and academic procrastination behaviour.   

Distance Education  

 Contemporary distance education is defined as learning that uses one or more 

technologies to deliver instruction to students who are separated from their instructor, through 

regular synchronous and asynchronous mediums (Allen & Seaman, 2017). A more traditional 

approach to distance learning situates that distance education is defined by learning with no 

formal face-to-face contact between the learner and the teacher because of distance in geographic 

location and time (King, 2001). Distance education, at principal, is designed to provide learning 

access to students who are prevented from attending physical learning spaces due to a movement 

barrier. Through distance education, higher education institutions have been able to access 

students who have several limitations such as geographic remoteness, employment, family 

responsibilities, and movement limitations (Anderson & Simpson, 2012; Fresen, 2018). 

Fundamentally, students are largely left on their own to engage in learning at their home with the 

texts and instructions sent to them as part of their education package (Klesius et al., 1990; 

Bernard et al., 2009). Distance education of the past was highly autonomous, and students were 

expected to perform the same tasks and assignments as their face-to-face peers, meaning courses 

and assignments were not tailored to specifically fit the limitations faced by students who were 

learning from home (Anderson & Simpson, 2012). Distance education today is very different, 
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with a high degree of attention focused on developing specific course structures and pedagogies 

for teaching students from a distance.  

With an emergence in communications technology, specifically with the development of 

digital media and the internet, the structure of distance education today has changed dramatically 

(Anderson & Elloumi, 2004; Bernard et al., 2009; Anderson & Simpson, 2012). Increased access 

to internet and the emergence of online educational technology that allows for the use of in-

person virtual teaching has decreased the metaphysical and physical gap between learners and 

teachers (Cleveland-Innes & Garrison, 2010). As a result, distance education has developed into 

its own distinct educational medium that scholars have argued, rivals the quality of the learning 

experience in classroom instruction (Anderson & Elloumi, 2004; Bernard et al., 2009). One of 

the major developments that differentiates traditional distance education from the version 

students experience today is the specific attention given to designing courses, assignments, and 

activities that are geared towards fostering effective learning online, through a mixture of 

synchronous and asynchronous activities, community building, scaffolding, and autonomous 

learning (Bernard et al., 2009; Joksimović et al., 2015).   

Online Learning     

Modern distance education scholarship has established that online learning is the fifth 

generation of distance education, which defines the current era of distance learning (Taylor, 

2001). Online learning (also referred to as e-learning), conceived through the development of 

digital computing technology and online capabilities, is considered to be on of the most 

influential developments in distance education (Anderson & Dron, 2011). While early models of 

online learning were highly dependent on email, web-based resources, and online discussions 

boards (Harasim, 2000), the current online classroom is composed of a robust mixture of 
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synchronous and asynchronous activities (Garrison, 2011) that foster learning environments, 

catering to both individualized modes of learning, as well as an emphasis on transactional 

learning through which social interaction and collaboration are fostered online (Garrison, 2016). 

Although online learning is presented as the modern form of distance education, researchers 

strongly support that online learning should be considered the beginning of a new medium of 

learning (Ally, 2008; Garrison, 2011; Anderson, 2008). 

 A 2010 report by the United States Department of Education (Means et al., 2010) on the 

current state and future projection of online learning in North America, defined online learning 

“as learning that takes place partially or entirely over the internet as a substitute or alternative to 

face-to face learning (p. 9).” As a broad definition intended to supplement policy, this definition 

only captures the medium by which learning occurs, bypassing many of the defining 

characteristics that are important for academic study. Through academic research, defining the 

‘what’ of online learning expands beyond just the definition of the learning medium, working to 

identify the nuances and differences experienced by both the teacher and the learner. Broadly in 

academia, online learning can be characterized as a self-paced learning environment where 

students study on their own time from their own location which provides the learner with greater 

autonomy over their learning (Rhode, 2009). Further, Anderson (2008) defines online learning as 

any teaching and learning situation where, (1) the learner is at a distance from the teacher, (2) the 

learner uses technology to access their learning environment, (3) the learner uses technology to 

interact with their teacher, and (4) support is provided to the learner.  

One of the most widely adopted frameworks for quantifying online learning is the 

definitions prescribed by Allen and Seaman (2013; 2015; 2016; 2017) in their annual reports on 

online learning in the United States. In their reporting, Allen and Seaman have developed 
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specific parameters and descriptions of traditional, web-facilitated, blended, and online learning 

based on the proportion of the course that is being delivered online (see Figure 1 below). 

Figure 1  

Allen and Seaman’s Online Learning Classification 

 

Note. Retrieved from Allen I.E., & Seaman J. (2016). Online Report Card - Tracking online 
education in the United States. 

Allen & Seaman’s (2016) definition of online learning includes any course where greater 

than 80% of the content is provided online, and typically has no face-to-face interaction between 

students, and even with the instructor. These definitions have been used to define online learning 

for academic research (Arbaugh, 2010; Cejda, 2010; Broadbent, 2017; Lokken & Mullins, 2013; 

Muljana & Luo, 2019), and were used to define the online learning courses used in the present 

research.  

In research, online learning is conceptualized as a classroom medium, which is generally 

housed in the form of a learning management system or virtual classroom that is designed with 

specific functions to utilize virtual learning tools (Bach et al., 2006). Online learning transforms 
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the education setting, moving from the traditional instructor-centered classroom to a classroom 

that is student-centered, presenting more responsibility to the student for their own learning 

(Koch, 2014). Early in the development of DE’s transformation, Nada Daddagh (2005) argued 

that online learning should be conceptualized as a theory-based network of learning, where 

technology, instructional strategy and pedagogical models are related. Dabbagh (2005) supports 

that online learning represents an expansion of the boundaries of learning that has presented the 

learner with new interactions and instantaneous connectivity with the world, and therefore 

requires its own theoretical framework to guide research and development. Underlying this 

framework, Dabbagh argues that online learning as a medium of learning, presents students to a 

diversity of connections, resources, and experiences that were before perceived as impossible. 

Together, these new abilities in connectivity have granted the modern learner with a new 

opportunity to share and construct knowledge with individuals outside of their immediate 

environment. 

Other Researchers have also supported that online learning requires its own framework to 

guide its development (Ally, 2008). While a large focus of research is dedicated to examining the 

current trends in online learning through the expansion of technology and accessibility, other 

research has focused more specifically on what the expansion of online learning means for 

education. Several scholars have pointed to the potential of online education to mitigate the 

inequalities of educational opportunity and access by providing high quality distance education 

to individuals in remote settings (Larreamendy-Joerns & Leinhardy, 2006). Other scholars have 

pointed to the signalling that online learning lends to the future of education, as accessible 

(Anderson, 2008; Lee, 2017), technology enhanced (Schmid et al., 2014; Ross & Morrison, 

2014; Siemens et al., 2015), learner centric (Ally, 2008), and constantly evolving (Siemens et al., 
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2015). Theorizing whether online learning should be considered an extension of distance 

education or a new, distinct learning construct, Mohamed Ally (2008) suggests that online 

learning blends the constructivist approach of learning design (Duffy & Cunningham, 1996) 

where students construct their own meaning from the material they learn, with the learning 

theories of connectivism which emphasize a networked, highly exploratory, and information 

salient approach to learning (Siemens, 2005; Goldie, 2016). In this belief, Ally and Anderson 

(2008), argue that this indicates that online learning represents a new learning paradigm, where 

students are presented with increased flexibility, autonomy, and diversity in their learning. 

Online learning caters to accessibility as many students who choose to learn online often 

do so as it presents greater access, flexibility (Daymont et al., 2011), and greater control over the 

organization of their education (Carter et al., 2020). For the student, the online learning 

environment is characterized as physically distanced learning, where individuals study on their 

own time and from their own location (Kiat et al., 2016; Carter et al., 2020). Online learning is 

attractive to students who want flexibility in their learning (Gratton-Lavoie & Stanley, 2009; 

Daymont et al., 2011), including increased control over the timing of their learning and the 

ability to access the course without location restrictions (Lee & Choi, 2011). Academics who 

research the learning autonomy students experience online, argue that autonomy is inherent of 

online learning, due to the emphasis of self-paced learning and self-directed information 

processing (Rhode, 2009; Serdyukov & Hill, 2013; Rice & Carter, 2016; Rice, 2018). Research 

has suggested that online and distance learning have fewer motivational structures built into 

learning because of the lack of physical interaction between students, the perceived classroom, 

their classmates, and the course instructor (Castek & Coiro, 2015; Carter et al., 2020). Therefore, 
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the student is presented with a larger range of control over their learning and thus must exhibit a 

higher level of self-regulation and self-discipline to succeed (Kauffman, 2015). 

In the traditional classroom setting, where the instructor can directly monitor progress, 

direct student’s goals, and adjust learning to fit learner needs, the separation inherent in online 

learning environments requires that students express much greater autonomy and advocacy over 

their learning (Rapanta et al., 2020). Therefore, research has indicated that student readiness to 

learn online should be integral to the learning design process (Yilmaz, 2017) given the increased 

dependency on student learning regulation skills and strategies (Carter et al., 2020). Assignment 

scaffolding and student feedback have been argued by scholars as being more important in the 

online setting due to the decreased connectivity and interaction between the student and their 

teacher (Kauffman, 2002; Dabbagh & Kitsantas, 2005). Major models of online learning such as 

the Community of Inquiry model (Garrison et al., 2010), George Siemen’s Theory of 

Connectivism (2005; Goldie, 2016), and Linda Harasim’s Online Collaborative Learning model 

(2017), stress the importance of a balance fostering connectivity between students, their peers, 

and their ideas, facilitated through the interactions that they have with their peers and their 

teachers. Theories in effective online course design stress that planned connectivity and 

interaction are integral to student engagement and success. 

Similar to classroom instruction, careful consideration of course structure and assessment 

is vital to student learning success (Richey et al., 2011; Goodyear, 2015). Effective online 

learning relies on specifically designed course materials and activities for the online medium. As 

such, many online courses go through an extensive planning and development process during 

their lifespan. Therefore, the focus of this process is on the use of specific pedagogy and learning 
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activities that foster student engagement to counter the amount of autonomy expected of students 

taking a distance education course (Tennyson & Schott, 2010).  

 While research has been conducted since the inception of web-based distance education, 

scholarship has identified that there are gaps in our understanding of how students learn best 

online. Research has conceptualized a framework for online learning that recognizes the unique 

capabilities of the online medium, while also expressing the key differences that need to be 

considered when designing effective online courses (Ally, 2008; Martin et al., 2020).  In 

developing nuanced theoretical frameworks for analyzing the cognitive characteristics of online 

learning, research has worked to apply the concepts of motivation and self-regulation into the 

medium, focusing on learning management, learning strategies, self-efficacy, goal motivation, 

and procrastination (Broadbent, 2017; Martin et al., 2020). While research has been extensive in 

these areas, the continued development of these constructs is necessary as the framework of 

online learning is based on continuous development and understanding.  

Procrastination, Procrastination Behaviour, and Academic Procrastination 

 The evolving understanding, complexity, and commonality of procrastination behaviour 

has created contention regarding how best to define it (Van Eerde, 2003). Early scholars of 

procrastination behaviour as a psychological phenomenon established that individuals who 

exhibit procrastination as a behaviour are characterized by habitual delay of tasks (Aitken, 1982), 

accompanied by needlessness for the delay, and a psychological discomfort that accompanies it 

(Solomon & Rothburn, 1984). Early researchers Solomon and Rothburn (1984) defined 

procrastination as “the act of needlessly delaying tasks to the point of experiencing subjective 

discomfort” (p. 503). Later research continued to build on these definitions to include variables 

such as goal orientations (Lay, 1986), metacognitive functioning (Tuckman, 1991), and 
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behavioural orientation (Schouwenburg, 1995). While there has been no agreed upon definition 

for the antecedent of procrastination as a behaviour (Schraw et al., 2007), literature working to 

characterize the behaviour has identified six defining characteristics: delay, intention-action gap, 

irrationality, negative emotion, performance impact, and task subjectivity (Schraw et al., 2007; 

Haghbin, 2015).  

In his meta-analytic review of procrastination literature, Piers Steel (2007) accumulated 

216 independent works, with 691 independent correlations to code a conceptual framework for 

procrastination from all the works performed prior to the analysis. Through his analysis, Steel 

identified that the literature generally defines procrastination as a self-handicapping behaviour 

that occurs when an individual delays in the completion of an activity, that can lead to lost 

productivity, poor performance, and increased stress. Through his analysis, Steel proposed the 

following refined definition: “to voluntarily delay an intended course of action despite expecting 

to be worse off for the delay” (p. 66). Even though procrastination is a common behaviour, 

scholarship has sustained that our understanding of this behaviour is still not fully understood 

(Ferarri, 2010).  

Research has determined that there are six independent domains in which procrastination 

occurs: academic, work, everyday routines, health, family, and social (Klingsleck, 2013). Each 

domain produces its own constructs, prevalence, and correlations. The prevalence of 

procrastination in academic domains has maintained a heightened focus of procrastination 

research in education settings (Steel, 2007; Klingsleck, 2013), which examines procrastination as 

being specifically related to passive responses to completing an academic related task or activity 

(Schraw et al., 2007). Academic procrastination defines any procrastination that involves tasks 

and activities that are related to learning and studying, where the individual voluntarily delays 
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their intended study-related behaviours (Steel & Kingsieck, 2016). It is expressed mainly in 

academic tasks such as homework, writing of papers, at-home assignments, and when studying 

for exams (Milgram et al., 1998). Research has suggested that students who procrastinate, 

experience detrimental outcomes and impacts, and is positively related to low levels of self-

control (Digdon & Howell, 2008; Uzun et al., 2020), self-efficacy (Klassen et al., 2009; Uzun et 

al., 2014), and academic performance (Chabaud et al., 2010). For the purpose of this study, 

procrastination is analyzed through the academic domain and its relationship to academic 

motivation. 

Empirical studies on academic procrastination have associated numerous negative 

impacts on student wellbeing, such as increased anxiety, guilt, decreased self-esteem (Ferrari, 

2000), and is related to poor academic performance (Akinsola et al., 2007; Steel, 2007; Chabaud 

et al., 2010). Research has established that procrastination is negatively related to self-efficacy 

(Steel, 2007) and positively related to stress, indicating that procrastination is a reaction to low 

motivation, and the result of a lack of intention or willingness to take action (Ryan & Deci, 

2000). In a meta-analysis of 216 studies on procrastination, Steel (2007) found that 

procrastination was correlated to low conscientiousness and self-regulatory failure, indicating 

that procrastination is largely associated with poor organization and low achievement motivation. 

However, while considerable research has been conducted into procrastination behaviour, no 

single theoretical model of academic procrastination is definitive in the literature.  

Academic procrastination has been long associated with negative academic outcomes 

such as underachievement and academic delay. Research has suggested that students who 

exercise procrastination behaviour report increased time pressure for meeting deadlines, 

difficulty completing work, work accumulation, and extended periods of study (Grunchschel, 
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2013; Schraw et al., 2007). While there are several studies that suggest negative academic 

outcomes, research on the relationship between procrastination and overall academic 

achievement (e.g., grade point average) has been more contentious. A large portion of research 

has focused on analyzing the relationship between procrastination and GPA, which has 

suggested a negative correlation, (Steel, 2007; Klassen et al., 2008; Kim & Seo, 2015) however 

this is not universal in the literature. Other researchers have found evidence to support that 

procrastination and academic performance are not significantly correlated across the general 

student population, citing students who intentionally employ this behaviour as a motivational 

strategy (Hensley, 2014; Burnam et al., 2014). These researchers suggest that the relationship 

between procrastination and academic achievement is unique to each student, and situationally 

dependent (Burnam, 2014; Hensley, 2014). This indicates that while procrastination has 

consequences, low academic outcomes are not necessarily one of them.  

In their study measuring perfectionism and procrastination, Burnam et al. (2014) 

suggested that the relationship between procrastination and academic achievement is situational 

(exam studying vs. assignment) and is dependent on the student’s personal standards for 

academics. This is supported by Sæle et al. (2017), who argued that procrastination is negatively 

correlated to students’ use of strategic approaches to academics, but not necessarily GPA. Their 

research suggests that some students perform the same academically whether they procrastinate 

or not. Further, Hensley (2014) found that students who employed adaptive procrastination, 

which is the purposeful use of procrastination (e.g., preferring to work under pressure) show no 

connection between procrastination and their achieved grades. However, Schraw et al. (2007) 

argued that while procrastination may not always directly impact academic achievement, the 

negative correlation with student’s health and wellbeing is a direct consequence.  
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Coinciding with academic consequences, procrastination has also been largely connected 

to a number of non-academic, negative psychological implications for students such as anxiety, 

shame, depression, guilt, and stress (Steel, 2007). Haghbin and Pychyl (2012) asked 2,700 

participants to indicate to what extent procrastination has a negative impact on their mental 

health. Half of the participants reported a negative effect, with 20% reporting a severe effect on 

their mental health.  Affective factors such as these are often conceived in an academic setting 

through assumptions, irrational beliefs, and negative thoughts towards a task or course, which 

can result in delay (Rozental & Carlbring, 2014). In their latent profile analysis of 554 students, 

Grunschel et al. (2013) found that students who procrastinated as a result of low self-esteem, low 

self-efficacy, and  fear of failure, experienced high levels of anxiety, while students who 

procrastinated due to low interest in the activity reported little anxiety. This suggests that while 

anxiety is positively correlated with procrastination, this is only true for students who experience 

cognitive and metacognitive failures. Furthermore, Steel and Klingsick (2016) argued that 

anxiety, depression, and procrastination are reciprocal, where increased anxiety and depression 

leads to greater procrastination, which results in more anxiety and depression.  

While the relationship between academic achievement and procrastination is contended, 

some research has identified that a student’s likelihood of withdrawing from their studies, a 

negative academic outcome, is related to their procrastination behaviour. While research has 

identified numerous individual, institutional, and social factors that influence the decision to 

withdraw, studies have suggested that students who have low motivation, and thus higher 

tendencies to procrastinate, demonstrate a higher likelihood of considering dropping out (Patrzek 

et al., 2012; Wu & Fan, 2017). This theory was tested by Bäulke et al. (2018) in their study to 

measure the relationship between drop out intentions, procrastination, and regulatory motivation. 
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They surveyed 515 college students and found a positive association between students’ tendency 

to procrastinate and their likelihood of considering withdrawal from their program, but only 

when mediated by their motivation regulation. This suggests that while not directly related, 

students who are better at regulating their motivation and engagement (i.e., less procrastination), 

self-report as being less likely to drop out of their studies. It is important to note that this 

relationship is correlational, meaning that procrastination is not the driver of dropping out, but 

rather is also a product of the variables that relate to withdrawing (boredom, disinterest in 

studies, psychological problems). 

While research has determined numerous negative consequences for procrastination, 

academic procrastination researchers have had difficulty attributing procrastination to a single 

explanation or significant variable. Several studies have identified numerous variables that 

impact a student’s choice to procrastinate, identifying that variables such as aversiveness, fear, 

poor self-regulation, poor planning, and perceived task challenge, are prevalent in individuals 

who procrastinate (Steel, 2007). In academic procrastination, theorists have largely focused on 

maladaptive practises of procrastination such as task aversion, fear of failure, and issues of 

prioritizing academics over other activities (Steel, 2007; Haghbin et al., 2012; Steel & 

Klingsieck, 2016).  

Studies that have examined the relationship between procrastination and task 

characteristics, suggest that there is a correlation between the attractiveness of a task and the 

aversiveness of that task, where less attraction is related to greater aversiveness, which may 

result in procrastination behaviour (Ferrari & Scher, 2000). Aversiveness to the task can be 

influenced by a number of factors such as the pressures of completing the task, social pressure, 

task difficulty, confusion about the task, and interest in the task (Ackerman & Gross, 2005). 
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Students who express aversiveness towards a task are more likely to procrastinate on that task 

than tasks that they perceive as joyful (Milgram et al., 1995) and less stressful, even when the 

alterative task as less important than what they should be doing (Pychyl et al., 2000). 

Furthermore, research from Ackerman & Gross (2005) identified that social norms from peers 

and the instructor also impacts student procrastination. They found that peer influence set a 

normative influence for the class standard on procrastination, while instructor influence 

established class expectations and behavioural standards.  

Another contributing factor to task aversion is the student’s fear of failure (Steel, 2007).  

Haghbin et al. (2012), in their study of the relationship between fear and procrastination, applied 

Ryan and Deci’s (2000) Self-Determination Theory and found that students’ fear of failure, 

defined as an aggregated variable made up of fear of failure, test anxiety, social perfectionism, 

and self-consciousness (Steel, 2007), is related to procrastination in students who express low-

competence in a domain. Students with low competence expressed both cognitive and emotional 

responses to a task, influenced by the beliefs that the consequence of failing the task was 

aversive and threatening, which produced negative emotions towards the task. Students who had 

negative emotions towards the task were more likely to distract themselves with other non-

intended and less anxiety-provoking activities. For students who expressed high competence in 

the domain area, Haghbin et al. (2012) suggested that the phenomenon is more complex, as 

results displayed a negative correlation between fear of failure and procrastination, with task 

autonomy having a higher mediating effect on this group of students. 

Another area of focus for academic procrastination and value-based motivation research 

has been on the relationship between the phenomenon and the concept of self-control. Self-

control can be defined by a set of processes that an individual uses to regulate their attention, 
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motivation, and behaviour as a means to persevere over momentary impulses and desires 

(Duckworth et al., 2016). An individual utilizes self-control when they are faced with a 

motivational conflict (Kotabe & Hofmann, 2015), where they experience a divergence of 

motivational interests between two tasks: one that will bring immediate pleasure and another that 

may bring longer term benefit (Duckworth et al., 2016).  

Recently, the direction of academic procrastination research has pivoted from attempting 

to understand procrastination through cognitive variables, expanding the study field into 

researching both cognitive and metacognitive variables, specifically self-efficacy, self-regulated 

learning, and motivation (Park & Sperling, 2012; Akpur & Yurtseven, 2019; Balkis & Duru, 2016; 

Demir & Kutlu, 2018; Grund & Fries, 2018; Loeffler et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2018). Research has 

suggested that there is a strong inverse correlation between a student’s self-regulation skills and 

their propensity to procrastinate, with research suggesting that academic procrastination is the 

result of failed self-regulation (Steel, 2007). This is supported by Wolters (2003) who found 

evidence to support that procrastination results from the failure of a students’ self-regulation 

skills and strategies. Specifically, Wolters (2003) found that students’ inability to plan, organize, 

and adjust their learning behaviours resulted in an increased likelihood that procrastination 

would be practised by the student. Further studies have also shown that students who are strong 

self-regulators demonstrate greater task persistence and are more able to recognize their own 

responsibility to begin and persevere on a task (Wigfield, 2011). 

Zimmerman (2011) argued that procrastination and self-regulation are connected through 

the self-reflection phase of self-regulation. He suggested that students who are dissatisfied with 

their performance, and associate this result as an uncontrollable outcome, the student will often 

resort to defensive inferences such as task avoidance, cognitive disengagement, and 
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procrastination. The reactions that a student generates towards a task during the self-reflection 

phase influences their goal setting, planning, and motivational beliefs towards future learning 

tasks. Wolters et al. (2017) applied time management strategy use as a mediator of self-

regulation and procrastination behaviour. They found that students who chose to procrastinate 

their tasks reported increased use of strategies for time management, metacognition, and 

motivation, and reported a positive relation to meeting assignment deadlines. Furthermore, they 

also found that self-efficacy, organization, and goal setting were associated with decreased 

procrastination, suggesting that procrastination can only be associated with some components of 

self-regulated learning.  

 While a considerable proportion of research has focused on procrastination as a failure of 

self-regulation, other research has more specifically focused on the relationship between 

procrastinating behaviours and student motivation (Wu & Fan, 2017). While motivation is an 

underlying value within self-regulation theory that focuses on goal oriented motivational 

research (Wolters, 2003), studies have suggested that the relationship between procrastination 

and motivation should also be analyzed using value-based motivational theories. Even within 

goal orientation paradigms, research has suggested that students who expressed stronger 

preferences for easy academic tasks are more likely to procrastinate on those tasks (Wolter, 

2003), and also provided evidence of a negative correlation between task value and 

procrastination, indicating that as task value decreased, the frequency of procrastination 

increased (Steel, 2007).  

Steel (2007) proposed a procrastination model of motivation, where desirability to 

perform an action is the direct result of self-efficacy and task value. In developing this model, 

Gröpel and Steel (2008) demonstrated that interest-enhancement and goal setting resulted in 
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conductional effects on student procrastination propensity, suggesting a negative correlation 

between interest and goals and procrastination. In her study on comparing active and passive 

procrastinators, Hensley (2014) found a negative and significant correlation between task value 

and passive procrastinators, but a positive and significant correlation between task value and 

active procrastinators. These findings suggest that students who practise traditional 

procrastination may have low task value for the academic activity, while active procrastinators 

expressed greater task-value.   

 Intentional and irrational procrastination. Along with determining the tenants and 

variables of academic procrastination, several researchers have also worked to identify the 

specific procrastination profiles of students to categorize and predict procrastination influences 

and outcomes. Researchers identified that while procrastination for some students is an 

indication of maladaptive behaviour, other researchers noticed that some students practise 

procrastination with intent (Chowdbury & Pychyl, 2018). Traditional procrastination, referred to 

as passive or irrational procrastination, has been the largest subject field within academic 

procrastination research (Steel, 2007), focusing primarily on the negative consequences and 

maladaptive behavioural tenants of procrastinating. Students who are passive and irrational 

procrastinators postpone their tasks because of their inability to make the decision to act in a 

timely manner (Choi & Moran, 2009) as the result of low self-esteem, low self-efficacy, and task 

avoidance (Ferrari, 1992). Grunsschel et al. (2013) constructed a latent profile analysis of 554 

university students to categorize their reasons for academic delay. In their profiling, the 

researchers found that students who were discontent with their studies were under less 

psychological stress than students that expressed task avoidance, while students lacking self-

management skills fell within the passive procrastination category. This supports prior research 
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that procrastination is a failure of self-regulation (Wolters, 2003), but suggests that self-

regulation may better predict passive procrastination behaviour, rather than intentional or active.      

More recent research has developed a new type of procrastination—active or intentional 

procrastination—which is defined as the execution of this behaviour intentionally as an adaptive 

learning process. Research has suggested that some students are adaptive procrastinators who 

make the deliberate decision to put off work to create motivation through pressure, without 

sacrificing their academic goals (Choi & Moran, 2009) or experiencing negative academic 

consequences (Chu & Choi, 2005). Choi and Moran (2009) identified four general characteristics 

of active procrastinators: preference for pressure, intentional decision to procrastinate, ability to 

meet deadlines, and outcome satisfaction. Empirical support for this conceptual structure is 

limited but has been supported in research, first by the foundational authors (Chu & Choi, 2005; 

Choi & Moran, 2009) and then later in supporting research (Hensely, 2014).  

 Further research into the relationship between student outcomes and these 

characteristics, Hensley (2014) applied the four factors to task value and academic outcomes, 

finding a highly significant positive correlation between active procrastination, course grades, 

and task value. They also found a highly significant negative correlation between passive 

procrastination, course grades and task value. In support of previously mentioned research on 

procrastination and academic outcomes, this research further defines that the academic 

procrastination profile of the student may predict their academic outcomes and be predicted by 

their task values. Grunsschel et al. (2013), using a latent profile analysis, found that students who 

actively procrastinated were more likely to have higher satisfaction with their studies, and that 

they often engaged in pressure seeking behaviour because they generated motivation which 

influenced efficiency in their academic work. Schraw et al. (2007) performed a comparative 
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analysis into adaptive and maladaptive procrastinating students, finding that students who use 

adaptive procrastination to reduce boredom, increase efficiency, and generate motivation, 

reported that these values outweighed the maladaptive values such as fear of failure or task 

aversion. They also found that adaptive procrastinators were very aware of the potential 

consequences of their behaviour, even when procrastinating intentionally. Therefore, the 

researchers suggest that the consequences of procrastinating do not always outweigh the value of 

intentional procrastination strategies.    

 Several researchers have argued that active procrastination, as an intentional strategic 

decision, should not be conceptually considered procrastination (Kim & Seo, 2015), and rather 

thought of as purposeful delay (Tibbett & Ferrari, 2015; Chowdbury & Pychyl, 2018) or active 

delay (Corkin et al., 2011). Corkin et al. (2011) examined active delay (intentional 

procrastination) within a self-regulated learning framework and found that active delay and 

procrastination were inversely related while active delay was positively related to self-regulation 

strategies, self-efficacy, and higher grades. This suggests that students who are active 

procrastinators demonstrate stronger self-regulation strategies and greater self-efficacy, 

compared to traditional procrastinators. These findings support previous research (Wolters, 2003; 

Steel, 2007), and demonstrate that procrastination, as an adaptive strategy, is positivity related to 

self-regulation, making it similar to Haghbin’s (2015) definition of purposeful delay which 

situates that students deliberately postpone a task as a means of strategic management. 

Purposeful delay is conceptually understood as an intended learning strategy, which contests the 

conceptualization of procrastination as failure of self-regulation and poor learning management. 

Furthermore, where established theories of procrastination have determined that self-efficacy and 

procrastination are negatively related (Steel, 2007), students who purposefully delayed work 
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demonstrated a positive relationship to self-efficacy (Haghbin, 2015). This demonstrates a need 

for future development of the underlying motivational variables of procrastination behaviour.  

 Gender. Along with psychological and task related characteristics, several demographic 

predictors have also been tested in the literature. Gender has long been studied as a potential 

predictor of procrastination behaviour (Steel & Ferarri, 2013). Early research in the field of 

procrastination identified no direct relationship between gender and procrastination, unless 

studied through other psychological constructs such as self-worth and academic satisfaction 

(Pychyl et al., 2002). However, more recent studies have argued that gender is a significant 

predictor, finding that males are more likely to engage in procrastination behaviour than females 

(Steel 2007; Gropel & Steel, 2008). Steel and Ferarri (2013) suggested that this may be the result 

of the differing levels of self-control and impulsiveness experienced between males and females. 

However, in their study the reported procrastination levels in males was only slightly larger than 

females.  

Online Learning and Procrastination 

 The field of online studies has established that the study of student behaviour in online 

learning should be considered as conceptually different from other learning mediums (Siemens et 

al., 2015), as the responsibility, flexibility and autonomy afforded by learning online creates a 

unique metacognitive environment that should be studied independently from face-to-face 

learning (Rakes and Dunn, 2010; Leu et al., 2015; Joksimović et al., 2015; Hobson & Puruhito, 

2018). While there is extensive literature on procrastination behaviour in the traditional 

classroom setting, several researchers have identified that the body of research concerning 

procrastination behaviour in the online learning environment is limited (Cerezo et al. 2017; 
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Cheng & Xie, 2021) and mostly focuses on the effect of procrastination on achievement 

outcomes (Cheng & Xie, 2021).  

Research concerning procrastination online has largely focused on student academic 

outcomes where the negative relationship between procrastination and academic outcomes 

remains the same for both mediums. Michinov et al. (2011), in their study of the relationship 

between online discussion participation, procrastination and student academic achievement, 

found a negative correlation between procrastination and performance, suggesting that students 

with the poorest performance are the most likely to procrastinate online. Furthermore, Cerezo et 

al. (2017) looked at the relationship between procrastination behaviour and academic 

performance online and found evidence to suggest that in an online environment, time 

management is positively correlated to academic performance. They found that students who 

procrastinated on an online activity generally performed worse academically than students who 

competed the task in an average amount of time. These results are in confirmation with previous 

studies done in face-to-face classrooms (Broadbent & Poon, 2015). 

 While research has indicated that the performance indicators and negative outcomes of 

procrastination apply across multiple domains, research has worked to establish that the 

propensity for procrastination is much higher in an online learning classroom. Research suggests 

that the online learning environment increases students’ tendency to procrastinate, as the learning 

environment is more conducive to procrastination (Rakes & Dunn, 2010). Betul Yilmaz (2017), 

in their study on the relationship between exam achievement between face-to-face and online 

procrastinators, found that while exam achievement had a small correlation, the tendency to 

procrastinate was higher for students online. This was explained by the ability for online students 

to readily access all the course material at any time, which increased the student’s tendency to 
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procrastinate, because the risk of falling behind in the week-to-week course schedule was 

perceived as low since they could access all the material at any time.  

Research into motivational and cognitive models of online procrastination suggest that 

the online learning environment requires greater use of time management, organization, and 

independent learning skills (You, 2015), which places higher demand on a students’ ability to 

self-regulate and self-motivate (Garrison, 2003; Deimann & Bastiaens, 2010). As stated 

previously, the failure of self-regulation has been strongly established as correlated to 

procrastination behaviour in the literature (Wolters, 2003). Klingsieck et al. (2012) argued that 

the increased level of autonomy that students face in online learning places greater emphasis on 

their need to self-regulate their learning. This can result in more students experiencing 

procrastination behaviour if they are not strong self-regulators. Furthermore, research has also 

indicated that maladaptive motivational beliefs strongly influence students in an online 

environment as the lack of engagement between students, their instructor and their peers 

negatively impact some students’ ability to self-regulate (Cheng & Xie, 2021).  

 The role of self-efficacy and how it relates to effective learning strategy use online, has 

also been debated in the online learning literature. Muljana & Luo (2019) in their environmental 

scan of online learning retention research, concluded that self-efficacy for learning online is 

integral to online learning success, as it leads to the deployment or development of learning 

strategies conducive to succeeding in the online environment. Further, in their study measuring 

the relationship between self-efficacy and effort, Shea and Bidjerano (2010) found that students 

who experienced greater academic self-efficacy also experienced increased effort and increased 

cognitive presence when engaging in learning online. The relationship between procrastination 

and self-efficacy is supported in the literature as being inverse (Steel, 2007), as self-efficacy 
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positively affects the quality of studying, performance, and persistence (Caprara et al., 2008). In 

directly measuring how self-efficacy relates to procrastination, Wäschle et al. (2014) found that 

procrastination was negatively related to personal goal achievement while self-efficacy was 

positively related. Assessing how these variables mediated each other, they found that low goal 

achievement decreased self-efficacy and increased procrastination, suggesting that unsatisfactory 

goal achievement, which may lead to negative emotions or expectation of failure, decreases self-

efficacy and increases procrastination through a negative feed-back loop. They argue that this 

indicates that as self-efficacy decreases, procrastination increases as the result of failed self-

regulation.  

 Research specifically measuring online learning and procrastination has often engaged 

students’ time management and self-regulation as predictors of procrastination behaviour. 

Klingsieck et al. (2012) found that students’ learning strategies yielded a medium effect size on 

procrastination variance, however the predictor ‘learning strategies’ accounted for a variety of 

strategies such as organization, planning, rehearsal, evaluating, and learning environment 

management. Therefore, no specific relationship between procrastination and time management 

was indicated. Further research conducted by Michinov and colleagues (2011) measured 

students’ engagement with an online course discussion, and found that students who submitted 

their discussion closer to the deadline performed poorly, which the researchers allocated to poor 

time management skills. A more recent study by Cerezo et al. (2017) expanded on this by 

measuring the time distance between students’ access to a discussion board, and their discussion 

submission. Their results indicated that the longer a student delayed their participation, the more 

poorly they performed. The researchers concluded that this indicates that students who are better 

managers of their time, and thus procrastinate less, perform better in an online discussion.   
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 Building from these theories that students have greater autonomy and access to their 

learning material, recent research into online procrastination argues that online procrastination 

should be studied from a domain-specific perspective due the readily available means of 

distractions when learning through a computer (Ragan et al., 2014). This field of study has given 

rise to a phenomenon called computer procrastination, which defines procrastination that is the 

result of human-computer interactions and the design of the internet to engage individuals’ 

attention in content that is not work-related (Breems & Basden, 2014). Several readily available 

online media interests, such as music, social media, texting, and video are readily available 

distractors have been associated with negative cognitive ability (Ward et al., 2017). The ability to 

access these distractors through smart phones, tablets, and computers redirects the cognitive 

orientation of attention away from a task towards off-task thoughts, adversely affecting 

performance and enjoyment (End et al., 2009; Isikman et al., 2016; Ward et al., 2017). Further, 

research has shown that online distractors also affect the cognitive allocation of attention of the 

student, as their salience increase the potential for cognitive multitasking between the academic 

task and other non-work-related activities (Ward et al., 2017). The arguments made for the 

uniqueness of procrastination online defend the need to explore procrastination in the online 

learning medium further. 

 Summary. Online learning represents a shift to a new era of learning and is growing in 

higher education institutions throughout North America. Fueled by advancements in technology, 

greater access to internet, and changing cultural norms, the growth of online learning has 

coincided with a growth in research into how students should best learn online (Martin et al., 

2020). Recent research has indicted that online learning requires a more rigorous approach to 

course design than traditional face-to-face learning, as the online learning environment is far 
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more difficult to create engagement is due to the autonomous and self-directed nature of the 

learning environment (Ally, 2008; Bernard et al., 2009; Joksimović et al., 2015). Studies have 

suggested that learning online requires students to display greater self-discipline, motivation, and 

self-regulation in order to be successful (Broadbent, 2017). While research over the last two 

decades has dedicated itself to determining best practises for teaching and learning online, 

researchers suggest that that continuous growth of online learning engagement and capabilities 

requires that research continues to explore this field of study.  

Procrastination behaviour is a long-studied phenomenon in educational research and is 

identified in many studies as a major detriment to student success in highly autonomous learning 

environments. Procrastination behaviour has been linked to many negative consequences such as 

anxiety, low self-esteem and poor academic outcomes. Research has identified that the many 

antecedents of procrastination that can be categorized within a motivation and volitional 

psychology theoretical approach (Steel, 2007; Klingsieck, 2013), which understands the 

behaviour as a result of motivation orientation (Wu & Fan, 2017), goal orientation (Howell & 

Buro, 2008), self-regulation (Wolters, 2003; Dietz et al., 2007) and self-efficacy (Steel, 2007; 

Haghbin, et al., 2012). Furthermore, the antecedents of procrastination behaviour have been 

identified as highly influenced by individual traits and characteristics, with researchers 

suggesting that research should focus on identifying the profiles of procrastinators rather than 

generalized analysis (Klingsieck, 2013; Steel & Klingsieck, 2015). Therefore, the current 

demand for research in procrastination caters to studying this behaviour through a motivation 

framework that is established to identify specific motivational traits in students. 
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Theoretical Framework 

Achievement Motivation and the Expectancy-Value Theory 

 Motivation is studied as a cognitive construct that influences our actions and is best 

defined as the study of why an individual chooses to engage in certain actions over others 

(Eccles & Wigfield, 2002). Theories of motivation attempt to understand why people think the 

way they do, and what cognitive forces occur that move people into the performance of an action 

(Wigfield et al., 2007; Pintrich, 2003). Achievement motivation captures the specific motivation 

that people use to influence their performance on a task in which there exists operational 

standards, such as in school. To the field of motivation in education, theories of motivation 

attempt to understand how choice, persistence, and effort, are related to an individual’s 

motivation (Wigfield et al., 2006). Models of achievement motivation emphasise how an 

individual’s beliefs, achievement values, goals, and interests influence their motivation and 

academic achievement (Eccles & Wigfield, 2002; Wigfield & Cambria, 2010). Therefore, vital to 

each theory within the model is the assumption that the context of the achievement is influential 

on an individual’s motivation and achievement (Wigfield et al., 2006).  

 Pintrich et al. (1993) divide the field of achievement motivation into two categories of 

constructs: capability beliefs and action reasoning. These two categories are further divided into 

five families: efficacy and competence beliefs, attribution and control beliefs, interests and 

intrinsic motivation, achievement values and goals (Pintrich, 2003). While separate in their 

construct focus, each family is directed by the assumption that when an individual believes they 

have the capacity to succeed at an activity, they will engage in it, persist in its completion, and 

have high achievement rates (Schunk & Pajares, 2009; Wigfield & Cambria, 2010).  
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 One of the major fields of study under achievement motivation is the construct of 

achievement values (Wigfield & Cambria, 2010). Values are defined in terms of both the relative 

worth of an activity and the psychological phenomenon of being attracted to, or repulsed from, 

an activity (Higgins, 2007). The prominent theory dedicated to studying value-based motivation 

is the expectancy-value theory (Eccles et al., 1983; Feather, 1982; Pekrun, 2006; Higgins, 2007). 

This model of achievement motivation was first derived by Atkinson (1957), who proposed the 

first theory of value-based motivation to explain achievement related behaviours such as striving 

for success, choice among tasks, and persistence. Atkinson suggested that achievement 

behaviours are determined by motives, expectancy for success, and incentive values. He 

suggested that motivation to participate in an activity is the result of the individual measuring the 

value of approaching the activity, the likelihood of success, and the attractiveness of succeeding, 

thus linking values and expectancies to specific tasks or activities, rather than being general 

dispositions. From Atkinson’s (1957) theory of expectancy-value motivation, two modern 

theorists have proposed their own expectancy-value theories that are widely applied in 

educational psychology.  

Pekrun’s (1993; 2000; 2006; 2009) control-value theory incorporates a construct called 

‘control’ into the value model to capture individuals’ appraisals of possible cause-effect 

relationships between actions and outcomes. In this theory, Pekrun argues that individuals’ 

appraisals for their actions, specifically the likelihood that they will result in a certain outcome, 

and the appraisal for the value of that action, is a fundamental piece of motivation. This model 

differentiates three expectancy beliefs that determine the control beliefs of an individual. 

Situation-outcome expectancies are the expectancies that a situation will produce a specific 

outcome. Action-outcome expectancies concern an individual’s beliefs about the consequences 
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of their own actions and action control expectancies. Finally, action-control expectancies 

measure an individual’s beliefs about whether they can do a certain action. Further, Pekrun also 

distinguishes two achievement values: the value of outcomes and the value of actions, which can 

both be further separated into intrinsic and extrinsic values. While Pekrun’s theory is 

commended for its elaboration of the expectancy construct, motivation theorists have criticized 

the theory for lacking a more elaborate understanding of value (Wigfield & Cambria, 2010).  

The second major expectancy-value theory, Eccles (Parsons) et al. (1983) Situated 

Expectancy-Value Model of Motivation (previously called the Expectancy-value model), 

proposed that the value and expectancy constructs are influenced by a variety of psychological, 

social and cultural influences. Expectancies and values are hypothesized to directly influence 

performance and task choice, while also being influenced by task-specific beliefs such as 

perceptions of competence, perceptions of difficulty, goals, and self-schema. Eccles and her 

colleague defined values in terms of the qualities of the task and how those qualities influence an 

individual’s desire to participate in the task (Eccles, 2005). While sharing many similarities to 

Pekrun’s (1993) control-value model, the expectancy-value model is considered superior in its 

measurement of task values. Furthermore, while Pekrun’s model has a greater elaboration of the 

emotions behind motivation, Eccles’ model has a cleaner distinction between action and outcome 

and a more elaborate set of precursors of both expectancies and values (Wigfield & Cambria, 

2010). As the purpose of this research is to analyze the relationship of specific task values to the 

phenomenon of procrastination, this research was informed by Eccles’s Situated Expectancy-

Value Model of Motivation. 
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Situated Expectancy-Value Theory 

Jacqueline Eccles1 and her colleagues (Eccles (Parsons) et al., 1983) model of expectancy 

motivation, titled the Situated Expectancy Value Theory (SEVT) (previously titled Expectancy-

Value Theory) was originally developed as a framework to understand how student’s make 

academic choice performance and choice decisions, in a mathematics classroom. In this model of 

achievement motivation, a student’s achievement-related choices are influenced by the student’s 

valuation the task or choice, and their personal expectations to achieve the task successfully. In 

the SEVT model, expectancy represents the individual’s belief about their ability to perform a 

task (measured against task difficulty and previous experience), while subjective task value 

measures the beliefs that the student holds about the importance and personal interest in a task. 

This theory assumes that some individuals believe they can perform a task and are responsible 

for their success in that task, while others do not (Eccles & Wigfield, 2002). Figure 2 below 

shows the factors included in the most recent model. For this theory, factor refers to a box in the 

model, and variable refers to an individual aspect within a box. 

 
1 Eccles first publication of this theory was cited under her maiden name, Parson’s   
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Figure 2.  

Eccles & Wigfield’s Situated Expectancy-Value Theory of Achievement Choices  

 

Received from: Eccles, J.S., & Wigfield, A. (2020). From expectancy-value theory to situated 
expectancy-value theory: A developmental, social cognitive, and sociocultural perspective on 
motivation. Contemporary Educational Psychology, 61. 

  

 Eccles and Wigfield’s (2020) SEVT model of achievement motivation suggests that 

motivation is directed by the value that an individual places on a task. Eccles (1994) notes that 

this model assumes:  

Achievement related choices (educational, occupational, and leisure-time choices), whether 

made consciously or non-consciously, are guided by the following: (1) one’s expectations for 

success on, and sense of personal efficacy for, the various options as well as one’s sense of 
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competence for various tasks; (2) the relation of the options both to one’s short-and long 

range goals and one’s core personal and social identities, and basic psychological needs; (3) 

the individual’s culturally based role schemas, such as those linked to gender, social class, 

religious groups and ethnic group; and (4) the potential cost of investing time in one activity 

rather than another (p.591-592).  

However, the direction of influence on motivation as a result of an individual’s values is not 

exclusively directed by the values. Rather, as the model depicts, an individual’s values are 

influenced by a variety of variables as shown in Figure 1.   

Eccles model begins in the top left with the cultural milieu, socializers beliefs and stable 

child characteristics factors. Eccles and Wigfield (1995) define cultural milieu as the 

demographic description (e.g., age, gender) and the stereotypes that an individual holds (e.g., 

beliefs about age capabilities), including those that are gender based. Demographics include age, 

ethnicity, and socioeconomic status, while stereotype refers to the general stereotypes that exist 

in the social surroundings of that individual and is based in the capabilities associated with 

performing a given task. Other stereotypes may include existing associations that an individual 

has about a task such as influence from a peer or gender stereotypes. This is the only box that 

does not have arrows directed towards it as in this model, as no other factors influence cultural 

milieu.  

 Below the cultural milieu box is a factor that describes the individual’s socialized beliefs 

and behaviours. Eccles et al (1983) developed this factor to describe the experiences that 

influence an individual’s beliefs and values, that may be different from their own beliefs and 

values (Eccles & Wigfield, 1995; Wigfield & Cambria, 2010). Socializing beliefs and values 

assumes that as an individual is exposed to beliefs and behaviours outside of their own, such as 
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from prescribed from their parents or teachers through feedback, evaluation, and participation in 

activities, their own values and beliefs will be influenced (Guthrie et al., 2006; Wigfield et al., 

2015). As the individual receives feedback on activities that they are engaged in, they develop a 

sense of what is good and are presented with a measurement of their adequacies at a task 

(Wigfield & Cambria, 2010). The third factor on the left side of the model is socialization 

beliefs, which are the stable characteristics of an individual such as gender, ethnicity and birth 

order. These values do not change and impact the individual’s goals and choices by influencing 

their perception of social, emotional, and academic standards.  

 In the bottom left corner of the model is the factor previous achievement-related 

experiences, which refers to an individual’s previous successes or failures on a similar task in the 

same domain. As this theory is domain specific, prior achievement is highly influential in this 

model. This model also connects previous achievement to social beliefs and behaviours, 

indicating that the social norms surrounding the student also influence their perception of their 

achievement. Similarly, beliefs about prior achievement are also influenced by cultural milieu, 

which indicates that previous achievement is influenced by the valued stereotypes and 

demographic variables of the individual. Previous achievement in turn influences the individuals 

perceived experience with a domain, which directly impacts their perceived expectation for 

success as well as the value that they place on completing the activity.  

 In the centre of the model, two factors mediate between the cultural and social influences 

on the individual and their task values and expectancies. The Child’s Perception factor involves 

how the child perceives the variables they are influenced by in the previous factors. This 

translation of variables through the individual’s perceptions then influences the personal identity 

of the student, including their goals, both short term and long term. Within this factor, the self-
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concept, which is the individual’s beliefs about their ability in a particular domain (Eccles & 

Wigfield, 1995), is shown to be influenced by a large variety of factors such as their perceptions, 

beliefs, previous experience and their interpretation of that experience. Then, Goals and General 

Self-Schema, is the combination of the previous four factors that creates the identity of the 

individual and directs their short and long-term goals. Together, identity and personal goals 

direct the student’s values for an activity and their expectancy for achievement.   

While the factors in this model suggest that an individual’s beliefs and perceptions about 

the values they hold for a specific academic related choice or performance, contains numerous 

variables that influence their achievement related choices, all factors in the model result in two 

final factors: expectancy for success and subjective task values. These two factors are considered 

the most influential determinants on the individual’s activity choice, performance and level of 

engagement on an activity (Eccles & Wigfield, 2020). As the subjective-task value and 

expectancy for success factors are the culminating products of the underlying value influences, 

these two factors are measured in this study as the predictors of procrastination behaviour.   

 Expectancies and expectation for success. In the Situated Expectancy-Value Theory, 

expectancy beliefs represent an individual’s expectation of success, measured by their beliefs 

about how well they will perform on an upcoming task in both the short and long-term future 

(Eccles & Wigfield, 2020). Conceptually similar to self-efficacy, expectancy beliefs were 

developed out of previous theories of academic ability beliefs and motivation in learners 

(Wigfield & Eccles, 2000). Building from Atkinson’s (1957) theory of expectancy and 

Bandura’s (1986) theory of personal self-efficacy, the Expectation for Success factor combines 

theories that understand self-concept as stable construct as found in Weiner’s (1985) attribution 

theory and Covington’s (1992) self-worth model, with fluid self-concept theories such as Deci & 
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Ryan’s (1985) Theory of self-determination and Harter’s (1981) model, which emphasize the 

importance of domain when determining self-ability. Where previous theories such as Self-

Determination Theory (Deci & Ryan, 1985) propose that intrinsic interest is influenced by the 

individual’s perceived level of competence and autonomy in the specific task (Niemiec & Ryan, 

2009), the SEVT model expands one’s beliefs about their ability to be task specific by including 

perceived competence, perceived task difficulty, and domain specific goals, as influential on a 

student’s ability beliefs (Wigfield & Eccles, 1992). The SEVT model expands the measurement 

of motivational behaviours beyond the individual’s evaluation of their own general competence 

to include an evaluation of their competence in a specific task or timeframe, defined by their 

competence and difficulty beliefs, and goals (Eccles & Wigfield, 2020). 

In their original model, Eccles et al. (1983) conceptualized expectancy beliefs as the 

student’s beliefs about their possibility for success on certain tasks, which is measured by an 

individual’s assessment of their own competency to perform a specific task. Eccles measured 

these constructs as separate variables operating in the individual’s choice schema, however later 

models showed that individuals do not distinguish between the two constructs when making task 

decisions, establishing that success and ability beliefs are empirically indistinguishable but 

distinguishable theoretically (Wigfield & Eccles, 2000; Eccles & Wigfield, 2002). While similar 

to Bandrua’s (1997) original construct for personal belief which he called personal self-efficacy, 

Wigfield & Eccles (2000) maintained that expectancies and self-efficacy are similar in theory, 

but different conceptually (Eccles & Wigfield, 2020). Expectancy beliefs within Eccles and 

Wigfield’s (2020) SEVT model, can be distinguished from Bandura’s self-efficacy by 

conceptualizing expectancies as task and time specific belief (Wigfield & Eccles, 2000) that is 

influenced by general self-efficacy, but defined by the perception of task difficulty a given 
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domain or environment. Therefore, expectations for success measures how an individual’s 

beliefs about how they expect to perform on a specific task, influences their actual performance, 

rather than the individual’s general beliefs about their academic ability (Eccles & Wigfield, 

2020). Expectancies are ability beliefs, measured by an individual’s evaluation of their 

competence in a specific domain, and of their own ability to achievement an outcome in a task, 

which influenced their academic choices and performance.  

 Subject task values. In concert with ability beliefs expressed as expectations for success, 

expectancy-value models of behaviours also hold an assumption that the values that underly 

specific tasks also influence behavioural choices. Conceptualized as subjective task values, 

Eccles and Wigfield theorized that the value of a task is determined not by the characteristics of 

the task, but by the needs, goals, and subjective values of the individual in relation to the task 

(Wigfield & Eccles, 1992). Eccles (2005) described subjective task values as the “quality of the 

task that contributes to the increase or decreasing probability that an individual will select it (p. 

109). This theory also derives from Atkinson’s (1957) beliefs that the value of performing a task 

is related to the degree of difficulty, meaning that success yielded greater value for the 

individual. SEVT elaborates this theory by defining value in terms of four sub-values: (1) 

attainment value, (2) interest- enjoyment value, (3) utility value, and (4) relative cost value. 

Eccles hypothesized that subjective task value influences an individual’s achievement-related 

decision regarding their activity choice, the level of participation and the degree to which they 

engage in that activity (Eccles, 2005).  

 Attainment value. Attainment value is the personal importance that an individual places 

on doing well on a task (Wigfield & Eccles, 2000). Attainment value represents how well the 

task fits an individual’s personal schema for a specific subject and does not always transfer 
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between tasks (Eccles et al., 1993). The role of attainment value was developed out of the theory 

that gender differences could predict a student’s likelihood to participate in certain studies, 

because certain subjects fit within their perceived gender role (Eccles & Wigfield, 2020). Eccles 

hypothesized that attainment value would represent the internal social and personal identities that 

an individual possess and provide a measurable valuation of a task based on these personal 

identities. Therefore, attainment value was included in the theory to measure how important an 

individual’s identity is to their valuation of a task.  

 Attainment value incorporates an assumption that the individual imposes their own 

identify into their motivational decisions; tasks are important when an individual views them as 

important to themselves (Wigfield & Cambria, 2010). In their research on student attainment 

value in mathematics, Gaspard et al. (2015) suggested that the importance of achievement can be 

measured by a student’s perceived significance for performing well on that task.  While several 

studies have attempted to measure attainment value and academic choice, Eccles and Wigfield 

(2020) argued that research on attainment value has failed to measure this construct as they 

intended—through the student’s identity and origins for attainment—but rather focused on 

perceived personal importance of the task. However, they identified that neither they or other 

researchers have yet to conceptualize identity and attainment into a single measure.  

Interest-enjoyment value. Highly correlated to attainment value (Wigfield & Cambria, 

2010; Conley, 2012; Trautwein et al., 2012), interest-enjoyment task value captures motivation 

influenced by the enjoyment that an individual gets from participating in and completing a task. 

In the context of educational studies, the interest-enjoyment task value captures how much 

enjoyment or interest the student gains from engaging in the given task or how much anticipated 

interest they expect to receive while engaging in the task (Eccles, 2005). The interest-enjoyment 
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task value is closely related to Ryan and Deci’s (2016) conceptualization of intrinsic motivation 

within Self-Determination Theory, as it captures the learner’s internal, situational interest to 

participate or achieve a task (Eccles, 2005). However, the conceptualization of the interest-

enjoyment value as intrinsic motivation is based in the enjoyment of the activity and driven by 

curiosity or interest, rather than more traditional intrinsic motivation theories which 

conceptualize intrinsic motivation as directing task performance for an end in itself, based on 

challenge and mastery (Ryan & Deci, 2000; Pintrich, 1993).  

The difference in intrinsic value conceptualization from Eccles & Wigfield (2020) makes 

the interest-enjoyment value more similar to the idea of interest value used in the theoretical 

models of individual and situational interests proposed by Hidi (1990), Krapp et al. (1992) and 

Hidi et al. (2004). Theories of situational interest conceptualize interest as the outcome of an 

interaction between an individual and a specific domain (Hidi & Baird, 1986), where focused 

attention and affective reaction to that domain that is triggered by a domain specific stimulus 

(Hidi, 1990) and develops into a long-term interest for that domain (Hidi & Renninger, 2006). As 

the SEVT model focuses on domain specific tasks, the construct of situational interest as task 

specific, best fits the theoretical conceptualization of interest-enjoyment talk values.    

Utility Value. Utility value examines the perceived usefulness of a task to an individual, 

in relation to both their current and future goals and interests. Utility value asks how the task at 

hand impacts the short term and long-term goals of the student, referring to its’ usefulness to the 

individual in terms of their purpose for competing that task. However, Eccles (Parsons) et al. 

(1983) suggested that the utility value of a task may not be related to the nature of the task at all, 

such as completing a non-essential course as part of a graduation requirement. Eccles (2005) 
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identified that utility value is closely related to extrinsic motivation as conceptualizes motivation 

to perform a task, as a manifestation of the desire to acquire something external to the individual.   

Relative Cost. Relative cost refers to the value of what an individual will have to give up 

engaging in the task at hand, defined by Eccles as “what an individual has to give up to perform 

another task, as well as anticipated effort one will need to put into task completion” (pg. 113, 

2005).  Within the SEVT model, cost is understood as a mediator that can be measured in terms 

of the effort required to complete the task, the time lost participating in other values tasks, the 

emotional cost of completing or failing the task and the cost of lost focus on the task due to other 

tasks. Unlike the other factors within subjective task value, Relative Cost is the only negative 

appraisal, meaning that cost is negatively correlated to a student’s achievement-related choices 

and performance (Flake et al., 2015). While a theoretically important variable within the 

subjective task value box, cost is considered the least studied of the subjective task value 

components (Wigfield & Cambria, 2010; Flake et al., 2015).  

Within the SEVT model, relative cost is composed of four sub factors which create the 

higher order relative cost: perceived task effort, loss of values alternatives, emotional cost and 

outside effort. Task effort represents the negative appraisals of time, effort or amount of work 

required when engaging in a task. If the value of success is low, the cost for the benefit will also 

be low. Loss of valued alternatives represents the individual’s weighing of performing one 

activity over another, through a negative appraisal of what is given up as a result of engaging in a 

task. Loss of valued alternatives measures the valuation that the individual gives their choice to 

engage in an activity, at the expense of not being able to engage in a different activity. In this 

measurement, value is derived from whether the individual perceives loss by not engaging in the 

other task. Emotional Cost is conceptualized as either positive or negative appraisals of the 
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psychological state that results from exerting effort on the task. This cost represents how a 

student measures the potential emotional benefit or handicap of their participating in the task, 

their succeeding in the task, or the failure in the task. Eccles’ (1995) early conceptualization of 

cost consisted of the three sub-factors described above, however recent studies on cost have 

resulted in the conceptualization of a fourth cost factor: outside effort. Outside effort is a negative 

appraisal of the time, effort or amount of work put forth on a task external to the task at hand 

(Flake et al., 2015). This factor captures the individual’s measurement of the cost associated with 

the activity they are performing, against another activity that they would prefer to be performing. 

A positive cost score indicates that the individual would rather spend their time and effort on 

another task.   

Researchers measuring cost value have encountered a variety of emotional variables that 

occur indirectly from the task (Flake et al., 2015). One such example from Watkinson et al.’s 

(2005) study of students’ motivation to be physically active, found that while students weighed 

the cost of losing their ability to participate in their other interests, the potential of being bullied 

also weighed on their decisions. This demonstrated that emotional cost expands beyond Eccles’ 

initial hypothesis of the cost of failure, to show that individuals weigh other psychological 

concerns in their decisions. Furthermore, in their study of the cost values attributed by higher 

education students, Battle and Wigfield (2003) found that attainment and utility value were 

positive predictors of college students’ intentions for their educational choices, while perceived 

psychological cost was a negative predictor. This suggests that when students highly valued a 

task, they were more likely to engage in it, however the perceived cost of the activity could 

outweigh the attainment and utility value, influencing them to avoid specific tasks. 
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Achievement motivation, SEVT and procrastination.   

 Research applying the field of achievement motivation to procrastination behaviour has 

largely focused on the role that academic self-regulation plays in academic procrastination 

(Steel, 2007). Research on the relationship between procrastination and self-regulation has 

suggested a negative correlation, where procrastination can be explained as a failure of a 

student’s self-regulation in an academic setting (Grund & Fries, 2018). Research has suggested 

that procrastination and self-regulation are highly correlated due to the nature of procrastination 

as a function of planning, time management and academic strategy (Steel, 2007). Several studies 

have supported this correlation, and the failure of self-regulation skills is strongly supported as a 

major influence on procrastination behaviour (Ferrari, 2001; Chu & Choi, 2005; Wolters, 2003). 

Recent definitions of academic procrastination have used this correlation, such as Klingsieck 

(2013) who proposed that procrastination is best defined as a voluntary delay of an intended, 

important activity, despite expecting negative consequences. This framing of procrastination 

behaviour, as a voluntary behaviour resulting in negative consequence, situates procrastination as 

a failure of the metacognitive behaviours described with in the self-regulation framework, such 

as self-control (Rebetez et al., 2016), time management (Wolters et al., 2017) and learning 

strategies (Wolters, 2003).  

 Stemming from the research field focused on self-regulation, procrastination research has 

also largely focused on the role that self-efficacy plays in procrastination behaviour (Steel, 2007; 

Klassen et al., 2008). Research has suggested that students who display greater self-efficacy 

report increased time and study management skills (Park & Sperling, 2012; Wolters et al., 2017). 

Several studies have further suggested that the link between procrastination and self-efficacy 

exists in a spiraling relationship where the perceived difficulty of a task negatively impacts the 
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student’s capability beliefs, which results in task avoidance behaviour (Ferrari & Parker, 1992; 

Steel, 2007). In their study on the relationship among procrastination, self-regulation and 

anxiety, Park and Sperling (2012) found that low self-efficacy was positively related to 

procrastination and test anxiety, however procrastination and test anxiety were not correlated.  

However, Malkoç and Kesen Mutlu (2018) found that while self-efficacy and motivation were 

negatively correlated to procrastination, motivation was a greater predictor of procrastination 

when accounting for self-efficacy. This suggests that while self-efficacy is correlated to 

procrastination, academic motivation is a stronger predictor. It should also be noted that in these 

studies, researchers measured students’ general self-efficacy for learning, which as identified 

earlier, is different from expectancies in the SEVT model (Eccles & Wigfield, 2020). 

Further research into the relationship between academic motivation and procrastination 

has also focused on the influence of intrinsic motivation on students’ propensity to procrastinate. 

Within this framework, research has suggested that students who have higher motivation are less 

likely to engage in procrastination compared to those with low quality motivation (Mouratidis et 

al., 2017). Klingsieck et al. (2012) found in their study analyzing procrastination through the 

interest motivation framework, that students who possessed higher intrinsic motivation for an 

academic activity were less likely to procrastinate on that activity. The researchers associated 

positive motivation with the autonomy that the students had with the task, finding that task 

autonomy created greater interest in the task, which decreased the likelihood of procrastination 

(Codina et al., 2018). These results have been supported through additional studies that suggest 

that low intrinsic motivation and higher extrinsic motivation contribute to procrastination 

behaviour (Vij & Lomash, 2014; Cavusoglu & Karatas, 2015; Schraw et al., 2007; Steel, 2007). 
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Self-control has also been conceptually identified within both the achievement motivation 

and procrastination research fields. Current research on academic self-control has advanced the 

model to suggest that self-control is a value-based decision (Berkman et al., 2016; Berkman et 

al., 2017). Self-control is a process of selecting an action that is consistent with the focus goal of 

the individual, influenced by value-based decisions where individuals make evaluations of their 

choices to inform the making of a decision (Berkman et al., 2017). Therefore value-based 

decisions involve understanding how an individual selects a course of action or chooses a task 

when faced with alternatives, which Berkman et al. (2016) define as “a process of selecting a 

behaviour that is consistent with a focal goal when it conflicts with goal-inconsistent activities. 

This process involves calculating a value for each option by integrating various gains (money, 

social approval), transforming objective to subjective value in predictable ways (discounting 

delayed rewards), and enacting the most valued option” (p.423).     

  Galla et al. (2018) in their study of motivational conflict, asked students to identify how 

the perceived value of the task impacted their self-control by measuring the student’s ability to 

avoid participating in a task that was not related to their academic task. Respondents reported 

high association between the enjoyment of an academic task, the relevance of that task to their 

future, and their ability to self-control and persist in completing that task. This indicated that 

basic expectancy and valuation mechanisms underline a student’s self-control, suggesting that 

value inputs regulate motivation and behaviour towards academic goals. However, the results of 

their study also indicated that the value inputs did not have equal predictive power over self-

control, with interest value being a stronger predictor that utility and attainment value. 

Several scholars have argued that self-control best predicts procrastination as a 

behaviour, as it involves the ability of an individual to control their engagement in a negative 
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behaviour (Vohs & Baumeister, 2004). However, other scholars have argued that procrastination 

as the result of failed self-control, is more accurately described as a failure of self-regulation and 

behaviour regulation (Klassen et al., 2008; Ferrari, 2010). However, research conducted 

measuring how self-control effects academic procrastination is limited and therefore not well 

established in the literature (Uzun et al., 2020). 

Overview of current procrastination and motivation research. 

A considerable proportion of current research studying the relationship between 

procrastination, self-regulation, and motivation, has focused on the application of Ryan and 

Deci’s Self-Determination Theory (SDT) (1985) to the phenomenon. SDT has been applied in 

the study of procrastination behaviour to analyze the relationship between types of motivation 

and learning behaviour. Specifically, researchers have used SDT to analyze the role of learning 

autonomy, with several studies suggesting that autonomy-supported learning environments can 

increase activity engagement, reduce procrastination behaviour, and impact academic 

performance (Baker & Goodboy, 2019; Ryan & Deci, 2017). While SDT provides insight into 

how different levels of motivation impact student engagement, SDT research has largely been 

applied to study academic motivation through the lens of goals, social values, task utility, and 

academic autonomy, rather than a dynamic conceptualization of motivational value (Cavusoglu 

& Karatas, 2015; Cook & Artino Jr., 2016). 

 While research has worked to apply SDT to procrastination, Steel and König (2006) 

made an early attempt to apply expectancy-value motivation to general procrastination through 

motivational formula known as temporal motivational theory (TMT). TMT proposes a 

motivational formula that considers an individual’s self-efficacy and various task-related beliefs, 

that together represent a value-related structure to procrastination where increasing value means 
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decreasing procrastination (Steel, 2007). In the TMT formula, Steel and König (2006) proposed 

the following: Desirability of a task= (Expectancy x value/ (Sensitivity towards delay x Delay). 

They proposed that procrastination is a function of desirability, where an individual will choose 

to participate in the activity that they find more desirable. Desire is determined by the effect of 

delay and sensitivity towards that delay, on expectancy and value, over time. This formula 

situates that lower task expectancy and value, increases the power of delay and decreases the 

sensitivity towards that delay (Steel, 2007).  

Other research on the relationship between task value and procrastination characteristics 

has worked to identify the role of task value in predicting active verses traditional 

procrastination. Hensley (2014) applied Eccles & Wigfield’s (1995) concept of task value as a 

measurable variable for students to predict procrastination. In their research, they found that 

students who valued their learning were more likely to meet their assignment deadlines, and 

experience less procrastination behaviour than their peers with less valuation for their learning. 

This supported previous findings from Steel (2007), who proposed in a review of procrastination 

literature that procrastination is an outcome of desirability influenced by the value the student 

places on the task. Furthermore, Hensley (2014) also found that when compounded with self-

efficacy, a student’s task value had little influence on procrastination behaviour if the student 

also had low self-efficacy and vice-versa. However, if the student had high self-efficacy and high 

task value, the likelihood of them expressing procrastination behaviour was significantly 

unlikely.  

While the SDT and TMT frameworks are considered accepted frameworks for analyzing 

self-regulation, self-efficacy and procrastination, researchers contest that these theories do not 

appropriately incorporate the conceptualization of task value as a multi-dimensional factor into 
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their models. Wu and Fan (2017) argue that previous attempts at measuring task value, 

incorrectly define the variable as a single or combined measure, not accounting for the multi-

dimensional construct upheld in previous research (Wigfield & Eccles, 2000). Therefore, they 

applied Eccles and Wigfield’s SEVT (2020) model to capture a more dynamic understanding of 

the relationship between expectancies, the sub-variables of task-value and procrastination. They 

found that students who have greater confidence in their academic abilities, finish tasks without 

delay and do not miss deadlines. Similarly, they found that students who express greater value 

for an academic task, are more likely to avoid missing deadlines and persist in completing the 

task.  

 Summary. Achievement motivation, a cognitive motivational construct that captures the 

specific motivational variables that influence their participation and performance on specific 

tasks, has long been used in education research to study learning behaviour (Wigfield, et al., 

2015). To the field of education research, studies concerning motivation work to help our 

understanding of student choice, learning strategies, persistence, and effort to an academic end or 

success in an academic experience. Under the model of achievement motivation, individuals’ 

beliefs, values, goals, and interests are studied as the influencing variables on one’s task related 

choices. Research has prescribed that procrastination behaviour can be studied through a variety 

of perspective models: differential, clinical, situational, and motivational and volitional. While 

each perspective model identifies specific arguments for the strength of their theory, the 

motivation and volitional perspective of procrastination, which understands the behaviour as 

being influenced by the motivational orientation of the individual, presents a sound theoretical 

background to study procrastination through an achievement motivation lens. While motivational 

theories have been well tested in the procrastination literature, Eccles (Parsons) et al. (1983) and 
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later Eccles and Wigfield (2020) Situated Expectancy Value Model have not been greatly 

explored in this field. Recognized as a major theory within the Achievement Motivation 

framework, the SEVT model provides an appropriate lens for exploring the individual values that 

influence procrastination behaviour, as well as provide a theoretical lens that is designed to be 

domain specific, which adheres to the research purpose of exploring this phenomenon within the 

online learning environment.  

Rationale for current study and research questions. 

Research has established that self-efficacy and academic motivation play a considerable 

role in the practise of procrastination behaviour in students. Research into the relationship 

between self-efficacy, motivation, and procrastination has heavily relied on studying the 

relationship between self-regulation and procrastination, with research focusing on how and why 

students fail to self-regulate when procrastinating. Research into the factors that underline 

student’s self-regulation, such as self-efficacy and motivation, have largely focused on applying 

Steel and König’s Temporal Motivation Theory (2006) and Deci & Ryan’s (1985) Self-

Determination Theory to capture the motivational variables underlying academic behaviour. 

However, the consistent application of these theories has been challenged in recent studies for 

limiting the conceptualization of task value and motivation to general measures (Wu & Fan, 

2017). Furthermore, the application of theories that use generalized conceptualizations of 

motivational variables that are not measured within domain specific parameters, fail to capture 

the authenticity and complexity of motivational variables (Eccles & Wigfield, 2020).  

With previous research establishing that student motivation factors significantly in 

procrastination behaviour, exploring procrastination behaviour through thorough analysis of 

motivation variables fits within the calls for further research in this field. Eccles (1983) 
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Situational Expectancy-Value Model presents a unique theoretical model of achievement 

motivation, that can provide a highly detailed analysis of the connections among students’ 

achievement motivation and academic procrastination.  

Further concerning the online learning environment, several studies have examined 

procrastination in online learners, the propensity for procrastination online, and the relationship 

between procrastination online and achievement motivation. Research has also worked to 

establish a relationship between learners’ achievement motivation, self-regulation, and learning 

behaviour in online learning (Rhode, 2009; Broadbent, 2017; Carter et al., 2020; Kim et al., 

2020). However, research applying expectancy-value theories to behaviour online has not been 

well established in research. Further as the popularity of online learning continues to grow, the  

importance of developing more nuanced understandings of how students learn best online, 

directs researchers to continue to investigate how students engage with their learning online   

(Anderson, 2008; Garrison, 2011). Therefore, the goal of this research is to continue to improve 

on the understanding of student learning behaviour online, by exploring the relationship between 

procrastination behaviour and achievement motivation, specifically in the online learning 

medium.  

The purpose of this study was to analyze the relationship between students’ achievement 

motivation and their procrastination behaviour in online learning. The relationship explored is 

represented by the theoretical model in figure 4. In this model, procrastination behaviour is the 

achievement related choice and performance metric. Achievement motivation was measured by a 

student’s expectancy-values for online learning, which are derived from their expectancies for 

success in an online course, and their subjective task values for their course. Procrastination is 

measured through the prevalence of the behaviour across three academic tasks. Several other 
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predictors were also analyzed, including intentional delay, trait procrastination, and demographic 

information such as gender and previous online learning experience. In this analysis, this 

research looks to answer these specific questions: 

Research Question 1: What is the predictive relationship of student’s achievement motivation 

on their procrastination behaviour when learning in an online learning course? 

Research Question 2: How well do students’ general procrastination behaviour, intentional 

delay, previous experience learning online, grade level, and gender, predict procrastination 

behaviour, over and above student achievement motivation in the online learning medium? 
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Figure 4 

Expectancy Value Theory and Procrastination Behaviour Theoretical Model  

Note. This model shows hierarchical covariances and the covariances between second order and 
third-order factors. EFS = Expectation of Success; OSE = Online Self Efficacy; STV = 
Subjective Task Values; TP= Trait Procrastination; ID = Intentional Delay; YoS = Year of 
Study; AV = Attainment Value; CV= Cost Value; IV= Intrinsic Value; UV = Utility Value; OC = 
Outside Cost; EC = Emotional Cost; VA = Loss of Valued Alternatives; EI = Endogenous 
Instrumentality; ExI = Exogenous Instrumentality. 
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Chapter 3 

Methods 

Methodology 

 Psychology research is rooted in strong defence of quantitative research measures as it is 

the study of behaviour science and behavioural phenomenon (Roberts et al., 2003; Roberts & 

Ilardi, 2003). Psychological research has established that the framework of cognitive psychology 

necessitates the objective techniques and analysis provided by quantitative data (Ormerod & 

Ball, 2017). Prominently used among quantitative researchers in psychology are correlational 

studies (Judd & Sadler, 2003). Creswell (2014) explained that a correlational research design is 

best suited to support the examination of the degree of association or relationship between two 

variables or sets of variables. As the focus of this study was to examine the relationship between 

two psychological phenomena achievement motivation and procrastination, the collection of 

quantitative data for this study falls within the expectations of psychology-based research.  

Data collection procedure.  
 
 After obtaining ethics clearance from the university research ethics board, participants 

were recruited from the Faculty of Arts and Science online courses during the Spring/Summer 

2021 semester. With assistance from the online learning office and the learning management 

team, students were recruited through the online learning management system, the student email 

listserv, and online community groups for students enrolled in online courses during the semester 

(Facebook). The questionnaire was administered through Qualtrics online survey software. 

Participants were notified that their responses would be anonymous as no identifying data was 

collected, and that completion of the survey was voluntary and had no impact on their course 

standing. Further, participants were also invited to submit their email at the completion of the 
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survey, to be entered into a draw to win 1 of 5 Starbucks gift cards. Completion of the 

questionnaire took approximately 10 minutes. 

Participants 
  
 A total of 288 students from a mid-sized Canadian university were recruited for this 

study. Participants were recruited from online courses offered at the university during the 

Spring/Summer 2021 semester. This study included only students who were enrolled in online 

courses offered through the Faculty of Arts and Science. This was done because of the breadth of 

course offerings available during the summer semester is the greatest on campus. As well, the 

researcher had a prior working relationship with the online instruction team that allowed them 

permission to recruit in their courses.  

 After collecting the data, the researcher conducted a missing value analysis. Participants 

who did not complete the survey past the Academic Procrastination questions, or had more than 

10% of the data missing, were excluded from the analysis. Of the 288, a total of 117 participants 

were removed from the overall sample. Ninety-four participants were removed because they did 

not complete enough of the questionnaire for their data to be included. The threshold for data 

retention was completion up to at least the end of the procrastination prevalence and negative 

emotion questions. Furthermore, following the principals of listwise deletion, another 19 

participants were removed as data was missing completely at random and did not reach the 90% 

completion threshold. Two participant responses that had completed over 90% of the 

questionnaire but were missing data points were found. To address this, regression analysis 

utilized pairwise deletion to remove only the missing cases from the data set when being used in 

the regression. Pairwise deletion is one of the most common techniques in addressing missing 

data in educational research (Peugh & Enders, 2004) and can only be used when the assumption 
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that data is missing completely at random, is supported (Enders, 2010). Each of the missing cases 

in this data set support the assumption that they are completely at random as they are located 

randomly throughout each participant questionnaire responses, and no respondent was missing 

more than one case. Further, the pairwise method is designed to mitigate the loss of data by using 

all available cases during data analysis while removing the specific missing cases (Marsh, 1998). 

As this study only had 169 complete responses for statistical analysis, maintaining as many cases 

as possible for analysis was important to increase the power of the data analysis. Further, both 

missing cases were items of the active procrastination scale, meaning that the pairwise deleted 

method only removed data in the regression analysis for research question 2. This resulted in a 

total of 171 participant responses for statistical analysis for research question 1 and 169 for 

research question 2. 

 Among the 171 remaining participants, all were undergraduate university students (29 

male, 135 female, and 5 other) from a variety of faculties across the university. Every participant 

was enrolled in an online course through the Faculty of Arts and Science in the host institution. 

Percentages, means, and standard deviations are summarised in Table 1. Participants were from 

all years of study (53 first year, 50 second year, 40 third year, 38 fourth year, 6 certificate and 6 

no answer) and 44% of participants (n=85) reported that the online course was required for their 

degree program. The remain students, 42% (n=81) reported their course as an elective, 6 

participants are enrolled as part of a certificate program and 19 participants were not enrolled in 

program. 41% of participants (n=79) reported that they are considered an on-campus student, 

51% of participants (n=99) were considered distance students and 7.5% of participants (n=15) 

reported other or no answer. Majority of participants reported that their home faculty was the 

Faculty of Arts and Science. 
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Measures 
 
 The research questionnaire was composed of 114 Likert-style questions that assessed 

students’ trait procrastination, academic procrastination, online self-efficacy, and subjective task 

values. Student’s subjective task values were measured on 5 separate scales: expectancy beliefs 

measured by the Online Learning Self-Efficacy Scale (OSE) (Zimmerman & Kulikowich, 2016), 

and subjective task-values measured by the Intrinsic Value subscale (IV) from Trautwein et al. 

(2012), the Perceptions of Instrumentality Scale (PI) (Husman et al. 2004), the Attainment Value 

subscale (AV) from Eccles & Wigfield’s (1995) Self- and Task-Perception Questionnaire, and 

the Cost Value Scale from Flake et al. (2015). Procrastination was measured using the 

Procrastination Assessment Scale for Students (PASS) (Solomon & Rothblum, 1984).  

 Expectancies measure. As established by the SEVT model, measuring expectancies is 

performed by measuring domain specific self-efficacy. Two online-learning self-efficacy 

measures were used in this study. First, the Online Learning Self-Efficacy Scale created by 

Zimmerman & Kulikowich (2016), which is a 22-item Likert-style scale divided into three self-

efficacy factors: efficacy for learning, efficacy for time management, and efficacy for technology 

use. Participants read a series of self-statements about their perceived efficacy performing 

specific tasks in an online course and rate their level of competence in these tasks. The efficacy 

for learning subscale (SEL) measures students’ beliefs about their ability to perform 

academically in an online learning course. The efficacy for time management scale (ETM) 

measures students’ beliefs about their ability to manage their time online. The efficacy for 

technology use subscale (ETU) measures students’ beliefs about their ability to use online 

learning technology effectively. Subscales were scores such that higher scores reflect greater 
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efficacy towards ability to perform in an online course. Coefficient alphas for the subscales in the 

original study ranged from 0.83 to 0.89. 

 The original scale was measured on a six-point Likert scale, with students ranking their 

ability to perform described tasks from 1no confidence, to 6 high confidence, with no neutral 

value. However, it is suggested when using Likert-scales in human studies that a neutral rank 

option is added (Jamieson, 2004; Croasmun, & Ostrom, 2011). Adding a neutral option reduces 

response bias, as it allows respondents to remain neutral when answering a question that they do 

not have an opinion on (Fernandez, & Randall, 1991) ensuring that data quality remains strong 

as respondents are not forced into an inaccurate measurement ofi their beliefs about the question 

(Krosnick, & Presser, 2010). Furthermore, research has also established that adding a midpoint 

to a Likert-scale improves reliability and validity, as respondents are less likely to choose a 

random response close to the middle option (O’Muircheartaigh et al., 1999). See Appendix C for 

subscale items.   

 Interest-enjoyment value measure:  As suggested by Eccles & Wigfield (2020), 

interest-enjoyment task value, while conceptually similar to intrinsic value, is theoretically 

different as it is domain and task specific. Therefore, interest-enjoyment task value cannot be 

measured using traditional intrinsic motivation scales that are found throughout motivation 

research (eg. MLSQ, Pintrich et al., 1991) as these scales measure a student’s broad interests in a 

subject.  

 To measure the interest-enjoyment task value, this study used Trautwein et al.’s (2012) 

intrinsic value subscale (IV) from their value beliefs scale which was adapted from previous 

large-scale assessments (e.g., Marsh et al., 2005; Wigfield & Eccles, 2000). This Likert-style 

subscale, consisting of 5 items was originally developed to measures student’s intrinsic valuation 
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of math and English, (e.g., I enjoy puzzling over English problems). For the purpose of this 

study, the domain subject of each question was altered to reflect the general course rather than a 

specific subject (eg. I enjoy puzzling over problems in this course). Students rate the scale from 

(1) Disagree to (5) Agree.  See Appendix C for subscale items. 

 Utility value measure. Utility value is defined by Eccles & Wigfield (2020) as the 

perception of usefulness a specific task will be to an individuals present or future plans. 

Therefore, utility value was measured using Husman et al.’s (2004) Perceptions of 

Instrumentality Scale (PI) which measures students’ perceptions of usefulness for a course that 

they are engaged in. The 8-item measure consists of two subscales, the endogenous perceptions 

of instrumentality subscale (EPI) and the exogenous instrumentality subscale (EI). The EPI 

subscale consists of four items (eg. I will use the information I learn in this class in other classes 

I will take in the future) and measures students’ perceptions of whether or not they felt that 

learning the information presented to them in a course is important for their future. The EI scale 

consists of four items (eg. I must pass the course selected above in order to reach my academic 

goals) and measures students’ perceptions of whether or not they felt that their performance in a 

course would impact their present academic goals. All items were measured on a 7-point Likert-

style rating system, ranking from (1) Strongly Disagree to (7) Strongly Agree. Husman et al. 

(2004) report the EPI scale alpha coefficient as 0.86, while Hilpert et al. (2012) establish that the 

EI scale alpha coefficient is 0.64 (Hilpert et al., 2012). See Appendix C for subscale items.  

 Attainment value measure. Attainment value was measured using an adapted version of 

Eccles & Wigfield’s Self- and Task-Perception Questionnaire (Eccles (Parsons) et al.,1983; 

Eccles & Wigfield, 1995) which was originally developed to measure student’s self- and task-

perceptions in the domain of mathematics. The original scale consisted of 19 items organized 
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into 3 higher order factors: Perceived Task Value, Ability/ Expectancy-Related, and Perceived 

Task Difficulty. Items were theoretically-generated, and the wording altered to reflect the 

students’ learning domain. Students read a series of statements about their perceptions towards 

learning enjoyment, utility value, ability, performance, expectations, task difficulty and effort 

required to complete a task, and rate the items on a 7-point Likert-type scale. Scale ratings were 

specific to each item.  

 For the purpose of this study, only the attainment value subscale (AV) was used from this 

scale set. Item descriptors were tailored to generate responses reflecting students’ perceptions of 

learning online, an alteration from the original scales which asked specifically about 

mathematics.  The AV subscale consists of three questions, one question about the student’s 

perception of the effort required to put into the task (eg. Is the amount of effort it will take to do 

well in this online course worthwhile to you?) rated on a scale of (1) not very worthwhile to (7) 

very worthwhile. Two questions ask students to reflect on the value of their ability to perform in 

an online course (eg. How important is it to you to get good grades in this course) rated on scale 

of (1) not at all important to (7) very important. Eccles & Wigfield (1995) establish that the 

alpha coefficient for the AV subscale is 0.70. See Appendix C for subscale items. 

 Cost value measure. To measure cost with the Expectancy-value model, this research 

used a cost value scale developed by Flake et al. (2015). Identifying that the original attempt to 

measure cost proposed by Eccles (1984) did not distinguish the different appraisals of effort, 

Flake et al. (2015) developed their cost scale based on recent conceptualizations of cost made by 

Truatwein et al. (2012), Conley (2012) and Perez et al. (2014). By developing current scales into 

multidimensional cost scale in a wider context, the scales incorporate three dimensions found in 

Eccles’ model: effort, loss of valued alternatives, and a fourth dimension proposed by Chen and 
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Liu (2009), outside effort cost, which accounts for effort required of tasks outside of the specific 

task at hand.  

 The final scale includes 19 items divided between four factors with an overall lower 

factor reliability of (.97). The first factor, Task Effort (a=.95) is composed of 6 items that 

measures the cost effort that a student perceives to require completing a task (eg. This class 

demands too much of my time). The second factor, Outside Effort Cost (a=.93) contains 4 items 

that measure a student’s external commitments and requirements (eg. I have so many other 

commitments that I can’t put forth the effort needed for this class). The third factor, (a=.89) loss 

of valued alternatives (a=.89) contains 4 items that measure the cost associated with alternative 

activities (eg. I have to sacrifice too much to be in this class). The fourth factor, emotional cost 

(a=.94) contains 6 items and measures the perceived emotional cost of a task (eg. I worry too 

much about this class). In their scale creation, Flake et al. (2015) found that the total cost scale 

including all four subscales had excellent internal consistency with a coefficient alpha of .97. In 

the original scale, students rated each item on a 9-point response scale ranging from 1 

“completely agree” to 9 “completely disagree” with 5 as a neutral option. For the purpose of this 

study, and in best practise with Likert-type questions (Krosnick, & Presser, 2010), the rating 

scale was reduced to a 7-point scale ranging from 1) Completely Agree to 7) Completely 

Disagree to remain consistent with other scales used in this study. See Appendix C for subscale 

items. 

 Trait procrastination measure. Trait procrastination was measured using the Tuckman 

Procrastination Scale (Tuckman, 1991). The TPS is a Likert-type scale that measures trait 

procrastination that can be used for academic and non-academic settings (e.g., I needlessly delay 

finishing jobs, even when they're important). The scale comes in a long form 35-item and a short 
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form 16-item scale measured on a 4-point scale, with higher scores indicating greater 

procrastination tendency. Reliability for the scale is strong, with the alpha coefficient measuring 

across two studies at 0.90 (Tuckman, 1991) and 0.92 (Tuckman, 2005). For the purpose of this 

study, the 16-item short-form scale was used, which has been supported in the literature as the 

standard deployment of the scale (Tuckman, 2005; 2007). The original scale was measured on 

four points, however as discussed prior, in practise with the suggested use of Likert-scales in 

human studies (Jamieson, 2004; Croasmun, & Ostrom, 2011), a neutral rank option was added to 

this scale for this study. Therefore, in the present study a five-point scale was used.   

 Intentional delay measure.  Intentional delay was measured using the Active 

Procrastination Scale (Choi & Moran, 2009). The APS measures students’ intentional decisions 

to delay tasks, derived from a personal preference for working under pressure while still meeting 

deadlines. The 16-item scale is made up of four subscales: Preference for Pressure, Intentional 

Decision to Delay, Ability to Meet Deadlines, and Outcome Satisfaction.  For the purpose of this 

study, only the 4 items from the Intentional Decision to Delay subscale (eg. To use my time more 

efficiently, I deliberately postpone some tasks) were included in this study. Items are ranked on a 7-

point Likert-style scale, that ranges from 1) strongly disagree to 7) completely agree. Choi and 

Moran’s (2009) measure for scale reliability of the entire 16 item questionnaire, exhibited a 

Cronbach’s alpha of 0.80. See Appendix C for scale items.  

 Academic procrastination measure. The Procrastination Assessment Scale for Students 

(PASS) (Solomon & Rothblum, 1984) is 44-tem self-report measure assessing procrastination in 

students, divided into two parts. In part one, students are asked to respond to 18 items, rating the 

extent to which they procrastinate in six academic areas (writing a term paper, studying for 

exams, keeping up with weekly reading assignments, academic administrative tasks, attendance 
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tasks, and school activities in general). Students are also asked to assess the degree to which 

procrastination on the task is a perceived problem, and the extent to which they want to decrease 

their procrastination on the specific task. Each item is rated on a 5-point Likert scale. The first 

item for each task is used to determine the frequency of procrastination and is rated from 1 

(never procrastinate) to 5 (always procrastinate) The second item for each specific task measures 

the extent that the participant thinks procrastination is a problem and is rated from 1 (not at all a 

problem) to 5 (always a problem). The third item in each domain asks the participant to rate the 

extent to which they want to decrease their tendency to procrastinate on the task and is rated 

from 1 (do not want to decrease) to 5 (definitely want to decrease). The first two items for each 

domain are used to calculate a mean procrastination score. For the purpose of this study, only 

three of the learning domain question sets were used (completing a course assignment, studying 

for exams, keeping up with weekly readings) as these three question sets asked students 

specifically about academic related tasks. Procrastination scores are calculated by the sum of 

each task (scores range from 3 to 30) with higher scores indicating greater procrastination.  

 The second half of the PASS questionnaire presents the participant with a scenario of 

procrastination where they are asked to respond to a set of questions regarding their tendency to 

procrastinate on completing a term paper. The domain has 26 potential items across 13 subscales 

that suggest reasons for a students’ procrastination behaviour during specific academic tasks. For 

each item listed, students are asked to indicate the extent to which it reflects why they 

procrastinated on that task. Each item is rated on a 5-point Likert Scale ranging from 1 (Not at 

all reflects why I procrastinated) to 5 (Definitely reflects why I procrastinated). For the purpose 

of this study, 14 of the possible 26 items were included, which represents two higher order 

factors identified by the authors, fear of failure and task aversion. The fear of failure factor 
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included 7 items from four subscales: evaluation anxiety (n=2) (e.g., You were concerned the 

professor wouldn't like your work), low self-confidence (n=2) (e.g., You didn't think you knew 

enough to write the paper), perfectionism (n=2) (e.g., You were concerned you wouldn't meet 

your own expectations). The second factor, task aversion (n=4) includes the subscale: laziness 

(n=2) (eg. You didn't have enough energy to begin the task), and aversiveness of the task (n=2) 

(eg. You really dislike writing term papers). A further 4 items from 2 subscales are also included 

to measure peer pressure (n=2) (e.g. You knew that your classmates hadn’t started the paper), 

and task management (n=2) (e.g. You felt overwhelmed by the task). See Appendix C for scale 

items. 
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Chapter 4  

Results  

Descriptive 
  
 For the 171 participants, percentages, means and standard deviations are summarized in 

table 1. Table 1 results indicate that the majority of respondents were female and were 

completing their degree in the Faculty of Arts and Science. The results also indicate that 

participants were fairly evenly split across all years of study (53 first year, 50 second year, 40 

third year, 38 fourth year, 6 certificate), and that just under half of participants (44%) reported 

that the online course was required for their degree program. This could be explained by students 

using the summer semester to take electives to decrease their course load in the fall and winter 

semesters, as 42% reported their course as an elective, 6 participants were enrolled as part of a 

certificate program, and 19 participants were not enrolled in program.  

 

Table 1 

Descriptive Statistics for Demographic, Independent and Dependent Variables  

Variable Mean (SD) % Scale Score (SD) 

Gender (Female)  17 (N=29)  

Gender (Male)  78 (N=134)  

Gender (Other)  3 (N=5)  

University Year (1st)  28 (N=48)  

University Year (2nd)  24 (N=42)  

University Year (3rd)  21 (N=36)  
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University Year (4th)  20 (N=35)  

Previous Years of Study (<1)  7 (N=13)  

Previous Years of Study (1)  25 (N= 43)  

Previous Years of Study (2)  18 (N= 31)  

Previous Years of Study (3)  24 (N= 41)  

Previous Years of Study (4)  12 (N= 21)  

Previous Years of Study (5+)  11 (N= 20)  

Home Faculty (Arts and Science)  81 (N=139)  

Home Faculty (Health Science)  7 (N=12)  

Home Faculty (Education)  1 (N=2)  

Home Faculty (School of Business)  3 (N=5)  

Home Faculty (Engineering and Applied 
Science) 

 3 (N=5)  

Home Faculty (other)  5 (N=8) 
  

Course Required (Yes, Degree)  42 (N=72  

Course Required (No)  10 (N=18)  

Course Elective  44 (N=76)  

Procrastination Prevalence (Assignment) 3.19 (1.070)   

Procrastination Prevalence (Exams) 3.15 (1.263)   

Procrastination Prevalence (Course 
Readings) 

3.08 (1.299)   

Procrastination Negative Emotion 
(Assignment) 

3.04 (1.178)   

Procrastination Negative Emotion 
(Exams) 

3.01 (1.253)   
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Procrastination Negative Emotion 
(Course Readings) 

2.91 (1.294)   

Trait Procrastination Measure   49.85 (9.9) 

Active Procrastination Measure   11.61 (3.8) 

Online Self Efficacy Measure   93.20 (14.02) 

Intrinsic Value Measure   18.07 (6.22) 

Cost Value Measure   88.4 (26.56) 

Instrumentality Measure   22.89 (8.7) 

Attainment Value Measure   6.7 (2.9) 

 
 
Scaling Procedures  
  
 Scaling procedures were conducted on each of the ten measures used in this study. Factor 

matrixes were conducted to assess the dimensionality of each scale measure, by using a 

maximum likelihood factor analysis. Four criteria were used to determine the number of factors 

to rotate: item correlations, the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin test, a scree-test and the interpretability of 

the factor solutions.  

 Online Learning Self-Efficacy Scale. The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin test of sampling 

adequacy revealed that the factorability of the 22 items of the Online Self Efficacy Scale 

(Zimmerman & Kulikowich, 2016) was 0.895, which is above the suggested limit of 0.6. The 

scree plot indicated that three factors were rotated using a Varimax rotation procedure. The 

rotated solution, as shown in Table 2, yielded four interpretable factors, however the prescribed 

labels from Zimmerman and Kulikowich (2016) did not adequality fit the number of factors. 

Therefore, new labels were created and are as follows: self-efficacy for time management, self-

efficacy for technology, self-efficacy for course navigation and self-efficacy for learning online. 
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The self-efficacy for time management factor accounted for 14% of item variance, self-efficacy 

for technology accounted for 13% of item variance, the self-efficacy for course navigation factor 

accounted for 11% of the item variance, and the self-efficacy for learning factor accounted for 

9% of variance. The fourth factor, however, only contains two indicators in the factor matrix: 

items 4 and 5.  

 According to Bollen (1989), the threshold for latent factor creation is at least three 

indicators for the factor to be sufficient, as it may lead to convergence failures and improper 

solutions (Gerbing & Anderson, 1984). Therefore, the fourth factor was not used in this study, 

but rather the two items, “Learn without being in the same room as the instructor”, and “Learn 

without being in the same room as other students” were used as independent variables. 

Cronbach’s alpha for the three factors were as follows: self-efficacy for time management: .871, 

self-efficacy for technology: 0.811, and self-efficacy for navigating course materials: 0.785, 

indicating satisfactory reliability for all three factors (a>0.7). 

 

Table 2 

Factor Loadings with Varimax Rotation for 22 items of the Online Learning Self Efficacy Scalea 

 

Factor 
Time 

Managemen
t 

Using 
Course 

Technology 

Navigating 
Course 

Materials 
Learning 
Online 

Communicate effectively with technical 
support via e-mail, telephone, or live 
online chat  

 .715   

Overcome technical difficulties on my 
own    .435   

Learn to use a new type of technology 
efficiently   .492   
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Learn without being in the same room 
as the instructor     .903 

Learn without being in the same room 
as other students     .673 

Communicate using asynchronous 
technologies (discussion boards, e-mail, 
etc.)  

    

Complete a group project entirely 
online      

Use synchronous technology to 
communicate with others (such as 
Zoom)  

 .619   

Use the library’s online resources 
efficiently    .403   

When a problem arises, promptly ask 
questions in the appropriate forum (e-
mail, discussion board, etc.)  

 .441   

Manage time effectively  .648    

Complete all assignments on time  .686    

Meet deadlines with very few 
reminders  .679    

Focus on schoolwork when faced with 
distractions  .598 .409   

Develop and follow a plan for 
completing all required work on time  .727    

Navigate online course materials 
efficiently   .617  

Find the course syllabus online    .557  

Communicate effectively with my 
instructor via e-mail   .429   

Submit assignments to an online drop 
box     .561  

Navigate the online grade book    .438  

Search the Internet to find the answer to 
a course-related question     
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Search the online course materials   .635  

Extraction Method: Maximum Likelihood 
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.a 
a. Rotation converged in 8 iterations  

 
 
 
Table 3 

Descriptive Statistics for the three Online Self Efficacy Scale Factors and two independent 
items 

 
No. of 
Items  Mean Std. Deviation Skewness 

Cronbach’
s a 

     
Std. 

Error  
Time Management  4 4.0105 0.900 -1.013 .178 0.871 

Using Course Technology 
6 4.1062 0.75425 -0.901 .178 0.811 

Navigating Course 
Materials  

5 4.6326 0.53332 -1.756 .178 0.785 

Item 4: Learn without 
being in the same room as 
the instructor  

1 4.21 1.069 -1.216 0.175  

Item 5: Learn without 
being in the same room as 
other students  

1 2.28 1.041 -1.375 0.175  

Valid N (listwise) 171      
 

Three items were eliminated because they did not contribute to a single factor structure: 

item 6, “Communicate using asynchronous technologies (discussion boards, e-mail, etc.”, item 

7, “Complete a group project entirely online”, and item 21, “Search the internet to find the 

answer to a course-based question”. Item 21 required students to reflect on their ability to use 

the internet to answer a course-related question, which may have been interpreted as using the 
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internet to answer a course content question or to perform research, rather than use to solve a 

technical issue. Likewise, item 7 asked students to reflect on their efficacy for working and 

relying on other students to perform group work, which may have been influenced by their 

previous experiences coordinating group projects in face-to-face courses or in remote learning, 

and not specifically on their ability to perform group work in a structured online course. Further, 

only one item loaded onto two factors: item 14, “Focus on schoolwork when faced with 

distractions”, which was subsequently removed from the measure to avoid the overestimation of 

the correlation between the factors. 

As identified prior, the factors derived from this analysis are different from the scales in 

the original measurement created by Zimmerman and Kulikowich (2016). The original measure 

factor labels were learning, time, and technology. However, this analysis suggested a four-factor 

model. Evaluating the item loadings in each factor demonstrated that items did not load under 

similar factors as they did in the original measure. Of specific interest to this issue is the self-

efficacy for learning subscale. Under the original measure, items pertaining to both personal 

abilities to learn online (e.g., Learn without being in the same room as the instructor) and 

abilities to use online learning tools (e.g. Communicate using asynchronous technologies 

(discussion boards, e-mail, etc.)) loaded onto the same factor, self-efficacy for learning. 

However, it is apparent from this factor matrix that these items were not interpreted as both 

asking about self-efficacy to learning online with this population. While the participant group 

used in the original scale development was similar (338 undergraduate students from a mid-sized 

American university), analysis of the item contents may identify an issue with how students 

interpreted the items intention. Many of the items in the original self-efficacy for learning 

subscale included word relating to technology’ (e.g., Use synchronous technology to 
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communicate with others) which may have caused students to interpret these questions as asking 

about their self-efficacy for using technology. Therefore, many of these items loaded onto the 

technology factor, which asked students to reflect on their capacity to use learning technology 

such as accessing classes, using email, and finding resources within the course learning system. 

As a result, the only two items that specifically ask about the student’s personal self-efficacy for 

learning online, item 4, “Learn without being in the same room as the instructor”, and item 5, 

“Learn without being in the same room as other students”, loaded on their own separate factor 

which could be labeled as Self-Efficacy for Learning. However, as stated above, only two items 

loaded onto this factor, which does not satisfy the low threshold of three indicators as stated by 

Bollen (1989). These items do represent an important component of learning efficacy and 

additional items should be developed to create a separate scale to address internal ability to learn 

online.   

 Perceptions of Instrumentality Scale. Next, the factorability of the eight items of the 

Perceptions of Instrumentality measure (Husman et al., 2004) was examined. The Kaiser-Meyer-

Olkin test of sampling adequacy was 0.781, which is above the suggested limit of 0.6. The scree 

plot indicated that two factors were rotated using a Varimax rotation procedure. The rotated 

solution, as shown in Table 4, yielded two interpretable factors: Endogenous and Exogenous 

instrumentality. The endogenous instrumentality accounted for 34.6% of the item variance, and 

the self-directed coping factor accounted for 20.8% of the item variance. No items loaded on 

both factors. Both factors had items with negative loadings, indicating that these items were 

reversed in the scale. Therefore, all negative loaded items were reverse coded for scale creation. 

Cronbach’s alpha for the endogenous instrumentality factor was .710, while the Cronbach’s 
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alpha for the exogenous instrumentality factor was .883, indicating satisfactory reliability for 

both factors (a<0.7). 

 

Table 4 

Factor Loadings with Varimax Rotation for 8 items of the Perceptions of instrumentality Scalea 

 
Factor 

1 2 

I will use the information that I learn in this 
online course, in the classes I take in the future .808  

What I learn in this online course, will be 
important for my future occupational success .660  

The grade I get in this online course, will not 
affect my ability to continue on with my 
education 

 -.535 

I will not use what I learn in this online course -.863  

The grade I get in this online course, will not be 
important for my future academic success   -.663 

I will use the information I learn in this online 
course in the future  .910  

I must pass this online course in order to reach 
my academic goals   .475 

The grade I get in this online course will affect 
my future  .793 

Extraction Method: Maximum Likelihood 
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.a 
a. Rotation converged in 3 iterations 
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Table 5 

Descriptive Statistics for the two Instrumentality Scale Factors 

 No. of Items  Mean Std. Deviation Skewness 
Cronbach’

s a 

     
Std. 

Error  
Endogenous Value 4 3.4666 0.85855 0.664 .178 0.710 

Exogenous Value 4 3.6537 0.71191 0.106 .178 0.883 

Valid N (listwise) 171      
 

  
 Cost Value Scale. For the 19 items of the Cost Value Measure (Flake et al., 2015), the 

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin test of sampling adequacy was .953, which is above the suggested limit of 

0.6. The scree plot indicated that two factors were rotated using a Varimax rotation procedure. 

The rotated solution, as shown in Table 6, yielded two interpretable factors, however the labels 

prescribed by the original measure by Flake et al. (2015), could not be applied as the original 

measure contained a four-factor solution. Rather, new labels were created for the two factors 

based on analysis of the item loadings. It was evident from the loading that one original scale, 

Outside Cost Value, was accounted for in the factor matrix. Of the remaining 15 items, 12 loaded 

onto a single factor, which was labeled Personal Cost Value. Three items cross loaded onto two 

factors: item 3, “This course takes up too much of my time”, item 11,“This course required me to 

give up too many other activities I value”, and item 12, “Taking this course causes me to miss out 

on too many other things I care about”. All three items that cross loaded were removed from 

scale formation and were not included in this study. 
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It is of note that this two-factor solution is different from the original measure’s scales, 

which had a four-factor solution. In the original study and validation of this tool, a four-factor 

model was identified. In the construct of the measure by Flake et al. (2015), undergraduate 

students from an American medium sized public university were interviewed about their 

motivation to complete their college courses, which were studied by five education psychology 

faculty and drafted into four qualitative factors, which served as the foundation for crafting the 

measure items. The external validity phase was again conducted using undergraduate students 

from the same medium sized university, from a variety of majors and degree programs. 

Factorability following the external validity phase supported a four-factor model. However, it is 

suggested from this data that the student sample included in this study did not differentiate the 

nature of the scales for Task Effort, Loss of Valued Alternatives, and Emotional Cost. Rather, 

factor analysis of the items indicates that these participants, who are undergraduate students 

enrolled in online courses, interpreted these subscales as a single factor, which has been labeled 

Personal Cost Value.  

An explanation for this outcome may be found in the wording of the items, as it can be 

seen that the items within the three combined scales are of similar nature as they ask participants 

to reflect on their own personal feelings about the task. Specifically, the items focus on the 

personal cost of the experience such as, “I have put too much energy into this class,” (task effort 

subscale), “I have to sacrifice too much to be in this class,” (loss of valued alternatives subscale), 

and “This class is too exhausting” (emotional cost subscale). Alternatively, the second factor 

identified in this model, outside effort cost, differentiates in the nature of the questions asked, as 

they ask the student to focus on the external variables that impact their participation in the task 

(e.g., I have so many other commitments that I can’t put forth the effort needed for this class). 
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Therefore, students in this population categorized the items based on whether the question asked 

about their internal and personal constraints that may limit task completion, compared to external 

constraints that limit their ability to perform the task. As a result, the new factor created in this 

matrix was labeled personal cost value. Cronbach’s alpha for the personal cost value factor 

was .965, while the Cronbach’s alpha for the outside cost factor was .928, indicating that both 

factors have satisfactory reliability (a> 0.7). 

 

Table 6 

Factor Loadings with Varimax Rotation for the 16 items of the Cost Value Scalea 

 

Factor 
Personal Cost Value Outside Cost Value 

This course demands too much of my time .811  

I have to put too much energy into this 
course .720  

This course takes up too much time .789 .457 

This course is too much work .789  

This course requires too much effort  .825  

I have so many other commitments that I 
can’t put forth the effort needed for this 
course  

 .811 

Because of the all the other demands on 
my time, I don’t have enough time for this 
course  

 .841 

I have so many other responsibilities that I 
am unable to put in then effort that is 
necessary for this course 

 .808 

Because of other things that I do, I don’t 
have time to put into this course  .828 
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I have to sacrifice too much to be in this 
course .733  

This course requires me to give up too 
many other activities I value .589 .458 

Taking this course causes me to miss out 
on too many other things I care about .674 .482 

I can’t spend as much time doing the other 
things that I would like because I am 
taking this course 

.637  

I worry too much about this course  .646  

This course is too exhausting .859  

This course is emotionally draining .781  

This course is too frustrating  .765  

This course is too stressful .802  

This course makes me feel too anxious  .693  

Extraction Method: Maximum Likelihood 
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization. a 
a. Rotation converged in 3 iterations 

 
 
 
Table 7 

Descriptive Statistics for the two Cost Value Scale Factors 

 No. of Items  Mean 
Std. 

Deviation Skewness Cronbach’s a 

     
Std. 

Error  
Intrinsic Cost Value 12 4.6207 1.50616 -.580 .175 0.965 
Outside Cost Value 4 4.6806 1.56738 -.403 .176 0.928 
Valid N (listwise) 171      
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 Intrinsic Value Scale and Attainment Value Scale. For the 5-item intrinsic value scale 

(Trautwein et al., 2012), the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin test was 0.777 which was higher than the low 

recommended threshold of 0.6, indicating sample adequacy. Further, the scree plot indicated that 

only one factor was present in the items. The factor matrix as shown in Table 8, shows one 

factor, intrinsic value. The intrinsic value factor accounted for 43% of item variance. Cronbach’s 

alpha for the factor was .756, which demonstrates satisfactory reliability.  

Along with the intrinsic value measure, the attainment value scale was also measured for 

factorability. The factor analysis for the three-item attainment value measure did identify one 

factor, however the Cronbach’s alpha for the three items was .551 which was not satisfactory 

(a<0.7) for factor reliability and therefore the three-item measure could not be created. 

Conceptually, Eccles and Wigfield (2020) identified that in the SEVT model, intrinsic value and 

attainment value are very similar in conceptualization, as they both measure students goal 

orientations. They establish that such similarity, often results in high correlation between 

intrinsic and attainment value measures in most studies. Therefore, to assess the factorability of 

the 8 items together, another factor analysis was conducted measuring the combed the five-item 

intrinsic value measure with the three-item attainment value measure. The scree plot indicated 

that two factors were rotated using a Varimax rotation procedure and the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin 

measure was 0.834 which indicates strong sampling adequacy. The rotated solution, as shown in 

Table 9, yielded two interpretable factors, Intrinsic Value and Attainment Value. As shown in 

Table 9, the item “The amount of effort it will take to do well in this course is worthwhile to me”, 

which was formally from the attainment value measure, loaded onto the intrinsic value factor, 

while items “I feel that, to me, being good at school is an important part of who I am” and “It is 
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important for me to get good grades in this course”, loaded onto a separate factor, which was 

titled attainment value. While this combination of items created a new 6-item factor, the 

attainment value factor only had two items, and was not created in line with the three-indicator 

rule established by Bollen (1989). Rather the two items of the Attainment Value measure were 

used as unique, independent variables in this study. Cronbach’s alpha for the 6-item Intrinsic 

Value factor was .790, indicating satisfactory reliability. Descriptive statistics for the Intrinsic 

Value factor and two attainment value items are displayed in Table 10. 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Table 8 

Factor Matrix for Intrinsic Value Scalea 

 
Factor 

Intrinsic Value 

I enjoy puzzling over problems in this course                                        .826 

I would like to have more lessons in this course                                       .430 

When I’m working on a problem in this course, I sometimes don’t 
notice time passing   .475 

I always look forward to this course’s lessons                                .749 

If I can learn something new in this course, I’m prepared to use my 
free time to do so   .630 

Extraction Method: Maximum Likelihooda 
a. 1 factors extracted. 4 iterations required  
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Table 9 

Factor Loadings with Varimax Rotation for the 5 items of the Intrinsic value scale and the three 
items of the Attainment Value Scalea 

 
Factor 

Intrinsic Value Attainment Value 

I enjoy puzzling over problems in this course                                        .829  

I would like to have more lessons in this course                                       .408  

When I’m working on a problem in this course, I 
sometimes don’t notice time passing   .415  

I always look forward to this course’s lessons                                .735  

If I can learn something new in this course, I’m prepared 
to use my free time to do so   .623  

The amount of effort it will take to do well in this course 
is worthwhile to me  .618  

I feel that, to me, being good at school is an important 
part of who I am   .420 

It is important for me to get good grades in this course    .874 

Extraction Method: Maximum Likelihood  
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalizationa 

a. Rotation converged in 3 iterations 
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Table 10 

Descriptive Statistics for the Intrinsic Value Scale Factor 

 No. of Items  Mean Std. Deviation Skewness 
Cronbach’s 

a 

     
Std. 

Error  

Intrinsic Value 6 3.4540 1.20332 .158 .175 0.790 

Item 1 1      

Item 2 1      

Valid N (listwise) 171      

 
 
  

 Trait Procrastination Scale. For the 16 items of the Trait Procrastination Scale 

(Tuckman, 1991), the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin sampling measure was .951 indicating exceptional 

sampling adequacy. A single factor was identified on the scree plot, as shown in the Table 11. 

The factor matrix yielded one interpretable factor, General Procrastination, which accounted for 

52.6% of item variance. Cronbach’s alpha for the Trait Procrastination Scale was .785 which was 

satisfactory reliability (a>.70). Descriptive statistics for the general procrastination factor are 

displayed in Table 12. 

 

Table 11 

Factor Matrix for the Trait Procrastination Measurea  

 
Factor 

Trait Procrastination 

I needlessly delay finishing jobs, even when they're important.   .778 

I postpone starting in on things I don't like to do.   .722 
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When I have a deadline, I wait until the last minute.   .699 

I delay making tough decisions.   .736 

I keep putting off improving my work habits.  .802 

I am an incurable time waster  .744 
I am a time waster now, but I can’t seem to do anything about 
it   

.804 

I manage to find an excuse for not doing something.  .756 

I put the necessary time into even boring tasks, like studying.  -.595 
When something's too tough to tackle, I believe in postponing 
it.   .620 

I promise myself I'll do something and then drag my feet.  .854 

Whenever I make a plan of action, I follow it.   -.626 
Even though I hate myself if I don't get started, it doesn't get 
me going.   

.757 

I always finish important jobs with time to spare.   -.543 
I get stuck in neutral even though I know how important it is to 
get started.  

.799 

Putting something off until tomorrow is not the way I do it.  -.693 

Extraction Method: Maximum Likelihood.a  
a. 1 factors extracted. 4 iterations required. 
 
 
Table 12 

Descriptive Statistics for the Trait Procrastination Scale  

 No. of Items Mean Std. Deviation Skewness 
Cronbach’s 

a 

     Std. Error  

Intrinsic Value 16 3.1043 0.61442 .163 .185 0.785 

Valid N (listwise) 171      
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 Active Procrastination Scale. For the four-item Active Procrastination Scale (Choi & 

Moran, 2009), a single factor was identified using the Scree plot. The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin 

measurement was .716 indicating sampling adequacy.  As shown in the factor matrix in Table 

13, one interpretable factor was identified, Active Procrastination, which accounted for 61% of 

item variance. Cronbach’s alpha for the four-item scale was .782 which was a satisfactory value 

for reliability. Descriptive statistics for the Active Procrastination factor are shown in Table 14. 

 
Table 13 

Factor Matrix for the Active Procrastination Scalea 

 
Factor 

Active Procrastination 

I intentionally put off work to maximize my motivation. .719 

I finish most of my assignments right before deadlines because I 
choose to do so. .596 

In order to make better use of my time, I intentionally put off 
some tasks.    .795 

To use my time more efficiently, I deliberately postpone some 
tasks. 

.659 

Extraction Method: Maximum Likelihood.  
a. 1 factors extracted. 4 iterations required. 
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Table 14 

Descriptive Statistics for the Active Procrastination Factor 

 No. of Items Mean Std. Deviation Skewness Cronbach’s a 

     
Std. 

Error  
Active 
Procrastination 4 1.9431 0.63745 .222 .186 0.782 

Valid N 
(listwise) 

169      

 

Data Analysis   

Predictive Power of Subjective Task Values and Expectancies 

To analyze the research questions, several multiple regression analyses was conducted to 

evaluate the predictive relationship of the subjective task value predictors and the online self-

efficacy predictors on students’ procrastination prevalence across three learning mediums: 

completing course assignments, studying for exams, and completing course readings. For each 

learning medium, two separate regression analysis were conducted, one that measured the 

predictive power of the subjective task value measures, and another that measured the predictive 

power of the online self-efficacy measures. For each of the regression analyses, only significant 

predictors were retained for the evaluation of the model. The threshold for significant predictors 

in each analysis was p<.05.  

 Completing course assignments. To measure the relationship between the subjective 

task value measurements and students’ procrastination prevalence completing course 

assignments, the five task value measures were the predictors, and the procrastination prevalence 

score was the criterion variable. The linear combination of task value measures was significantly 
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related to procrastination prevalence, R2=.115, F(2,168) = 10.9, p<0.01. The sample multiple 

correlation coefficient was .34, indicating that approximately 11% of variance in the 

procrastination prevalence score in the sample can be accounted for by the linear combination of 

subject task value measures.  

 Of the five predictors, bivariate correlations indicated that only two measures were 

significant. Intrinsic value contributed a significantly to the model, (B= -.221, p<0.01) 

suggesting that 5% of variance in procrastination prevalence can be accounted for by intrinsic 

value. Outside cost value was also significant, (B= .218, p<.01) suggesting that 5% of variance 

in procrastination prevalence can be accounted for by outside cost value. These coefficients 

produce the following standardized regression equation where both dependent and independent 

variables are given a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1, to measure the predictive power of 

the task value measures on assignment procrastination:  

Z Procrastination Prevalence (Completing Course Assignments) = .218ZOCV - .221ZIV 

In the equation, Z represents the standardized dependent and independent variables, OCV 

represents the predictor variable Outside Cost Value, and IV represents the predictor variable 

Intrinsic Value. Assessment of the beta coefficients indicates that intrinsic value has an inverse 

correlation with procrastination prevalence, which suggests that an increase in IV, decreases 

procrastination prevalence. Furthermore, outside cost value has a positive correlation, suggesting 

that a decrease in OCV, may cause a decrease in procrastination prevalence. Therefore, this data 

suggests that students who have higher intrinsic value, and lower outside cost, may exhibit less 

procrastination behaviour when completing course assignments. 

To measure the relationship between the online self-efficacy measurements and students’ 

procrastination prevalence completing course assignments, the three self-efficacy measures were 
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the predictors, and the procrastination prevalence score was the criterion variable. The linear 

combination of online self-efficacy measures was significantly related to procrastination 

prevalence, R2=0.264, F(1,168) = 60.14, p<0.01. The sample multiple correlation coefficient was 

.513, indicating that approximately 26% of variance in the procrastination prevalence score in 

the sample can be accounted for by the linear combination of the self-efficacy measures. 

Self-efficacy for time management was the only significant measure in the model with a 

bivariate correlation of -.513, p<.01, indicating that is the only predictor in this model, 

accounting for the entire 26% of variance. Therefore, the following standardized regression 

equation, where both dependent and independent variables are given a mean of 0 and a standard  

deviation of 1, was produced:  

Z Procrastination Prevalence (Completing Course Assignments) = - .513ZSETM 

 In the equation, Z represents the standardized dependent and independent variables, and 

SETM represents the predictor variable Self-efficacy for Time Management. This data suggests 

that self-efficacy for time management had an inverse correlation with procrastination 

prevalence. The results indicate that as a students’ self-efficacy for time management increases, 

their prevalence for procrastination behaviour when completing course assignments decreases. 

Therefore, it is suggested that students with higher self-efficacy for time management, 

procrastinate less when completing course assignments. 

 Studying for exams. To evaluate the relationship between the subjective task value 

measurements and students’ procrastination prevalence study for course exams and tests, the five 

subjective task value measures and two independent attainment value items were predictors, and 

procrastination prevalence scores for exams was the criterion variable. The linear combination of 

task value measures was significantly related to procrastination prevalence, R2 = .136, F(2,168) = 
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13.2, p<.01. The correlation coefficient was .37, indicating that approximately 14% of variance 

in procrastination prevalence scores could be predicted by the combination of the task value 

measures.   

 However, of the five predictors, only two were significant. Intrinsic value contributed 

significantly to the model (B= -.190, p<.02), suggesting that 4% of variance in procrastination 

prevalence can be accounted for by the intrinsic value measure. Further, personal cost value was 

also significant (B= .256, p<.01) suggesting that 7% of variance in procrastination prevalence 

can be accounted for by outside cost value. Therefore, the following standardized regression 

equation, where both dependent and independent variables are given a mean of 0 and a standard 

deviation of 1, is: 

Z Procrastination Prevalence (Studying for Exams) = -.190ZIV + .256ZPCV 

 In the equation, Z represents the standardized dependent and independent variables, IV 

represents the predictor variable Intrinsic Value, and PCV represents the predictor variable 

Personal Cost Value. Assessing the standardized beta coefficients, intrinsic value shows an 

inverse correlation with procrastination prevalence, indicating that in increase in intrinsic value, 

decreases the value of the criterion variable.  Furthermore, the personal cost value’s coefficient is 

also negative, suggesting an inverse correlation with assignment procrastination, indicating that 

as a student’s personal cost value increases, so does procrastination prevalence. Therefore, the 

results suggest that a student with high intrinsic value, and lower personal cost, may 

procrastinate less when studying for exams or tests. 

To measure the relationship between the self-efficacy measurements and students’ 

procrastination prevalence study for course exams and test, the three online self-efficacy 

measures and two independent online self-efficacy items, were entered as the predictors and the 
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procrastination prevalence score was the criterion variable. The linear combination of task value 

measures was significantly related to procrastination prevalence, R2=.224, F(1,168) = 48.56, 

p<.01. The sample multiple correlation coefficient was .47, indicating that approximately 22% of 

variance in the procrastination prevalence score in the sample can be accounted for by the linear 

combination of the self-efficacy measures. 

 In the model, only self-efficacy for time management was significant, -.474, p<.01, 

indicating that is the only predictor in the model. Therefore, the following standardized 

regression equation, where both dependent and independent variables are given a mean of 0 and 

a standard deviation of 1, for the predictive power of the online self-efficacy measures on 

procrastination prevalence when completing course readings is as follows: 

Z Procrastination Prevalence (Studying for Exams) = -.474ZSETM 

In the equation, Z represents the standardized dependent and independent variables, and SETM 

represents the predictor variable Self-efficacy for Time Management. The results suggest that 

self-efficacy for time management has an inverse correlation to procrastination prevalence, 

suggesting that as self-efficacy for time management increases, procrastination decreases. 

Therefore, the data suggests that a student with higher self-efficacy for time management online, 

may procrastinate less when studying for their exams or tests.  

 Completing course readings. To evaluate the predictive power of the subjective task 

value measures on procrastination prevalence when completing course readings, the five 

subjective task value measures and two attainment value items were entered as predictors and 

procrastination prevalence scores were entered as the criterion variable in the regression analysis. 

The linear combination of task value measures was significantly related to procrastination 

prevalence, R2=.101, F(2,168) = 9.398, p<.01. The sample multiple correlation coefficient was 
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.317, indicating that approximately 10% of variance in the procrastination prevalence score in 

the sample can be accounted for by the linear combination of subjective task value measures.  

 Of the five predictors, only two were significant. Intrinsic value contributed a 

significantly to the model (B= - .227, p<.01) suggesting that 5% of variance in procrastination 

prevalence can be accounted for by intrinsic value. Personal Cost Value was also significant (B= 

.155, p<.05) suggesting that 2% of variance in procrastination prevalence can be accounted for 

by personal cost. Therefore, Therefore, the following standardized regression equation, where 

both dependent and independent variables are given a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1, 

 for the predictive power of the subjective task value measures on procrastination prevalence 

was:  

Z Procrastination Prevalence (Course Readings) = -.227ZIV + .155ZPCV 

 In the equation, Z represents the standardized dependent and independent variables, IV 

represents the predictor variable Intrinsic Value, and PCV represents the predictor variable 

Personal Cost Value. The standardized beta coefficients suggest that intrinsic value has an 

inverse correlation with procrastination prevalence, indicating that an increase in intrinsic value 

may decrease procrastination prevalence. Furthermore, personal cost value has a positive 

correlation with procrastination prevalence, suggesting that an increase in personal cost also 

increases procrastination behaviour. Therefore, the data suggests that a student with high 

intrinsic value, and low personal cost, may procrastinate less when completing course 

assignments. 

Next, to measure the predictive ability of the online self-efficacy measurements on 

students’ procrastination prevalence when completing course readings, the three self-efficacy 

measures and two self-efficacy items were entered as the predictors, and procrastination 
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prevalence scores were entered as criterion variables in the regression model. The linear 

combination of online self-efficacy measures was significantly related to procrastination 

prevalence, R2 = .283, F(2,165) = 32.59, p<.01. The sample multiple correlation coefficient was 

0.53, indicating that approximately 28% of variance in the procrastination prevalence score in 

the sample can be accounted for by the linear combination of the self-efficacy measures.  

 In the model, two factors were significant. Self-efficacy for Time Management 

contributed significantly to the model (B=-0.612, p<0.01) indicating that it accounted for 37% of 

variance. Subsequently, the bivariate coefficient for self-efficacy for course navigation was also 

significant, (B=0.166, p<0.5), indicated that it contributed 3% of variance in the model. 

Therefore, the following standardized regression equation, where both dependent and 

independent variables are given a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1, produced the 

following regression equation:  

Z Procrastination Prevalence (Course Readings) = -.612ZSETM + .166ZSECN 

 In the equation, Z represents the standardized dependent and independent variables, 

SETM represents the predictor variable Self-efficacy for Time Management, and SECN 

represents the predictor variable Self-efficacy for Navigating Course Material. The bivariate 

correlations suggest that self-efficacy for time management has an inverse correlation to 

procrastination prevalence, indicating that as SETM increases, procrastination prevalence 

decreases. Further, SECN has a positive correlation, indicating that as self-efficacy for 

navigating course materials increases, so does procrastination behaviour. Therefore, this data 

suggests that a student who has high self-efficacy for time management, but low self-efficacy for 

navigating course materials, may procrastinate less. 

Predictive Power of Subjective Task Values and Expectancies (Linear Combination).  
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 Completing course assignments. To measure the combined effect of the subjective task 

value measures and the online self-efficacy measures on procrastination prevalence on 

assignments, a multiple regression analysis was conducted. The five task value measures, two 

attainment value items, and the three online self-efficacy measures and two independent items, 

were entered as the predictors, and assignment procrastination prevalence was entered as the 

outcome variable in the regression. The linear combination of all eight measures and four items, 

was significantly related to assignment procrastination R2=.287, F(2,167) =33.55, p<0.01. The 

sample multiple correlation coefficient was 0.535, indicating that approximately 29% of variance 

in the model is accounted for by the linear combination of both the task value and self-efficacy 

measurements.  

 Of the eight measures and four items, only intrinsic value and self-efficacy for time 

management were significant. Assessing the bivariate correlations, intrinsic value (B= -.156, 

p<.03) was inversely related to procrastination, indicating that an increase in intrinsic value may 

result in a decrease of procrastination. Further, self-efficacy for time management (B= -.477, 

p<.01) was also inversely related, indicating that as self-efficacy for time management increases, 

procrastination prevalence decreases. Therefore, the following standardized regression equation, 

where both dependent and independent variables are given a mean of 0 and a standard deviation 

of 1, for the combination of self-efficacy and task value measures is as follows:  

Z Procrastination Prevalence (Assignments) = -.156ZIV - .477ZSETM 

In the equation, Z represents the standardized dependent and independent variables, IV represents 

the predictor variable Intrinsic Value, and SETM represents the predictor variable Self-efficacy 

for Time Management. This data suggests that a student who has high intrinsic value and high 
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self-efficacy for time management, may procrastinate less when completing their course 

assignments.  

 Studying for exams. To measure the combined effect of the subjective task value 

measures and the online self-efficacy measures on procrastination prevalence when studying for 

exams, a multiple regression analysis was conducted. The five task value measures, two 

attainment value items, and the three online self-efficacy measures and two independent items, 

were entered as predictors, and assignment procrastination prevalence was entered as the 

outcome variable in the regression. Results of the regression analysis are shown in Table 22. The 

linear combination of all eight measures was significantly related to procrastination prevalence 

when studying for exams R2=.256, F(2,167) = 28.77, p<0.1. The multiple correlation coefficient 

was 0.506, indicating that approximately 25% of variance in the model is accounted for by the 

linear combination of both the subjective task value and self-efficacy measurements. 

 Of the eight measures, only intrinsic value and self-efficacy for learning were significant. 

The correlation coefficient for intrinsic value was -.184, p<.01, indicating an inverse correlation, 

and self-efficacy for time management -0.430, p<0.01, which was also inversely correlated.  

Therefore, the following standardized regression equation, where both dependent and 

independent variables are given a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1, was produced:  

Z Procrastination Prevalence (Studying for Exams) = -.184ZIV - .430ZSETM 

 In the equation, Z represents the standardized dependent and independent variables, IV 

represents the predictor variable Intrinsic Value, and SETM represents the predictor variable 

Self-efficacy for Time Management. This data suggests that an increase in intrinsic value, may 

result in a decrease in procrastination prevalence. Further, it is suggested that as self-efficacy for 

time management increases, procrastination prevalence also decreases. From the results, a 
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student who has high intrinsic value and high self-efficacy for time management, may 

procrastinate less when studying for their course exams and tests.   

 Completing course readings. To measure the combined effect of the subjective task 

value measures and the online self-efficacy measures on procrastination prevalence when 

studying for exams, a multiple regression analysis was conducted. The five task value measures, 

two attainment value items, and the three online self-efficacy measures and two independent 

items, were entered as predictors, and assignment procrastination prevalence was entered as the 

outcome variable in the regression. Results of the regression analysis are shown in Table 23. The 

linear combination of all eight measures was significant, R2 =.31, F(3,164) = 24.60, p<.01. The 

sample multiple correlation coefficient was 0.557, indicating that approximately 31% of variance 

in the model is accounted for by the linear combination of both the task value and self-efficacy 

measurements. 

 Bivariate correlations in the model show that self-efficacy for time management (B=-

.477, p<.01), self-efficacy for course navigation (B=.172, p<.05), and intrinsic value (B= -.170, p 

= .22) were significant. From this data, the following standardized regression equation, where 

both dependent and independent variables are given a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1, 

is produced:  

Z Procrastination Prevalence (Course Readings) = -.170ZIV +.172ZSECN - .575ZSETM 

 In the equation, Z represents the standardized dependent and independent variables, IV 

represents the predictor variable Intrinsic Value, SECN represents the predictor variable Self-

efficacy for Navigating Course Materials, and SETM represents the predictor variable Self-

efficacy for Time Management. The bivariate correlations suggest that intrinsic value is 

inversely related to procrastination, meaning that an increase in intrinsic value may result in a 
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decrease of procrastination prevalence. Self-efficacy for time management was also inversely 

related, indicating that an increase in intrinsic value may result in a decrease of procrastination 

prevalence. Finally, self-efficacy for navigating course materials was positively correlated, 

indicating that an increase in this self- efficacy for navigating course materials, may result in an 

increase of procrastination prevalence. Therefore, this data suggests that a student who has high 

intrinsic value, high self-efficacy for time management, but low self-efficacy for navigating 

course material may experience decreased prevalence of procrastination behaviour when 

completing course readings. 

 

 

Predictive Power of Expectancies when Controlling for Subjective Task Values 

 To measure the predictive power of the online self-efficacy measures over and above the 

subjective task value measures, or each learning medium analyzed in this study (completing 

course assignments, studying for exams, and completing course readings), two separate multiple 

regression analyses were conducted for each medium. The first multiple regression analysis 

measured the predictive power of the online self-efficacy measures over and above the subjective 

task value measures. Then, a second multiple regression analysis measured the predictive power 

of the subjective task value measures over and above the online self-efficacy measures. As 

addressed in the first research question, it is already established that both the subjective task 

value measures and online self-efficacy measures, provide significant predictive power over 

procrastination prevalence in all three mediums. For each medium, in the first regression, the 

subjective task value measures and two attainment value items were entered into the first model, 
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followed by the online self-efficacy measures and two independent self-efficacy items in the 

second model. For the second regression analysis, the predictors were inverted. 

 Completing course assignments. To evaluate whether the self-efficacy measures predict 

procrastination prevalence on assignments when controlling for the task values measures, two 

multiple regression analysis were conducted. The results of the first regression analysis can be 

found in Table 24. Results of the first regression show that the first model was significant, R2 = 

.072, F(1, 168)= 13.079, p <.01, as was the second model, R2 = .287, F(1, 167)= 33.548, p <.01. 

This indicates that the self-efficacy scores provide predictive power to the model, when 

controlling for the subjective task value scores. 

 

 

 Next, the second multiple regression analysis was conducted to measure the predictive 

power of the subjective task value measures, when controlling for online self-efficacy scores. 

The result of this regression is shown in Table 25. The second model in this regression was 

significant, R2 =.287, F(1,167) = 33.548, p<.05, indicating that the subjective task value 

measures also provide significant variance when controlling for the online self-efficacy 

Table 15 

Hierarchical Regression Analysis of Completing Course Assignments Procrastination 
Prevalence (Self-Efficacy Measures) Controlling for Task Value Measures 

Model R R Square 
Adjusted R 

Square 
Std. Error of 
the Estimate 

Change Statistics 
Sig. F 

Change 
R Square 
Change F Change 

 

1 .269a .072 .067 1.035 .072 13.079 <.001 
2 .535b .287 .278 .910 .214 50.188 <.001 

a. Predictors: (Constant), Intrinsic Value 
b. Predictors: (Constant), Intrinsic Value, SETM 
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measures. Therefore, the results suggest that both the subjective task value measures and online 

self-efficacy measures provided significant variance in the model when controlling for each 

other.  

 

Table 16 

Hierarchical Regression Analysis Completing Course Assignments Procrastination Prevalence 
(Task Value Measures) Controlling for Self-Efficacy Measures 

Mode
l R R Square 

Adjusted R 
Square 

Std. Error of 
the Estimate 

Change Statistics 
Sig. F 

Change 
R Square 
Change F Change 

 

1 .513a .264 .259 .922 .264 60.141 <.001 
2 .535 .287 .278 .910 .023 5.385 .022 

a. Predictors: (Constant), SETM  
b. Predictors: (Constant), SETM, Intrinsic Value 

 
  

 To assess which set of predictors is stronger, an evaluation of the R2 -change values in 

each regression was conducted. In the first multiple regression, the addition of the self-efficacy 

scores in model 2 results in an R2 change = .214, F(1,167) = 50.188, p<.01, indicating that about 

21% increase of variance in the second model is explained by the addition of the self-efficacy 

measures. In the second regression analysis, which measured the subjective task value measures 

when controlling for online self-efficacy, the R2 change = .026, F(1,167)= 5.38,p=.014, 

indicating that the addition of the task value measures contributed about 2.6% increase in model 

variance. Therefore, these results suggest that the online self-efficacy measures appear to offer 

significant predictive power over the subjective task value measures. As identified in previous 

analysis, the bivariate correlations for this model indicate that self-efficacy for time management 

(B= -.447, p<.01) and intrinsic value (B=-.156, p<.01) were significant. Self-efficacy for time 
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management contributes 22% of variance in the model, while intrinsic value only contributes 

about 2.5%, further supporting that self-efficacy for time management is the strongest predictor 

in the model. Therefore, this suggests that a student who has low self-efficacy for time 

management would have to report significant intrinsic valuation of the course to decrease their 

procrastination prevalence. 

 Studying for exams. To evaluate whether the self-efficacy measures predict 

procrastination prevalence when studying for exams, when controlling for the task values 

measures, two multiple regression analysis were conducted. The results of the first regression 

analysis can be found in Table 26. Results of the first regression show that the first model was 

significant, R2 = .082, F(1, 168)= 14.949, p <.01, as was the second model, which measures the 

predictive power of online self-efficacy when controlling for subjective task value measures, R2 

= .256, F(2, 167)= 28.770, p <.01. These results suggesting that the online self-efficacy measures 

provide significant variance when controlling for the subjective task value measures.  

 

Table 17 

Hierarchical Regression Analysis of Studying for Exams Procrastination Prevalence (Self-
Efficacy Measures) Controlling for Task Value Measures 

Mod
el R R Square 

Adjusted R 
Square 

Std. Error of 
the Estimate 

Change Statistics 
Sig. F 

Change 
R Square 
Change F Change  

1 .286a .082 .076 1.216 .082 14.949 <0.001 
2 .506b .256 .247 1.098 .175 39.193 <.001 

a. Predictors: (Constant), Intrinsic Value 
b. Predictors: (Constant), Intrinsic Value, SETM 
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Next, the second multiple regression analysis was conducted. The results of the second 

regression analysis are shown in Table 27.  In this regression, the model 2 regression was 

significant, R2 = .256, F(2, 167)= 28.77, p <.01, suggesting that the task value measures provide 

significant variance in the model when controlling for the self-efficacy measures. These results 

indicate that the self-efficacy measures and the subjective task value measures both provide 

variance in procrastination prevalence when studying for exams, when controlling for each other.    

 

Table 18 

Hierarchical Regression Analysis of Studying for Exams Procrastination Prevalence (Task 
Value Measures) Controlling for Self-Efficacy Measures 

Mod
el R R Square 

Adjusted R 
Square 

Std. Error of 
the Estimate 

Change Statistics 
Sig. F 

Change 
R Square 
Change F Change  

1 .474a .224 .220 1.118 .224 48.557 <.001 
2 .506 .254 .247 1.098 .032 7.193 .008 

a. Predictors: (Constant), SETM 
b. Predictors: (Constant), SETM, Intrinsic Value 

 
 

To further evaluate the relative strength of the predictors, assessment of the R2 change 

values in each regression was conducted. In the first regression analysis, the addition of the self-

efficacy measures in the second model results in an R2 change = .175, F(1,167) = 39.193, p<.01, 

indicating the 17.5% increase of variance explained in the model is provided by the addition of 

the online self-efficacy scores. Furthermore, in the second regression analysis, model 2’s R2 

change = .032, F(1,167) = 7.193, p<.01, indicating that the addition of the task value measures, 

contributed a 3% increase in model variance over the self-efficacy measures. Therefore, these 

results suggest that the online self-efficacy measures appear to offer significant predictive power 
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over the subjective task value measures. As identified in the analysis of RQ1, the bivariate 

correlations for this model indicate that self-efficacy for time management (B= -.430, p<.01) and 

intrinsic value (B=-.184, p<.01) were significant. Self-efficacy for time management contributes 

18.5% of variance in the model, while intrinsic value only contributes about 3%, further 

supporting that self-efficacy for time management is the strongest predictor in the model. 

Therefore, this suggests that a student who has low self-efficacy for time management would 

have to endorse a significant intrinsic valuation of the course to decrease their procrastination 

prevalence. 

 Completing course readings. To evaluate whether the self-efficacy measures predict 

procrastination prevalence when completing course readings, when controlling for the task 

values measures, two multiple regression analysis were conducted. The results of the first 

regression analysis can be found in Table 28. The results of the first regression, indicate that 

model 1 was significant, R2 = .078, F(1, 166)= 13.97, p <.01, as was model 2, R2 = .310, F(2, 

164)=24.6, p <.01. These results suggest that both task value and self-efficacy scores will predict 

procrastination tendency in assignments.  

 

Table 19 

Hierarchical Regression Analysis of Completing Course Readings Procrastination Prevalence 
(Self-Efficacy Measures) Controlling for Task Value Measures 

Mod
el R R Square 

Adjusted R 
Square 

Std. Error of 
the Estimate 

Change Statistics 
Sig. F 

Change 
R Square 
Change F Change 

 

1 .279a .078 .072 1.260 .078 13.969 <.001 
2 .557b .310 .298 1.096 .233 27.677 <.001 

a. Predictors: (Constant), Intrinsic Value 
b. Predictors: (Constant), Intrinsic Value, SETM, SECN 
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Next, the second multiple regression analysis was conducted. The results are shown in 

Table 29.  In this regression, model 2 was significant, R2 = .310, F(2, 164)= 24.60, p <.01, 

suggesting that the task value measures provide significant variance in the model when 

controlling for the self-efficacy measures. These results indicate that the self-efficacy measures 

and the subjective task value measures both provide variance in procrastination prevalence when 

studying for exams when controlling for each other.    

 

Table 20 

Hierarchical Regression Analysis of Completing Course Readings Procrastination Prevalence 
(Task Value Measures) Controlling for Self-Efficacy Measures 

Mod
el R R Square 

Adjusted R 
Square 

Std. Error of 
the Estimate 

Change Statistics 
Sig. F 

Change 
R Square 
Change F Change 

 

1 .532a .283 .275 1.114 .283 32.594 <.001 
2 .557b .310 .298 1.096 .027 6.466 .012 

a. Predictors: (Constant), SETM, SECN 
b. Predictors: (Constant), SETM, SECN, Intrinsic Value 
 

 
 

To further evaluate the relative strength of the predictors, assessment of the R2 change 

values in each regression was conducted. In the first regression analysis, the addition of the self-

efficacy measures in the second model results in an R2 change = .233, F(2,164) = 27.67, p<.01, 

indicating the 23% increase of variance explained in the model is provided by the addition of the 

online self-efficacy scores. Furthermore, in the second regression analysis, the second model’s 

R2 change = .027, F(2,164) = 6.466, p=.012, indicating that the addition of the task value 
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measures, contributed about 3% increase in model variance, over the self-efficacy measures. 

 Therefore, these results suggest that the online self-efficacy measures appear to offer 

significant predictive power over the subjective task value measures. As identified in the analysis 

of RQ1, the bivariate correlations for this model indicate that self-efficacy for time management 

(B= -.430, p<.01), self-efficacy for navigating course materials (B=.172, p=.034) and intrinsic 

value (B=-.184, p=.012) were significant. Therefore, this data indicates that self-efficacy for time 

management contributes 18% of the variance in the model, self-efficacy for navigating course 

materials contributes about 3% variance in the model and intrinsic value accounts for about 3.5% 

of variance. This suggests that while intrinsic value and self-efficacy for navigating course 

material do contribute predictive variance, self-efficacy for time management is the strongest 

predictor in the model. Therefore, a student with low self-efficacy for time management would 

have to endorse a significant intrinsic valuation of the activity to decrease their procrastination 

prevalence, or report much lower self-efficacy for navigating the course material than their self-

efficacy for time management.   

Predictive Power of Subjective Task Values, when Controlling for Demographic, Trait 
Procrastination, and Intentional Delay Variables 
 
 To measure the predictive power of student’s trait procrastination scores, intentional 

delay scores, previous experience learning online, grade level, and gender, over and above their 

subjective task values, across the three learning mediums (completing course assignments, 

studying for exams and completing course readings), three separate hierarchical regression 

analyses were conducted for each medium. As this is an ordered set of predictors, years of 

experience, previous online experience, gender, and year of study were entered into the first 

model. Trait procrastination scores and active procrastination scores were entered into the second 

model and the subjective task value measures were entered into the third model. The first 
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multiple regression analysis measured the predictive power of the online self-efficacy measures, 

over and above the demographic variables, trait procrastination, and intentional delay predictors. 

Then, a second regression analysis was conducted, but only with the predictors that had 

significant bivariate correlations in the first regression analysis. Then a third regression analysis 

was conducted to evaluate the R2 change values, when the predictors are reversed in the 

regression equation.   

 Completing course assignments. A multiple hierarchical regression analysis was 

conducted to predict the overall prevalence of procrastination when completing course 

assignments from student’s grade level, years of study, previous online experience, their trait 

procrastination score, and their active procrastination scores. As this is an ordered set of 

predictors, years of experience, previous online experience and year of study were entered into 

the first model. Trait procrastination scores and active procrastination scores were entered into 

the second model and the task value measures were entered into the third model for all three 

prevalence measures (assignments, exams and course readings).  

The results of the first three regression analysis are shown in table 30. The results from 

the first regression indicated that the predictors in model 1, gender, year of study, and previous 

online experience were not significant predictors in the model R2=.101, F(12,155) = 1.45, 

p=.149. This suggests that none of these predictors significantly provide variance in students’ 

procrastination prevalence when completing course assignments, which was further supported in 

the bivariate correlations. The second regression was significant, R2=.512, F(14,153) = 11.487, 

p<.01, suggesting that the combination of trait procrastination and active procrastination do 

provide significant variance in the model when controlling for the predictors in model 1. 

However, the third regression analysis was not significant, R2= .532, F(21,146) = 7.89, p=.546, 
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indicating that the combined subjective task value measures did not provide significant 

predictive variance over and above trait procrastination and intentional delay scores. 

 

Table 21 
 
Hierarchical Regression Analysis of Completing Course Assignments Procrastination 
Prevalence (Task Value Measures) Controlling for Predictor Values  

Mod
el R R Square 

Adjusted R 
Square 

Std. Error of 
the Estimate 

Change Statistics 
Sig. F 

Change 
R Square 
Change F Change 

 

1 .318a .101 .031 1.047 .101 1.451 .149 
2 .716b .512 .468 .776 .411 64.563 <.000 
3 .729c .532 .464 .779 .019 .852 .546 
a. Predictors: (Constant), PEnrol_10p, Cert, YSC_5, PEnrol_2, PEnrol_4, Year2, YSC_6pl, 

PEnrol_3, Elect, YSC_4, YSC_LT1, PEnrol_1, Year3, PEnrol_0, YSC_3, YSC_two, Year1, 
Required, Year4, YSC_One, Male, Female, 

b. Predictors: (Constant), PEnrol_10p, Cert, YSC_5, PEnrol_2, PEnrol_4, Year2, YSC_6pl, 
PEnrol_3, Elect, YSC_4, YSC_LT1, PEnrol_1, Year3, PEnrol_0, YSC_3, YSC_two, Year1, 
Required, Year4, YSC_One, Male, Female, TraitPro, IntPro 

c. Predictors: (Constant), PEnrol_10p, Cert, YSC_5, PEnrol_2, PEnrol_4, Year2, YSC_6pl, 
PEnrol_3, Elect, YSC_4, YSC_LT1, PEnrol_1, Year3, PEnrol_0, YSC_3, YSC_two, Year1, 
Required, Year4, YSC_One, Male, Female, TraitPro, IntPro, Intrinsic Value, Outside Cost 
Value, Personal Cost Value, Exogenous Value, Endogenous Value, ATV1, ATV2 

 

 A second regression analysis was conducted without the predictors in the first model, and 

only including predictors from the third model that had bivariate correlation significance <0.1. 

However, this regression did not yield any significance change in the F-value for model 2. 

Therefore, this data suggests that none of the subjective task value measures contributed 

significant variance in procrastination prevalence when completing course assignments, over and 

above trait procrastination and intentional delay. In the final model, trait procrastination was the 

most strongly related to procrastination prevalence with a bivariate correlation of .480, p<.01, 
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indicating a positive correlation with procrastination. Further, the intentional delay (B=.306, 

p<.01) was also positively correlated to procrastination. These results produce the following 

standardized regression equation, where both dependent and independent variables are given a 

mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1, to predict procrastination prevalence when completing 

course assignments: 

Z Procrastination Prevalence (Course Assignments) = .480ZTP +.306ZID 

In the equation, Z represents the standardized dependent and independent variables, TP 

represents the predictor variable trait procrastination and ID represents the predictor variable 

intentional delay. This data suggests that none of the subjective task value measures contributes 

significant variance in procrastination prevalence over and above trait procrastination and 

intentional delay. As identified in the earlier analysis, intrinsic value and outside cost were 

significant predictors of procrastination prevalence in this medium, however when controlling 

for trait procrastination and intentional delay, they are made insignificant. This suggests that 

when trait procrastination and intentional delay are factored into the relationship between a 

student’s subjective task values and their procrastination behaviour, the combination of these two 

variables renders the student’s valuation of task insignificant. Therefore, based on these results, 

the subjective task value measures offer no additional predictive power when controlling for a 

student’s trait procrastination behaviour and intentional delay behaviour. 

 Studying for exams. To evaluate the predictive power of procrastination prevalence 

when studying for exams by the subjective task value measures over and above previous 

enrollment, year of study, trait procrastination and active procrastination on procrastination 

prevalence when studying for exams, numerous multiple regression analyses were conducted. As 

this is an ordered set of predictors, years of experience, previous online experience and year of 
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study were entered into the first model. Trait procrastination scores and intentional delay scores 

were entered into the second model and the task value measures were entered into the third 

model. Procrastination prevalence on assignments was the criteria variable.  

The results of the first hierarchical regression are in Table 34. The first model in the 

regression analysis indicated that the combination of gender, year of study, and previous online 

experience, were not significant, R2=.085, F(12,155) = 1.192, p=.293, indicating that there was 

no relationship between these predictors and procrastination prevalence. The second model, 

which included the trait procrastination scores and intentional delay scores, was significant, 

R2=.434, F(2,153) = 8.383, p<.01. However, model 3, which included the subjective task value 

measures, was also not significant, R2=.467, F(21,146) = 6.085, p=.266, suggesting that the task 

value measures did not predict procrastination prevalence on exam studying when controlling for 

the predictors in model 1 and model 2. 
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Table 22 
 
Hierarchical Regression Analysis of Completing Course Assignments Procrastination 
Prevalence (Task Value Measures) Controlling for Predictor Values  

Mod
el R R Square 

Adjusted R 
Square 

Std. Error of 
the Estimate 

Change Statistics 
Sig. F 

Change 
R Square 
Change F Change 

 

1 .291a .085 .014 1.244 .085 1.192 .293 
2 .659b .434 .382 .984 .350 47.259 .000 
3 .683c .467 .390 .978 .033 1.277 .266 
a. Predictors: (Constant), PEnrol_10p, Cert, YSC_5, PEnrol_2, PEnrol_4, Year2, YSC_6pl, 

PEnrol_3, Elect, YSC_4, YSC_LT1, PEnrol_1, Year3, PEnrol_0, YSC_3, YSC_two, Year1, 
Required, Year4, YSC_One, Male, Female, 

b. Predictors: (Constant), PEnrol_10p, Cert, YSC_5, PEnrol_2, PEnrol_4, Year2, YSC_6pl, 
PEnrol_3, Elect, YSC_4, YSC_LT1, PEnrol_1, Year3, PEnrol_0, YSC_3, YSC_two, Year1, 
Required, Year4, YSC_One, Male, Female, TraitPro, IntPro 

c. Predictors: (Constant), PEnrol_10p, Cert, YSC_5, PEnrol_2, PEnrol_4, Year2, YSC_6pl, 
PEnrol_3, Elect, YSC_4, YSC_LT1, PEnrol_1, Year3, PEnrol_0, YSC_3, YSC_two, Year1, 
Required, Year4, YSC_One, Male, Female, TraitPro, IntPro, Intrinsic Value, Outside Cost 
Value, Personal Cost Value, Exogenous Value, Endogenous Value, ATV1, ATV 2 

 

The results of the first regression indicate that model 1, which contained the predictors: 

gender, previous online course experience and year of study was not significant. Furthermore, 

the results also indicate that the task value measures were not significant predictors in the model. 

In the bivariate correlations of the final model, only trait procrastination scores (B=.500, p<.01) 

were significant. In attempt to make model 3 significant, a second hierarchical regression 

analysis was conducted with only significant predictors the first two models in the first 

regression. In this regression, all the predictors from model 1 were removed, as well as active 

procrastination from model 2. All the subjective task value measures were included in the second 

model. In the second regression analysis, model 2 was again not significant R2= .438, F(2,161) = 

1.807, p=.089, however, the bivariate correlations of the subjective task value measures indicated 
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that personal cost value -.196, p<.02, and attainment value item 2 “It is important for me to get 

good grades in this course”,  were significant predictors in the second regression. 

 A third hierarchical regression was conducted, with trait procrastination entered as the 

predictor in the first model, and personal cost value and attainment value item 2, as the predictors 

in the second model. The results of this regression are in Table 35.  In this regression, model 1 

was significant, R2=.397, F(2,165) = 109, p<.01, as was model 2, R2=.433, F(3,166) = 42.216, 

p<.01, indicating that the combination of the subjective task value measures, personal cost value 

and attainment value item 1, contributed a significant amount of variance to the model when 

controlling for trait procrastination.  

 

Table 23 

Hierarchical Regression Analysis of Studying for Exams Procrastination Prevalence 
(Subjective Task Value Measures) Controlling for Trait Procrastination 

Mod
el R R Square 

Adjusted R 
Square 

Std. Error of 
the Estimate 

Change Statistics Sig. F 
Change 

R Square 
Change F Change 

 

1 .627a .394 .390 .983 .394 109 <.000 
2 .658b .433 .423 .957 .039 5.745 .004 
a. Predictors: (Constant), TraitPro 
b. Predictors: (Constant), TraitPro, PersonalCostValue, AV2 

 

To assess how much additional predictive power the subjective task value measures 

provided when controlling for trait procrastination, an evaluation of the R2 change values was 

conducted. In the second regression analysis, the model 2 R2 change =.039, F(1,168)=5.745, 

P<.01, indicating that the addition of the subjective task value measure provided 2.5% more 

variance in the model over and above trait procrastination. To further evaluate the results, 
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another regression was computed that measured the predictive power of the trait procrastination 

score when controlling for the significant subjective task value measures. Results of this 

regression can be found in Table 36.  The results of this regression indicate that the model 2 R2 

change = .312, F(1,166) =91.26, p<.01, suggesting that trait procrastination adds 31% more 

predictive variance over and above the subjective task value measures. Therefore, while the data 

suggests that the subjective task value measures do provide significant variance when controlling 

for trait procrastination, the additional variance provided is small.  

 

Table 24 

Hierarchical Regression Analysis of Studying for Exams Procrastination Prevalence (Trait 
Procrastination) Controlling for Significant Subjective Task Value Measures 

Mod
el R R Square 

Adjusted R 
Square 

Std. Error of 
the Estimate 

Change Statistics Sig. F 
Change 

R Square 
Change F Change 

 

1 .348a .121 .110 1.188 .121 11.48 <.001 
2 .658b .433 .423 .957 .312 91.27 <.001 
c. Predictors: (Constant), PersonalCostValue, AV2 
d. Predictors: (Constant), PersonalCostValue, AV2, TraitPro 

 

 In the final model, the bivariate correlation for the trait procrastination was .579, p<.01, 

personal cost value, .155, p<.01, and attainment value item 2 “It is important for me to get good 

grades in this course”, -.123, p=.037. This indicates that trait procrastination provided 33.5% of 

variance in the model, personal cost provided 2.5% variance, and attainment value provided 

1.5% variance in the model, which supports the that the subjective task value measures are small 

predictors compared to trait procrastination. Therefore, the following standardized regression 
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equation, where both dependent and independent variables are given a mean of 0 and a standard 

deviation of 1, to predict procrastination prevalence when studying for exams is produced: 

Z Procrastination Prevalence (Study for Exams) = .579ZTP + .155ZPCV - .123ZAV2 

 In the equation, Z represents the standardized dependent and independent variables, TP 

represents the predictor variable trait procrastination, PCV represents the predictor variable 

Personal Cost Value, and AV2 represents the predictor variable Attainment Value Item 2, “It is 

important for me to get good grades in this course”. The bivariate correlations in the final model 

show that trait procrastination and attainment value procrastination prevalence are positively 

correlated, while intrinsic value is inversely related. This data suggests that a student with high 

trait procrastination, high personal cost, and low value for attainment of good grades, is more 

likely to procrastinate when studying for their exams. A student who is a high trait 

procrastinator, experiences high personal cost when completing the task, and has low value for 

getting good grades, may procrastinate more when studying for their exams. However, the 

predictive power of the trait procrastination score is significantly larger than the predictive power 

of the personal cost and attainment value, suggesting that a student who reports high trait 

procrastination behaviour, would have to experience significantly high value for their grades, or 

experience very low personal cost from performing the activity for these predictors impact their 

procrastination behaviour when studying for an exam. In other words, for a student with high 

trait procrastination tendencies to avoid procrastinating on their assignment, their need to attain a 

high grade level would have to be extremely high, or the amount of personal cost that they 

experience during the task would have to be extremely low.   

 Completing course readings. To evaluate the predictive power of procrastination 

prevalence when completing course readings by the subjective task value measures, over and 
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above previous enrollment, year of study, trait procrastination and active procrastination on 

procrastination prevalence when studying for exams, numerous multiple regression analysis were 

conducted. As this is an ordered set of predictors, years of experience, previous online 

experience and year of study were entered into the first model. Trait procrastination scores and 

active procrastination scores were entered into the second model and the task value measures 

were entered into the third model. Procrastination prevalence on assignments was the criterion 

variable.  

The results of the first hierarchical regression are displayed in Table 39. Results indicated 

that model 1 was not significant R2=.089, F(17,150) = 0.860, p=.622, indicating that  relationship 

gender, previous online experience, and year of study, were not significant predictors of reading 

procrastination. However, the second model, which included the trait procrastination scores and 

intentional delay scores, was significant R2=.263, F(14,153) = 3.895, p<.01, suggesting that the 

combination of the predictors trait procrastination and intentional delay predict procrastination 

behaviour. Further, model 3 in the regression was also significant, R2=.349, F(21,146) = 3.723, 

p<.01, indicating that the combination of the subjective task value measures provide significant 

predictive variance when controlling for the predictors in the first two models. 
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Table 25 
 
Hierarchical Regression Analysis of Completing Course Readings Procrastination Prevalence 
(Task Value Measures) Controlling for Predictor Values 
 

Mod
el R R Square 

Adjusted R 
Square 

Std. Error of 
the Estimate 

Change Statistics 
Sig. F 

Change 
R Square 
Change F Change 

 

1 .246a .060 -.012 1.307 .060 .829 .620 
2 .513b .263 .195 1.165 .202 21.007 <.001 
3 .591c .349 .255 1.121 .086 2.754 .000 
a. Predictors: (Constant), PEnrol_10p, Cert, YSC_5, PEnrol_2, PEnrol_4, Year2, YSC_6pl, 

PEnrol_3, Elect, YSC_4, YSC_LT1, PEnrol_1, Year3, PEnrol_0, YSC_3, YSC_two, Year1, 
Required, Year4, YSC_One, Male, Female, 

b. Predictors: (Constant), PEnrol_10p, Cert, YSC_5, PEnrol_2, PEnrol_4, Year2, YSC_6pl, 
PEnrol_3, Elect, YSC_4, YSC_LT1, PEnrol_1, Year3, PEnrol_0, YSC_3, YSC_two, Year1, 
Required, Year4, YSC_One, Male, Female, TraitPro, IntPro 

c. Predictors: (Constant), PEnrol_10p, Cert, YSC_5, PEnrol_2, PEnrol_4, Year2, YSC_6pl, 
PEnrol_3, Elect, YSC_4, YSC_LT1, PEnrol_1, Year3, PEnrol_0, YSC_3, YSC_two, Year1, 
Required, Year4, YSC_One, Male, Female, TraitPro, IntPro, Intrinsic Value, Outside Cost 
Value, Personal Cost Value, Exogenous Value, Endogenous Value, AV1, AV2 

 

In the final model of the first hierarchical regression, only trait procrastination (B= .402, 

p<.01), Outside Cost Value (B= .188, p<.01) and Attainment Value Item 1, “It is important for 

me to get good grades in this course”, (B= .205, p<.01) were significant. Therefore, in the 

second hierarchical regression, only these three predictors were included. Trait procrastination 

was entered in model 1, and outside cost value and attainment value item 1 were entered into the 

second model. The results of the hierarchical regression are shown in Table 40. The results of 

this regression indicate that the trait procrastination scores accounted for a significant amount of 

variance in the reading procrastination, R2=.217, F(1,168) = 46.44, p<.01. Further, the second 

model, which included the subjective task value measures, was also significant, R2=.289, 

F(2,166) = 22.536, p<.01. These results suggest that the subjective task value measures do 
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provide a significant amount of variance in procrastination prevalence when completing course 

readings, when controlling for trait procrastination. 

 

Table 26 

Hierarchical Regression Analysis of Completing Course Readings Procrastination Prevalence 
(Task Value Measures) Controlling for Predictor Values, with Insignificant Measures Removed 

Mod
el R R Square 

Adjusted R 
Square 

Std. Error of 
the Estimate 

Change Statistics Sig. F 
Change 

R Square 
Change F Change 

 

1 .465a .217 .212 1.157 .217 46.438 <.000 
2 .538b .289 .277 1.108 .073 8.509 <.000 
a. Predictors: (Constant), GenPro 
b. Predictors: (Constant), GenPro, AV1, Outside Cost Value 

 
 

 

To assess how much variance the subjective task value measures add to the model when 

controlling for trait procrastination, assessment of the R2 change values was performed. In the 

second regression, the model 2 R2 change = .073 F(2,166) = 8.51, p<.01, which suggests that the 

addition of the significant subjective task value measures contributed 7% more variance in the 

model when controlling for trait procrastination scores. To assess this further, a third regression 

was performed, which measured the trait procrastination scores when controlling for the 

subjective task value measures. Results can be found in Table 41. In this regression, the model 2 

R2 change = .152, F(2,166) = 35.557, p<.01, suggesting that the addition of trait procrastination 

scores contributed 15% more variance in the model. The R2 change values indicate that the 

addition of trait procrastination provides a larger change in variance, over and above the 

subjective task value scores, then the subjective task value scores do over and above trait 
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procrastination. Therefore, while subjective task values do provide predictive power, trait 

procrastination is a stronger predictor of procrastination prevalence when completing course 

readings. 

 

Table 27 

Hierarchical Regression Analysis of Studying for Exams Procrastination Prevalence (Trait 
Procrastination) Controlling for Task Value Measures, with Insignificant Values Removed 

Mod
el R R Square 

Adjusted R 
Square 

Std. Error of 
the Estimate 

Change Statistics 
Sig. F 

Change 
R Square 
Change F Change 

 

1 .370a .137 .127 1.217 .137 13.268 <.000 
2 .538b .289 .277 1.108 .152 35.577 <.000 
a. Predictors: (Constant), AV1, OutsideCostValue 
b. Predictors: (Constant), AV1, OutsideCostValue, TraitPro  

 

 The significant bivariate correlations in the final model were trait procrastination, .402, 

p<.01, outside cost value, .205, p<.01, and attainment value item 1, “I feel that, to me, being 

good at school is an important part of who I am”, -.187, p<.01, which further supports trait 

procrastination as the strongest predictor in this model. This data produces the following 

standardized regression equation, where both dependent and independent variables are given a 

mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1, for predicting procrastination prevalence when 

completing course readings:  

Z Procrastination Prevalence (Completing Course Readings) = .402ZTP + .205ZOCV -.187ZAV1 

In the equation, Z represents the standardized dependent and independent variables, TP 

represents the predictor variable trait procrastination, OCV represents the predictor variable 

outside cost value, and AV1 represents the predictor variable attainment value item 1, “I feel that, 
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to me, being good at school is an important part of who I am”. Based on these results, the 

combined task value measures appear to offer some additional predictive power to the model 

over and above trait procrastination but are not a stronger predictor. Assessment of the bivariate 

correlations suggests that procrastination behaviour on course readings is positively correlated to 

trait procrastination and outside cost value, while attainment value for being good in school was 

inversely correlated.  

 The data suggests that a student who high trait procrastination, high outside cost from 

performing the task, and low attainment value for doing well in school may procrastinate more 

when completing course readings. Therefore, a student who has high trait procrastination, 

experiences high outside costs when completing the task, and has low value for doing well in 

school may procrastinate more when studying for their exams. However, the predictive power of 

the trait procrastination scores is significantly larger that the predictive power of the outside cost 

and attainment value predictors, suggesting that a student who reports high trait procrastination 

behaviour would have to experience significantly high value for being a good student, or 

experience low outside cost when performing the activity for these predictors to impact their 

procrastination behaviour when studying for an exam. In other words, for a student with high 

trait procrastination tendencies to decrease procrastination on their assignment, their value for 

being a good student would have to be extremely high, or the amount of outside costs that they 

experience during the task would have to be low.   

Predictive Power of Expectancies, when Controlling for Demographic, Trait 
Procrastination, and Intentional Delay Variables 
 
 To measure the predictive power of student’s trait procrastination scores, intentional 

delay scores, previous experience learning online, grade level, and gender, over and above their 

online self-efficacy, across the three learning mediums (completing course assignments, studying 
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for exams, and completing course readings), three separate hierarchical regression analyses were 

conducted for each medium. As this is an ordered set of predictors, years of experience, previous 

online experience, gender, and year of study were entered into the first model. Trait 

procrastination scores and active procrastination scores were entered into the second model and 

the online self-efficacy measures were entered into the third model. 

 The first multiple regression analysis measured the predictive power of the online self-

efficacy scores over all the predictors. predictors online self-efficacy measures over and above 

the subjective task value measures. Then, a second regression analysis was conducted, but only 

with the predictors that had significant bivariate correlations in the first regression analysis. 

Finally, a third regression analysis was conducted to evaluate the R2 change values, when the 

predictors are reversed in the regression equation.   

 Completing course assignments. To evaluate the predictive power of the self-efficacy 

measures over and above gender, year of study, previous online experience, trait procrastination 

and intentional delay, several multiple regression analyses were conducted. As this is an ordered 

set of predictors, gender, year of study, and previous online experience were entered into the first 

model. Trait procrastination scores and intentional delay scores were entered into the second 

model and the online self-efficacy measures and two independent online self-efficacy items were 

entered into the third model. The first three regressions measured all three models with every 

predictor entered, while the remaining analysis conducted similar regressions, however with 

insignificant predictors removed. 

 The results of the first three analysis are shown in Table 37. The results from the first 

regression analysis, were not significant, R2= .100, F(12,153) = 1.412, p=.166, indicating that the 

combination of gender, year of study, and previous online experience, did not provide any 
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significance to the model. Furthermore, none of the bivariate correlations were significant, 

suggesting that none of the predictors were independently significant. Model 2 however was 

significant R2 = .517, F(14,151) = 11.54, p<.01, indicating that the combination of the trait 

procrastination scores and intentional delay scores contribute significantly to the model. Further, 

model 3, R2=.556, F(19,146) = 9.609, p=.03, was also significant, indicating that the 

combination of the online self-efficacy measures contribute significantly to the model when 

controlling for trait procrastination and intentional delay.  

 

Table 28  
 
Hierarchical Regression Analysis of Completing Course Assignments Procrastination 
Prevalence (Self-Efficacy Measures) Controlling for Predictor Values  
 

Mode
l R R Square 

Adjusted R 
Square 

Std. Error of 
the Estimate 

Change Statistics 
Sig. F 

Change 
R Square 
Change F Change 

 

1 .316a .100 .029 1.055 .100 1.412 .166 
2 .719b .517 .472 .778 .417 65.172 .000 
3 .745c .556 .498 .759 .039 2.553 .030 
a. Predictors: (Constant), PEnrol_10p, Cert, YSC_5, PEnrol_2, PEnrol_4, Year2, YSC_6pl, 

PEnrol_3, Elect, YSC_4, YSC_LT1, PEnrol_1, Year3, PEnrol_0, YSC_3, YSC_two, Year1, 
Required, Year4, YSC_One, Male, Female, 

b. Predictors: (Constant), PEnrol_10p, Cert, YSC_5, PEnrol_2, PEnrol_4, Year2, YSC_6pl, 
PEnrol_3, Elect, YSC_4, YSC_LT1, PEnrol_1, Year3, PEnrol_0, YSC_3, YSC_two, Year1, 
Required, Year4, YSC_One, Male, Female, TraitPro, IntPro 

c. Predictors: (Constant), PEnrol_10p, Cert, YSC_5, PEnrol_2, PEnrol_4, Year2, YSC_6pl, 
PEnrol_3, Elect, YSC_4, YSC_LT1, PEnrol_1, Year3, PEnrol_0, YSC_3, YSC_two, Year1, 
Required, Year4, YSC_One, Male, Female, TraitPro, IntPro, SEI5, SECN, SET, SETM, 
SEI4 

 

To better evaluate the relationship using a refined data output, two more regressions were 

conducted, which excluded all the insignificant predictors from the first three regressions. 
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Therefore, all of the predictors from the first model were removed. In the second model, both 

trait procrastination (B=.342, p<.01) and intentional delay (B=.298, p<.01) were significant 

predictors. In the third model, only self-efficacy for time management (B=-.232, p<.02) was 

significant. Following the same ordered steps as the prior regressions, the trait procrastination 

measure and intentional delay measure were included in model 1, while self-efficacy for time 

management was included in model 2. The results are presented in Table 38. The results from the 

new regression show that model 1 is still significant, R2= .481, F(2,165) = 75.371, p<.01, as was 

model 2, R2=.516, F(3,164) = 58.379, p<.01.  

 

Table 29 

Hierarchical Regression Analysis of Completing Course Assignments Procrastination 
Prevalence (Self-Efficacy Measures) Controlling for Predictor Values, with Insignificant 
Measures Removed 

Mod
el R R Square 

Adjusted R 
Square 

Std. Error of 
the Estimate 

Change Statistics 
Sig. F 

Change 
R Square 
Change F Change 

 

1 .693a .481 .474 .772 .481 75.371 <.001 
2 .719b .516 .508 .747 .036 12.125 <.001 

a. Predictors: (Constant), IntPro, TraitPro 
b. Predictors: (Constant), IntPro, TraitPro, SETM 

 

To evaluate the strength of the predictive power of students’ self-efficacy for time 

management when controlling for trait procrastination and intentional delay, an assessment of 

the R2 change values was conducted. In model 2, the R2 change = .036, indicating that self-

efficacy for time management provided an additional 3.6% variance in the model when 

controlling for trait procrastination and intentional delay. This suggests that the addition of the 
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self-efficacy measure provides a small amount of increased predictive power in the model. To 

further test this, two more regressions were computed to measure the predictive power of trait 

procrastination and intentional delay while controlling for students’ self-efficacy for time 

management. The results of these regressions are shown in Table 39. Results from this regression 

indicate that when controlling for the self-efficacy measure, the combination of trait 

procrastination and intentional delay contribute 25.8% more variance in the model over and 

above self-efficacy. This suggests that while self-efficacy does contribute significant variance 

over and above trait procrastination and intentional delay, the combination of trait 

procrastination and intentional delay, provides stronger predictive power over online self-

efficacy. 

 

Table 30 

Hierarchical Regression Analysis of Completing Course Assignments Procrastination 
Prevalence (Trait Procrastination and Intentional Delay Measures) Controlling for Self 
Efficacy Measures 

 
Mod
el R R Square 

Adjusted R 
Square 

Std. Error of 
the Estimate 

Change Statistics 
Sig. F 

Change 
R Square 
Change F Change 

 

1 .508a .258 .254 .919 .258 57.781 <.001 
2 .719b .516 .508 .747 .258 43.786 <.001 
c. Predictors: (Constant), SETM 
d. Predictors: (Constant), SETM, IntPro, TraitPro 

 

In the final regression, bivariate correlation of the trait procrastination scores was .358, 

p<.01, intentional delay .302, p<.01, and self-efficacy for time management, -.226, p<.01, which 

further supports that the combination of trait procrastination and intentional delay are larger 

predictors than online self-efficacy. Trait procrastination accounts for about 13% of variance and 
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intentional delay accounts for about 9% of variance, and self-efficacy for time management 

accounts for 5% of variance in the final model. Assessing the bivariate correlations, trait 

procrastination and intentional delay are positively correlated to procrastination prevalence, 

while self-efficacy for time management is inversely related. The data indicates that students 

with increased trait procrastination, increased intentional procrastination, and decreased self-

efficacy for time management are more likely to exhibit procrastination behaviour when 

completing their course assignments. The standardized regression equation, where both 

dependent and independent variables are given a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1, for 

predicting procrastination prevalence is the following: 

Z Procrastination Prevalence (Assignments) = .358ZTP + .302Z ID - .226ZSETM 

In the equation, Z represents the standardized dependent and independent variables, TP 

represents the predictor variable trait procrastination, ID represents the predictor variable 

intentional delay, and SETM represents the predictor variable self-efficacy for time management. 

The data suggests that students with high trait procrastination behaviour, higher reported 

intentional delay behaviour, and low self-efficacy for time management may exhibit greater 

procrastination prevalence when completing their course assignments. The combination of trait 

procrastination and intentional delay account for 22% of variance, compared to 5% for self-

efficacy for time management, suggesting that a student with high trait procrastination and high 

intentional delay would have to report significantly high self-efficacy for time management, or 

very low intentional delay behaviour, for procrastination prevalence to decrease. As such, for a 

student with high trait procrastination tendencies to decrease their procrastination when 

completing course readings, their self-efficacy for time management would have to be very high, 

or they would have to be extremely averse to using intentional delay as a study strategy.  
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 Studying for exams. To measure the predictive power of the self-efficacy measures over 

and above gender, previous online course enrollment, year of study, trait procrastination scores 

and active procrastination scores on course readings procrastination, three multiple regression 

analysis were conducted. As this is an ordered set of predictors, gender, previous online 

experience and year of study were entered into the first model. Trait procrastination scores and 

active procrastination scores were entered into the second model and the three online self-

efficacy measures, and two independent online self-efficacy items were entered into the third 

model. Procrastination prevalence when studying for exams was the criteria variable.  

The results of the first hierarchical regression are displayed in Table 40. The first 

regression analysis indicated that the predictors in model 1, gender, year of study, and previous 

online experience, were not significant predictors, R2=0.096 ,F(12,153) = 1.355, p=.194. 

However, the second analysis, which included the trait procrastination scores and intentional 

delay scores, was significant R2=.436, F(14,153) = 8.094, p<.01. The third model, which 

measured the predictive power of the combined online self-efficacy measures, were also 

significant, R2= .507, F(19,146) = 7.904, p<.01.  
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Table 31 
 
Hierarchical Regression Analysis of Studying for Exams Procrastination Prevalence (Self 
Efficacy Measures) Controlling for Predictor Values 
 

Mode
l R R Square 

Adjusted R 
Square 

Std. Error of 
the Estimate 

Change Statistics 
Sig. F 

Change 
R Square 
Change F Change 

 

1 .310a .096 .025 1.239 .096 1.355 .194 
2 .660b .436 .384 .985 .340 45.487 .000 
3 .712c .507 .443 .937 .071 4.214 .001 
a. Predictors: (Constant), PEnrol_10p, Cert, YSC_5, PEnrol_2, PEnrol_4, Year2, YSC_6pl, 

PEnrol_3, Elect, YSC_4, YSC_LT1, PEnrol_1, Year3, PEnrol_0, YSC_3, YSC_two, Year1, 
Required, Year4, YSC_One, Male, Female, 

b. Predictors: (Constant), PEnrol_10p, Cert, YSC_5, PEnrol_2, PEnrol_4, Year2, YSC_6pl, 
PEnrol_3, Elect, YSC_4, YSC_LT1, PEnrol_1, Year3, PEnrol_0, YSC_3, YSC_two, Year1, 
Required, Year4, YSC_One, Male, Female, TraitPro, IntPro 

c. Predictors: (Constant), PEnrol_10p, Cert, YSC_5, PEnrol_2, PEnrol_4, Year2, YSC_6pl, 
PEnrol_3, Elect, YSC_4, YSC_LT1, PEnrol_1, Year3, PEnrol_0, YSC_3, YSC_two, Year1, 
Required, Year4, YSC_One, Male, Female, TraitPro, IntPro, SEI5, SECN, SET, SETM, 
SEI4 

 

To compute a more efficient model, a second hierarchical regression was conducted 

using only significant predictors from model 3 in the first regression. The significant predictors 

were trait procrastination, .455, p<.01, intentional delay, .152, p=.031, and self-efficacy for 

navigating course material B=-.191, p<.01. The results of the second regression are shown in 

Table 41. Results indicated that model 1 was significant, R2= .401, F(2,164) = 53.494, p<.01, 

indicating that the combination of  trait procrastination and intentional delay were significant 

predictors. Model 2 was also significant, R2= .423, F(3,163)= 40.734, p<.01, indicating that self-

efficacy for navigating course materials was significant when controlling for trait procrastination 

and intentional delay. Therefore, the results suggest that online self-efficacy does predict 

procrastination prevalence over and above trait procrastination and intentional delay. 
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Table 32 

Hierarchical Regression Analysis of Studying for Exams Procrastination Prevalence (Self 
Efficacy Measures) Controlling for Predictor Values, with Insignificant Measures Removed 

Mode
l R R Square 

Adjusted R 
Square 

Std. Error of 
the Estimate 

Change Statistics 
Sig. F 

Change 
R Square 
Change F Change 

 

1 .629a .395 .388 .980 .395 112.404 <.000 
2 .655b .428 .418 .956 .033 9.496 .002 
a. Predictors: (Constant), TraitPro, IntPro 
b. Predictors: (Constant), TraitPro, IntPro, SECN 

 

While the data suggests that self-efficacy for navigating curse material provides 

additional predictive power over and above trait procrastination and intentional delay, analysis of 

the R2 change values indicates that the measure only contributes a small amount to the model. In 

the second regression, the model 2 R2 change = .023, F(1,167) = 6.539, p=.01, indicating that the 

addition of self-efficacy for time management provides only 2.3% more variance from model 1. 

To evaluate this further, a third regression analysis was conducted, measuring the predictive 

power of the trait procrastination and intentional delay when controlling for the self-efficacy for 

navigating course material. Results are displayed in Table 42. Evaluation of this regression 

shows that trait procrastination scores provide additional variance, R2 change =.20, F(1,167) = 

57.702, <.01, suggesting that the trait procrastination scores provide 20% more variance in the 

model over and above the self-efficacy scores. Therefore, while online self-efficacy scores do 

provide predictive power, trait procrastination and intentional delay are stronger predictors of 

procrastination prevalence when studying for exams. 
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Table 33 

Hierarchical Regression Analysis of Studying for Exams Procrastination Prevalence (Trait 
Procrastination) Controlling for Self-Efficacy Measures, with Insignificant Predictors Removed 

Mod
el R R Square 

Adjusted R 
Square 

Std. Error of 
the Estimate 

Change Statistics 
Sig. F 

Change 
R Square 
Change F Change 

 

1 .474a .224 .220 1.118 .224 48.557 <.000 
2 .651b .423 .417 .967 .199 57.702 <.000 
a. Predictors: (Constant), SETM 
b. Predictors: (Constant), SETM, TraitPro  

 

In the final model, the significant bivariate correlations were trait procrastination, .479, 

p<.01), intentional delay .151, p=.031, and self-efficacy for navigating course materials, -.191, 

p<.01, which further supports that trait procrastination and intentional delay are larger predictors 

than self-efficacy. The bivariate correlations indicate that trait procrastination and intentional 

delay are positively correlated to procrastination, while self-efficacy is inversely related. This 

suggests that as a student’s self-efficacy for navigating their course materials decreases, 

procrastination prevalence increases. From these bivariate correlations, the standardized 

regression equation, where both dependent and independent variables are given a mean of 0 and 

a standard deviation of 1, for predicting procrastination prevalence when studying for exams is: 

Z Procrastination Prevalence (Studying for Exams) = .479ZTP + .151ZID -.191ZSECN 

 In the equation, Z represents the standardized dependent and independent variables, TP 

represents the predictor variable trait procrastination, ID represents the predictor variable 

intentional delay, and SECN represents the predictor variable self-efficacy for course navigation. 

The data suggests that students with higher reported trait procrastination behaviour, higher 

intentional delay, and low self-efficacy for course navigation may exhibit greater procrastination 
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prevalence when studying for exams. However, trait procrastination is the strongest predictor in 

the model accounting for 23% of variance, suggesting that a student with high trait 

procrastination, would have to report significant self-efficacy for course navigation or very low 

intentional delay, for procrastination prevalence to decrease. Therefore, a student with higher 

self-efficacy for finding their course materials may experience higher procrastination when 

studying because of accessing their study material later than a student with lower self-efficacy. 

 Completing course readings. To measure the predictive power of procrastination 

prevalence when completing course readings by the online self-efficacy measures, over and 

above previous enrollment, year of study, trait procrastination and active procrastination on 

course readings procrastination, numerous multiple regression analysis were conducted. As this 

is an ordered set of predictors, years of experience, previous online experience and year of study 

were entered into the first model. Trait procrastination scores and active procrastination scores 

were entered into the second model and the task value measures were entered into the third 

model. Procrastination prevalence on assignments was the criteria variable.  

The results of the first and second analysis are show in Table 43. In this regression, year 

of study, previous online experience, and years of study complete was not significant R2= .044, 

F(15,150) = 0.828, p=.959. This indicates that year of study and previous online experience did 

not contribute to the model. However, in the second model, the addition of the trait 

procrastination score and active procrastination score did account for significant variance when 

controlling for gender, previous experience and year of study, R2=.271 F (1,148)=3.826, p<.01. 

Further, in model 2, the R2 change=.201, indicating that it accounted for 20% more variance than 

model 1, suggesting that it is a stronger predictor of procrastination frequency on readings over 

and above gender, year of study and previous years of study complete. The third model, which 
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included the three online self-efficacy measures and two independent items was significant R2= 

.617, F(5,143) = 4.539, p <.01, suggesting that the self-efficacy scores provide significant 

variance in the model when controlling for the previous predictors. The model 3 R2 change = .11, 

indicating that the self-efficacy measures contributed 11% more variance in the model compared 

to model 2. Based on these results, current year of study and previous years of study did not 

provide any variance in the model, while trait procrastination and the self-efficacy scores did. 

However, looking at the R2 value, self-efficacy scores did contribute additional variance in 

reading procrastination when controlling for trait procrastination and intentional delay. 

 

Table 34 
 
Hierarchical regression analysis of Completing Course Readings Procrastination Prevalence 
(Self Efficacy Measures) Controlling for Predictors  

Model R 
R 

Square 
Adjusted R 

Square 

Std. 
Error of 

the 
Estimate 

Change Statistics 
Sig. F 

Change 
R 

Square 
Change 

F 
Change  

1 .209a .044 -.052 1.337 .044 .455 .959 
2 .521b .271 .187 1.175 .227 23.090 .000 
3 .617c .380 .285 1.103 .109 5.039 .000 
a. Predictors: (Constant), PEnrol_10p, Cert, YSC_5, PEnrol_2, PEnrol_4, Year2, YSC_6pl, 

PEnrol_3, Elect, YSC_4, YSC_LT1, PEnrol_1, Year3, PEnrol_0, YSC_3, YSC_two, 
Year1, Required, Year4, YSC_One, Male, Female, 

b. Predictors: (Constant), PEnrol_10p, Cert, YSC_5, PEnrol_2, PEnrol_4, Year2, YSC_6pl, 
PEnrol_3, Elect, YSC_4, YSC_LT1, PEnrol_1, Year3, PEnrol_0, YSC_3, YSC_two, 
Year1, Required, Year4, YSC_One, Male, Female, TraitPro, IntPro 

c. Predictors: (Constant), PEnrol_10p, Cert, YSC_5, PEnrol_2, PEnrol_4, Year2, YSC_6pl, 
PEnrol_3, Elect, YSC_4, YSC_LT1, PEnrol_1, Year3, PEnrol_0, YSC_3, YSC_two, 
Year1, Required, Year4, YSC_One, Male, Female, TraitPro, IntPro SEI5, SECN, SET, 
SETM, SEI4 
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To compute a more efficient model, a second hierarchical regressions were conducted 

using only significant predictors from model 3 in the first regression. The significant predictors 

were trait procrastination, .163, p<.05, self-efficacy for time management, -.493, p<.01, and self-

efficacy for navigating course material -.161, p<.05. The results of the second regression are 

shown in Table 37. The new regression output is in Table 44. The results indicate that model 1, 

which included only the trait procrastination scores, was significant, R2= .217, F(1,166) = 

48.557, p <.01. In model 2, which evaluated the significance of the self-efficacy scores when 

controlling for trait procrastination, was also significant, R2= .328, F(2,164) = 26.710, p <.01.  

 

Table 35  

Hierarchical Regression Analysis of Completing Course Readings Procrastination Prevalence 
(Self Efficacy Measures) Controlling for Predictors, with Insignificant Values Removed 

Mod
el R R Square 

Adjusted R 
Square 

Std. Error of 
the Estimate 

Change Statistics 
Sig. F 

Change 
R Square 
Change F Change 

 

1 .465a .217 .212 1.161 .217 45.997 <0.001 
2 .573b .328 .316 1.082 .111 13.581 <0.001 
a. Predictors: (Constant), TraitPro 
b. Predictors: (Constant), TraitPro, SETM, SECN  
 
 
 

While the data suggests that self-efficacy for navigating curse material provides 

additional predictive power over and above trait procrastination and intentional delay, analysis of 

the R2 change values indicates that the measure only contributes a small amount to the model. In 

the second regression, the model 2 R2 change = .111 F(2,164) = 13.581, p<.01, which suggests 

that the addition of the self-efficacy measures contributes 11% more variance in the model over 

and above trait procrastination. Next, to assess how much additional variance trait 
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procrastination contributes over and above the online self-efficacy scores, a third regression was 

computed. Results can be found in Table 44. In this regression, the model 2 R2 change = .045, 

F(2,164) = 10.995, p<.01, suggesting that the addition of trait procrastination scores contributes 

4.5% more variance in the model. Therefore, the data suggests that the online self-efficacy scores 

not only contribute significant variance when controlling for trait procrastination, they are a 

stronger predictor of procrastination prevalence when completing course readings. This is 

supported by looking at the bivariate correlations, which suggest that the self-efficacy for time 

management score provides the greatest predictive power over procrastination prevalence when 

completing course readings.  

 

Table 36 

Hierarchical Regression Analysis of Completing Course Readings Procrastination Prevalence 
(Trait Procrastination Measures) Controlling for Self-Efficacy Measures, with Insignificant 
Values Removed 

Mod
el R R Square 

Adjusted R 
Square 

Std. Error of 
the Estimate 

Change Statistics 
Sig. F 

Change 
R Square 
Change F Change 

 

1 .532a .283 .275 1.114 .283 32.594 <0.001 
2 .573b .328 .316 1.082 .045 10.995 <0.01 
a. Predictors: (Constant), SETM, SECN 
b. Predictors: (Constant), SETM, SECN, TraitPro 
 
 

 

In the final model, the bivariate correlations were as follows, self-efficacy for time 

management -.465, p<.01, self-efficacy for navigating course materials, .156, p<.05, and trait 

procrastination, .255, p<.01 which further supports that the self-efficacy measures are stronger 

predictors than trait procrastination. The bivariate correlations indicate that trait procrastination 
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and self-efficacy for navigating course materials are positively correlated to procrastination, 

while self-efficacy for time management is inversely related. This suggests that as a student’s 

trait procrastination increases, self-efficacy for navigating their course materials increases, and as 

self-efficacy for time management decreases, procrastination prevalence increases. From these 

bivariate correlations, the following standardized regression equation, where both dependent and 

independent variables are given a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1, for predicting 

procrastination prevalence when completing course readings is:   

Z Procrastination Prevalence (Course Readings) = .255ZTP + .156ZSECN - .465ZSETM 

 In the equation, Z represents the standardized dependent and independent variables, GP 

represents the predictor variable trait procrastination, SETM represents the predictor variable 

self-efficacy for time management, and SECN represents the predictor variable self-efficacy for 

navigating course material. The results of the hierarchical regression analysis indicate that the 

online self-efficacy measures do provide significant variance when controlling for trait 

procrastination. More specifically, student’s self-efficacy for time management is the strongest 

predictor in the model and has an inverse correlation to procrastination prevalence, suggesting 

that as self-efficacy for time management increases, procrastination prevalence decreases. 

Further, self-efficacy for navigating course materials was also significant in the final model, 

however it was positively related to procrastination prevalence, suggesting that students who 

have higher efficacy for navigating their course may procrastinate more. Trait procrastination 

was also positively correlated, indicating that increased procrastination behaviour in a student’s 

general life may increase their procrastination behaviour when completing course readings.  

 This data suggests that a student with high trait procrastination, high self-efficacy for 

navigating course materials, and low self-efficacy for time management, may experience more 
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procrastination behaviour when completing their course materials. However, it can be evaluated 

from the bivariate correlations, that self-efficacy for time management is the strongest predictor, 

accounting for 21.6% of variance, followed by trait procrastination 6.5%, and self-efficacy for 

navigating course materials, 2.4%. Therefore, while trait procrastination and self-efficacy for 

course materials do contribute to the model, both would have to yield significant inverse ratings 

to counter the strength of self-efficacy for time management. As such, for a student with very 

low self-efficacy for time management to decrease procrastination when completing course 

readings, their trait procrastination tendencies would have to be very low, and their self-efficacy 

for navigating course materials would have to also be extremely low, to decrease procrastination 

prevalence.   
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Chapter 5 
 

Discussion 
 

 The purpose of this study was to investigate the relationship between students’ 

achievement motivation and their procrastination behaviour. Student achievement motivation 

was measured using Eccles and Wigfield’s (2020) Situated Expectancy Value Theory (SEVT), 

which conceptually understands a student’s achievement related choices and performance on a 

task, as influenced by the student’s valuation of that task, and their expectancy to succeed in 

completing that task. Within this theory, a student’s choices and performance on an academic 

task, are predicted by several dimensions of value such as interest, utility, cost, and attainment, 

as well as their expectancy to succeed at the task. For the purpose of this study, procrastination 

behaviour was the outcome variable, and several regression analyses were conducted to measure 

how the dimensions of the SEVT model predicted procrastination behaviour. Further, the goal of 

this study was to explore how students procrastinate in the online learning environment, which is 

a highly autonomous learning medium (Kaufman, 2015). Respondents were asked to rate their 

procrastination behaviour across three learning domains in an online course: completing course 

assignments, studying for exams, and completing course readings. The following research 

questions addressed the purpose and goal of this study:  

Research Question 1: What is the predictive relationship of student’s achievement motivation 

on their procrastination behaviour when learning in an online learning course? 

Research Question 2: How well do students’ trait procrastination behaviour, intentional delay, 

previous experience learning online, grade level, and gender, predict procrastination behaviour, 

over and above student achievement motivation in the online learning medium? 
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 This chapter explores the results for each of the research questions by assessing previous 

research in expectancy-value theory, academic motivational theories, academic self-efficacy 

theories, and online procrastination research. Following the discussion of the results, 

implications for effective online learning course creation and procrastination behaviour 

intervention are explored, followed by limitations and areas for future research. To conclude, 

final thoughts are offered.  

Situated Expectancy Value Theory and Procrastination Behaviour 
 
 To explore the results of the three research questions, this section will be divided into 

four subsections. The first section will discuss the regression results from the regression analysis 

that measured the relationship between student’s subjective task values on procrastination 

prevalence across three academic activities. Then, the second section will discuss the results 

from the regression equations measuring the predictive power of expectancies (online self-

efficacy measures) on procrastination prevalence across three academic activities. The third 

section will then discuss the results from the regression analysis measuring the linear 

combination of the subjective task value and online self-efficacy predictors against 

procrastination, and the results of the analysis measuring the subjective task value variables over 

and above the online self-efficacy variables, and vice-versa. The final section will then discuss 

further implications for theory, by discussing key significant and insignificant variables in the 

results.  

 Subjective task values. Regression analysis of procrastination prevalence suggested that 

across all three mediums of learning, the combination of the subjective task value measures did 

provide significant predictive power. However, significant predictors and the strength of the 

significant predictors was not uniform across all three mediums. When predicting procrastination 
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prevalence when completing course assignments, the subjective task values provided significant 

predictive power, however only intrinsic value and outside cost value were significant predictors. 

The data suggested that intrinsic value was inversely correlated to procrastination, while outside 

cost values was positively correlated. Therefore, a student who has high intrinsic value for their 

course assignments, and experiences low outside cost from engaging with their course 

assignments, may exhibit less procrastination behaviour when completing course assignments. 

However, both predictors accounted for about 5% of variance each in procrastination prevalence, 

indicating that while significant, the strength of their correlation was quite small.  

 Similarly, for the analysis predicting procrastination prevalence when studying for 

exams, the combination of the subjective task value measures were significant predictors. 

Intrinsic value was again a significant predictor as well as personal cost value. The regression 

equation indicated that intrinsic value was negatively correlated to procrastination, while 

personal cost value was positively correlated to procrastination. Therefore, the results suggest 

that a student with high intrinsic value for studying for their exams, and who experiences low 

personal cost from studying, may procrastinate less when studying for exams or tests.  However, 

while significant in predicting the behaviour, intrinsic value only contributed 4% of model 

variance, while personal cost value contributed 7%, indicating that the strength of the 

correlations was quite small.  

 Finally, for the regression equation predicting procrastination prevalence when 

completing course readings, the combination of the subjective task value measures was 

significant. Like procrastination prevalence when studying, intrinsic value and personal cost 

value were the only significant predictors. Intrinsic value was inversely correlated, while 

personal cost value was positively correlated, suggesting that that a student with high intrinsic 
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value for completing their course readings, and who also experiences low personal cost when 

completing their course readings, may procrastinate less when completing course assignments.  

However, like assignments and studying, the combination of the two predictors accounted for 

less than 10% of model variance, with intrinsic value contributing 5% and personal cost value 

only 2%, suggesting that while significant, the strength of both predictors is very small.   

Across all three learning mediums, the results indicate that intrinsic value provides 

significant variance in procrastination prevalence. While the strength of that significance is quite 

small, all three predictors were negative, indicating that intrinsic value is inversely related to 

procrastination in all three mediums. Therefore, the results suggest that in an academic setting, 

intrinsic value and procrastination are inversely related, which means that students with higher 

intrinsic value, may procrastinate less.  

These results align with the concept of interest value found in the SEVT model, as 

increased interest for a given task increases persistence on that task, decreasing actions that are 

unfavourable to academic achievement (Wigfield & Cambria, 2010). Within the subjective task 

value component of SEVT model, interest value represents the anticipated enjoyment that one 

expects to gain from doing the task (Wigfield et al., 2009; Eccles & Wigfield, 2020), as derived 

from the origin for the decision to engage in an activity. Eccles (2005) has found that individuals 

who place high intrinsic value on an activity, are more likely to become deeply engaged in that 

activity and therefore persist in the completing of the activity.  

 Measured through the SEVT theoretical model of academic choices and achievement, 

the results of this study support that a student’s intrinsic value, being their internal interest in the 

academic activity and the enjoyment they expect to experience by engaging in the activity, 

directly influences the achievement-related choices and performance. With procrastination 
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behaviour as the outcome choice and performance, the results indicate that a student with higher 

intrinsic value is less likely to engage in a negative academic behaviour, which may negatively 

impact their academic performance. To conceptually differentiate intrinsic value in the SEVT 

model from intrinsic value in other motivational theories, Eccles (2005) defined intrinsic value as 

the original decision to engage in an activity, rather than the source of the activity’s value. The 

concept best measures how a student makes the decision to perform a certain behaviour or 

activity (procrastination), based on their enjoyment of the activity, and how that translates into 

how much they want to act and engage in the learning behaviours that influence task completion 

(Eccles & Wigfield, 2020). Therefore, based on this conceptualization, intrinsic value may be 

best understood as influencing positive academic choices and performance, depending on how 

much enjoyment the students expect to gain from engaging in that activity. As procrastination 

behaviour is understood as an expression of negative emotion towards an activity (Steel, 2007), it 

is conceptually sound that intrinsic value and procrastination would be inversely related.  

Research into motivational aspects of procrastination have long identified that intrinsic 

value and procrastination are inversely related (Brownlow & Reasigner, 2000; Lee, 2005; Steel, 

2007), with studies suggesting that students who experience increased satisfaction and greater 

task value for an academic activity or course, also experience decreased tendencies to 

procrastinate (Steel, 2007; Rakes & Dunn, 2010; Grunschel et al., 2013). The results of this study 

provide support for previous findings. In regard to the influence of intrinsic value on 

procrastination, research suggests that students with greater intrinsic value who experience less 

procrastination behaviour, express greater self-control (Duckworth et al., 2016) and engage more 

in their activity (Rakes & Dunn, 2010), as a result of experiencing greater reward from the 

activity (Galla et al., 2015; Duckworth et al., 2016). Rakes and Dunn (2010), in measuring 
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motivational values and procrastination in university students, found that when regressed with 

task effort, intrinsic value was a strong inverse predictor of procrastination, suggesting that 

intrinsic value influenced effort, which decreased procrastination behaviour. Therefore, the 

results of the present study suggest that students who experience greater interest or enjoyment 

from the activity, may engage in more effort to see the task through, which would result in less 

procrastination.   

The suggestion that students who experience greater enjoyment from an activity may 

procrastination less on that activity is also conceptually supported in the literature. Research 

studying the antecedents of procrastination behaviour, suggest that procrastination is the result of 

aversiveness to the task being procrastinated (Steel, 2007).  Research also supports that anxiety, 

fear of failure, perfectionism, and negative emotional experience from the activity, increases 

procrastination significantly (Haghbin et al., 2012). Therefore, through this lens, the results of 

this study may suggest that students who experience low intrinsic value from the three learning 

tasks, may experience greater procrastination behaviour because of some form of task aversion 

or negative emotional evaluation of the task. However, more research is necessary to better 

understand this relationship.  

Along with intrinsic value, the only other significant subjective task value variable found 

across all three mediums was relative cost value. Relative cost value concerns the perceived 

drawbacks associated with engaging in a task (Eccles & Wigfield, 2020), which was originally 

conceptualized as having three components: effort cost, opportunity cost, psychological/ 

emotional cost (Battle & Wigfield, 2003), with a more recent addition, effort-unrelated cost 

(Barron & Hulleman, 2015; Flake et al, 2015). As identified through the scaling procedures, 

study participants only identified two factors from Flake et al.’s (2015) four factor Cost Value 
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measure, which were subsequently titled outside cost value (opportunity cost) and relative cost 

value (perceived cost, psychological cost, and loss of valued alternatives). The second factor was 

a combination of the three original cost dimensions from Eccles et al. (1983), and as such was 

labeled relative cost value. 

Within the SEVT model, Wigfield and Eccles (2020) conceptualized cost as a negative 

motivational component that subtracts from the overall level of value that a student has for a task 

(Flake et al., 2015; Eccles & Wigfield, 2020). In their original work, Eccles et al. (1983) 

conceptualized cost as a measure of task difficulty, which would later be defined in Wigfield and 

Eccles (1995) as psychological cost. Cost is conceptualized as a negative influence on positive 

academic choices and behaviours, that encompasses the personal and emotional sacrifice that a 

student experiences from performance in a task. Therefore, relative cost value is inversely related 

to intrinsic, utility and attainment value, as increased cost-value should decrease the task value 

experienced by a student (Battle & Wigfield, 2003). The results from this study support this, as 

the two significant perceived cost-value measures were inverse from intrinsic value. 

Furthermore, cost-value was positively correlated to procrastination behaviour across all three 

mediums, further supporting that it is inverse to the other task value, as rather than decreasing 

negative academic outcomes, it increases negative outcome behaviour.  

Personal cost value, which encompasses the three subscales of task effort, emotional cost, 

and loss of valued alternatives, correlated positively with procrastination behaviour when 

studying for exams and when completing course readings. Therefore, it could be summarized 

that a student who experiences higher personal cost value, including increased personal sacrifices 

from participating in the activity or who experiences greater task difficulty, may experience 

higher procrastination prevalence when studying for exams or completing course readings. 
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Personal cost value accounted for 6.5% of variance when studying for exams or tests and 2.5% 

when completing course readings, which are not very strong, however are still worth exploring.  

One explanation for the predictive power of personal cost value on procrastination 

behaviour is negative psychological consequences as the result of activity anxiety experienced by 

the student, due to aversiveness towards the task or fear of failure (Meece, 1980). As the current 

conceptualization of cost value stems from Eccles et al. (1983) as a representative of task 

difficulty, it has been suggested in expectancy-value literature that higher costs for engagement 

in an activity, increases the negative association between the student and the task that they are 

engaging with (Barron & Hulleman, 2015). Therefore, these results may suggest that students 

who experience higher personal cost, being emotional cost, required effort, and loss of valued 

alternatives, may experience greater psychological cost when studying for exams or completing 

course readings. The relationship between test anxiety and procrastination has been documented 

in the literature (Lay et al., 1989; Steel, 2007), suggesting that as anxiety increases in students, so 

does their tendency to procrastinate when studying (Van Erde et al., 2007; Steel, 2007). 

However, many of these studies only found moderate associations, indicating that the 

procrastination is not always a consequence of anxiety (Pekrun et al., 2007). The presence of 

personal cost value as a predictor of procrastination may be interpreted through this 

understanding of test anxiety, where the psychological or task effort required to study for exams 

may increase procrastination prevalence for some students. However, the single factor loading 

for the three subscales in the present research limits further exploration of each measure of cost. 

Conversely, when measuring the predictive powers of the subjective task value measures 

on procrastination when competing course assignments, outside cost value was significant. This 

indicates that a student with a stronger negative appraisal of time and effort spent on a task 
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(relative to other tasks) may experience greater procrastination behaviour. Outside cost value is a 

new addition to Wigfield and Eccles (2000) perceived cost value, introduced in modern cost-

value research (Barron & Hulleman, 2015), and established as a new measurable construct by 

Flake et al. (2015). In the development of their cost value scale, Flake et al. (2015) included a 

new dimension in the final scale, which they labeled “outside cost”. In the scale development 

stage, the researchers identified that on top of the three original dimensions of cost, students also 

reported that tasks external to the one in question, had an associated cost that was measurable in 

relation to the task they were being asked about. Therefore, the researchers defined a new 

dimension of cost, outside cost, as a negative appraisal of the time and effort that a student must 

dedicate to other tasks outside of the task in question.   

Conceptually, outside cost is an inverted extension of Wigfield and Eccles (1994) task 

effort cost (Barron & Hulleman, 2015), which measures the time and emotional cost associated 

with all other tasks aside from the task in question.  Therefore, outside cost value as a significant 

predictor, indicates that students who expend greater effort completing tasks outside of their 

course assignments may experience increased procrastination when working on their course 

assignments. Further, applying previous research on procrastination and student organizational 

skills (Wolter et al., 2017), these results may be an indication that students with more obligations 

outside of the task at hand, and who have weaker self-management skills, may experience greater 

procrastination because they are unable to adequately manage their time. Many assignments are 

assigned early in the semester and require many weeks to complete, which increases the 

likelihood that a single assignment would overlap with numerous other non-task obligations. 

Therefore, these results may be indicating that, over an extended period, the cost associated with 
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completing the assignment reflects the length of consistent work required to complete the 

assignment, measured against the other activities that the student would rather be performing. 

Expectancies for success. Regression analysis of the predictive power of student’s expectancies 

for success suggested that across all three mediums, the combination of the five predictor 

variables used to measure expectancies were significant predictors.  However, significant 

predictors and the strength of the significant predictors was not uniform across all three 

mediums. Eccles and Wigfield (2020) identified expectancies for success as most similar to 

Bandura’s (1986) idea of academic self-efficacy, however expectancies are learning environment 

and task specific efficacy measures, which differentiates itself from prior research on self-

efficacy, when generally asks respondents to reflect on their general efficacy for their academics 

and learning. 

 In the SEVT model of achievement motivation, expectancies are a conceptual 

representation of the student’s ability beliefs in a specific learning domain. From Bandura’s 

(1986) conceptualization of self-efficacy as an individuals’ beliefs about their ability to achieve 

or complete a task, Wigfield and Eccles’s (2000) expectancies beliefs aims to capture the 

domain-specific ability and competence beliefs of students, based on perceptions of difficulty 

and individual goals. Therefore, to measure expectancies, a scale designed to measure students’ 

ability beliefs for online learning was used in the present study, which measures students’ 

perceived competencies for learning online, using online technology, and managing their time. 

While the factor analysis did not render a scale that measured students perceived ability to learn 

online, the three factors that were identified did provide significant predictive power, which 

indicated that expectancies do predict procrastination behaviour.   
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Following the conceptualization of expectancies as efficacy measured within a specific 

domain, the results of this study indicated that student’s self-efficacy was different across each 

learning domain.  Self-efficacy for time management was a predictor for all three domains, 

however the strength of the predictor was different in each case, accounting for 37% of variance 

when predicting procrastination when completing course readings, 26% of variance when 

predicting procrastination on course assignments, and smallest when predicting procrastination 

when studying for exams at 22% of variance. 

In the regression model measuring the predictive power of the online self-efficacy 

measures over procrastination prevalence when completing course assignments, the online self-

efficacy measures provided significant predictive power. However, only self-efficacy for time 

management was significant, accounting for 26% of variance. Furthermore, the data indicated 

that self-efficacy for time management was inversely correlated to procrastination prevalence. 

Therefore, a student with low self-efficacy for time management, may experience higher 

prevalence of procrastination when completing their course assignments. Similarly, in the 

regression model measuring the predictive power of the online self-efficacy measures over 

procrastination prevalence when studying for exams, the online self-efficacy measures provided 

significant predictive power, but again self-efficacy for time management was the only 

significant predictor and had an inverse correlation to procrastination prevalence, accounting for 

22.5% of variance. Therefore, a student who has low self-efficacy for time management, may 

also experience higher procrastination prevalence when studying for their exams. 

 The third regression model measuring the predictive power of the online self-efficacy 

measures over procrastination prevalence when completing course readings, yielded slightly 

different results. The online self-efficacy measures were significant predictors, and self-efficacy 
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for time management, was again significant and strong predictor, however self-efficacy for 

navigating course materials was also significant in this model. Self-efficacy for time 

management accounted for 37% of variance and was inversely related while self-efficacy for 

navigating course materials accounted for a much smaller 3% of variance and was positively 

correlated to procrastination. Therefore, the data suggests that a student who has low self-

efficacy for time management and high however self-efficacy for navigating course materials 

may experience higher procrastination. However, since self-efficacy for time management, has a 

much stronger coefficient, however self-efficacy for navigating course materials would have to 

be significantly high for it to provide predictive power over self-efficacy for time management. 

 Expectancies are defined as student beliefs about how they will perform on future 

achievement tasks, measured by their perceived ability to perform the task (Eccles et al., 1983). 

The measure used in this study asked students to reflect on their ability to perform specific tasks 

in an online learning environment, which conceptually aligns with the conceptualization of 

expectancies as a measure of self-efficacy (Wigfield & Eccles, 2000). The results suggest that 

students’ ability beliefs do predict their procrastination behaviour, specifically when measuring 

their efficacy for time management and course navigation. In relation to the SEVT model, these 

results suggest that procrastination is predicted in some part by a student’s ability beliefs. This is 

particularly the case for time management, as the results from the present study demonstrate that 

students’ beliefs about their ability to manage their time online, strongly predicts their propensity 

to procrastinate. Therefore, these results support the SEVT model as a predictor of academic task 

choice and performance from the expectancies perspective.  

 Within the broader research field of academic motivation and procrastination, self-

efficacy has been identified in numerous theories as having attached importance to 
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procrastination behaviour (Ferrari, 1992; Steel & Konig, 2006; Strunk et al., 2013). Steel’s 

(2007) meta-analysis of procrastination research identified that the relationship between self-

efficacy and academic procrastination is stable and consistent across numerous studies, while 

several other researchers have found support across several studies that self-efficacy negatively 

predicts procrastination (Ziegler & Opdenakker, 2018; Przepiorka, et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2020). 

Research has established that students with higher self-efficacy, experience more positive 

interactions with academic tasks, which reduces the negative experience a student may expect 

from a task, and thus decreases procrastination tendency (Steel, 2007; Steel & Klingseick, 2016).  

The findings in the present study support these claims.  

 In the results, the only re-occurring and the most significant predictor of the online self-

efficacy measures was self-efficacy for time management. The results indicated that self-efficacy 

for time management was a strong, inverse predictor of procrastination, indicating that students 

with higher self-efficacy for time management, may procrastinate less. The relationship between 

academic outcomes and time management has been long explored in research (Lay & 

Schouwenburg, 1995; Zimmerman et al., 1994; Steel, 2007; Balkis, 2011; Wolters et al., 2017). 

In early research into the relationship between procrastination and time management, Lay & 

Schouwenberg (1995) found that students who exhibited greater time management skills, 

procrastinated less, especially closer to the end of their course schedule, which they attributed to 

poor application of student’s learning strategies. Further, Zimmerman et al. (1994) argue that 

time management can be viewed as a strategy used by students as a performance outcome, that is 

influenced by personal learning beliefs such as goal orientation (Schunk, 1989; Winne & 

Hadwin, 1998) perceptions of self-efficacy (Bandura, 1989), and self-regulation strategies 

(Wolters et al., 2017). Research has also argued that self-efficacy is in itself, a component of 
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self-regulation that strongly predicts the use of time management strategies in students, as self-

efficacy leads to the use of time management strategies in students (Zimmerman et al., 1994). 

 While the results of the present study do not directly indicate that students’ increased 

procrastination prevalence was the result of poor time management, the results do indicate that 

students rated their efficacy for time management to be very high. This suggests that time 

management is an important factor in procrastination behaviour for these students. Current 

research measuring the relationship between time management and procrastination behaviour, 

suggests that procrastination is a factor of the time frame that students are expected to complete 

their academic activities in (Lay & Schouwenburg, 1993; Dietz et al., 2007). Schraw et al. (2007) 

argued that procrastination as the result of time management, is best described as a ‘minimum 

time principle’, suggesting that procrastination behaviour is the result of numerous overlapping 

tasks in a student’s life. Therefore, procrastination becomes a factor of time management, due to 

the many compounding interests in the learning environment of the student. This is further 

supported by Park & Sperling (2012) who found that college students who reported higher 

procrastination also reported less control over their time and experienced poor environmental 

management strategies.  

The results from the previous analysis did indicate that outside cost value, which was the 

measurement of other activities that students have outside of the task at hand, was significant but 

small in the model when measured against the other subjective task value, but not significant 

when measured against self-efficacy for time management. However, a limitation of this research 

was that data collection occurred during the summer semester, when most students are not taking 

a complete course load. Demographic data indicated that the majority of participants (n=148) 

were currently enrolled in less than 3 courses, compared the normal full course load which is 5 
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courses. Furthermore, no data was collected regarding other external obligations that students 

might have, such as a job or family obligations. Therefore, the present study is limited in its 

ability to measure how competing academic or non-academic interests influence procrastination.  

 Another area of research on the relationship between procrastination behaviour and time 

management argues that students’ procrastination behaviour due to poor time management, is 

best conceptualized as failed self-regulation (Steel, 2007; Cao, 2012; Wolters et al., 2017). This 

body of research argues that time management as a component of students self-regulated 

learning, dictates that the discussion of procrastination behaviour is grounded in self-regulation 

and not achievement related decisions (Zimmerman, 2011; Wolters et al., 2017). The results 

from the present study indicating the strength and significance of self-efficacy for time 

management across all three domains aligns with research in favour of procrastination as a 

failure of self-regulated learning. As stated earlier, the strength of self-efficacy for time 

management as a predictor of procrastination in the present study, suggests that a student’s 

beliefs about their ability to manage their time in an online course, was a predictor of their 

procrastination behaviour. Further, the relative strength of self-efficacy for time management 

over and above the value-based measures, suggest that self-efficacy, and more specifically time-

management, are stronger predictors of procrastination than the value-based predictors. 

In further support of the findings in the present study, Dietz et al. (2007) argued that time 

management and procrastination are related through the failure of self-regulation strategies, 

finding that students who reported high procrastination, also reported failed organisational and 

time management strategies, as their intended behaviour and actual behaviour was different. 

More recent research from Wolters et al. (2017) found that when accounting for time 

management, metacognitive strategies no longer provided significant variance in procrastination, 
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while self-efficacy for learning was higher in students who reported strong time management 

skills, and consequentially lower for higher procrastinators. They also found no relation between 

a student’s value for the task (useful, importance, and interest) or motivational strategies, and 

procrastination. The results of this study support their findings, while adding that neither 

intrinsic, utility, or negative cost associations, outweighed self-efficacy for time management as 

procrastination predictors. These finding are important for the literature, as it further 

substantiates that procrastination behaviour may be best understood as a failure of self-

regulation, rather than failure in motivation and goal orientation.  

One of the interesting results from the regression models analyzing the online self-

efficacy measures, was the insignificance of self-efficacy for using technology as a predictor of 

procrastination. Research on self-efficacy in online learning has largely focused on self-efficacy 

for technology (Alqurashi, 2019). While self-efficacy for technology use was inversely related to 

procrastination behaviour in all three learning mediums (assignments, -.327; exams, -.314; 

readings, -.318), the results of this study indicate it was not a significant contributor to the final 

model in any of three learning mediums. No current research was found measuring the relation 

between self-efficacy for technology use and procrastination, however prior research on online 

self-efficacy has shown that students with greater proficiency for using computers and the 

internet, adapt better to online course work (McCoy, 2010), report higher satisfaction with their 

course (Jan, 2015; Zimmerman & Kulikowich, 2016), and experience greater use of learning 

strategies (Bradley, Browne, & Kelley, 2018). However, other research on online self-efficacy 

has not found any evidence to support that student’s self-efficacy for using technology use is 

significantly related to course performance (Martin et al., 2010; Kuo et al., 2014; Jan, 2015) or 

learning motivation (Simmering et al., 2009). These results support the later, suggesting that 
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while self-efficacy for technology use is related to procrastination, when entered as a predictor 

against other self-efficacy measures, self-efficacy for technology use was not significant. 

Another interesting result from this research is associated relationship between self-

efficacy for course navigation and procrastination behaviour when completing course readings. 

The results indicated a positive correlation between self-efficacy for course navigation and 

procrastination, indicating that as self-efficacy increases, so does procrastination prevalence. 

These results indicate that a student who has higher efficacy for navigating their course, is more 

likely to procrastinate completing their course, which is opposed to the conceptual relationship 

supported by the research body, which has established that self-efficacy and procrastination are 

inversely related. While the strength of the self-efficacy for navigating course materials measure 

is very small in this regression equation, the correlation to procrastination prevalence needs to be 

explored.  

Assessing the bivariate correlations indicate that self-efficacy for time management and 

self-efficacy for course navigation were positively correlated and quite strong (B=.589, p<.01). 

This suggests that students with higher self-efficacy for time management, also have higher self-

efficacy for navigating their course materials. This may suggest that a student who engages with 

their course material early, may do so because they have stronger time management skills, as 

indicated by their high efficacy for time management. Therefore, this may indicate that a student 

who experiences higher self-efficacy for course navigation, may feel more comfortable delaying 

the completion of their course readings until closer to their due date, as they feel comfortable 

locating the required materials. However, evaluating the relationship between intentional delay 

and self-efficacy for course navigation, the Pearson Correlation was not significant (r=-.120, 

p=.121), indicating that the two variables do not have a statistically significant linear 
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relationship. Intentional delay as an academic strategy, suggests that a student intentionally 

procrastinates (delays) for the purpose of achieving a higher academic outcome. Therefore, the 

data suggests that a student’s efficacy for navigating their course, may not be related to 

intentional delay, which may indicate that procrastinating course readings is not an intentional 

delay learning strategy.  

However, procrastination research has established that the marginal difference between 

intentional delay as a learning strategy and procrastination as a negative behaviour, may result in 

conceptual confusion for the student who is reporting on their behaviour. A student who is 

engaging in procrastination in the form of intentional delay, may equate this behaviour to 

procrastination rather than a learning strategy (Pychel, 2015; Hagabin, 2015). Further, it should 

be noted that the scale used to measuring intentional delay in the present study, Choi and 

Moran’s (2009) Active Procrastination Scale, conceptually measures whether a student delays an 

action to achieve a better academic outcome. It does not measure whether a student is 

intentionally delaying an action without an achievement motivation underlying the behaviour. 

There is a potential that a student procrastinates on their readings intentionally, but not as an 

academic strategy. Therefore, it could be that some students who have high efficacy for 

navigating their course, delay their readings for reasons other than use as an academic strategy, 

or without experiencing the negative connotations associated with procrastination. This may also 

be explained by the lack of grading that is generally associated with course readings. In many 

courses, completing all of the course readings is required, but not a graded item. Therefore, it 

could be assumed that the procrastination behaviour is neither an academic strategy, or a 

negative behaviour, because the student is not necessarily positively or negatively impacted by 

completing their readings on time. In this case, the relationship between course navigation and 
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the delay of course readings may identify a gap between intentional delay as an academic 

strategy and procrastination as a negative academic behaviour.  

Further assessing bivariate correlation, trait procrastination has an inverse correlation to 

self-efficacy for course navigation (r=-.294, p<.01), suggesting that a student with a lower trait 

procrastination score, may experience higher self-efficacy for navigating course materials. This 

could suggest that students who are more averse to procrastination behaviour, better explore their 

courses and identify where the key materials are. However, in the hierarchical regression, the 

data indicated that when measuring procrastination prevalence for course readings, self-efficacy 

is positively correlated, indicating that as student’s self-efficacy for locating their course 

materials increases, so does their likelihood to procrastinate in the completion of those readings.  

An explanation for the results may be that students who have higher self-efficacy 

experience fewer negative feelings towards procrastinating when completing course readings, 

and therefore may procrastinate more. Negative emotions and bad emotional experiences such as 

fear of failure and task avoidance are well documented in the procrastination research as highly 

influential antecedents of the behaviour, as they cause students to delay from engaging in an 

activity (Steel, 2007). As part of the research questionnaire, students were further asked to report 

on whether they thought their procrastination on each activity was a problem for them. While 

this data was not formally used in the research, the correlation between self-efficacy for 

navigating course materials and students’ feeling that procrastinating their course readings is a 

problem for them, is significant and inversely related (r= -.339, p<.01). This indicates that 

students who report higher self-efficacy for course navigation, report lower negative emotions 

towards their procrastination behaviour when completing readings. This might suggest that 

students who have low self-efficacy for course navigation, experience more negative emotions 
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when they procrastinate on their readings, and therefore may engage in more procrastination 

behaviour as a result. Further research into this relationship is needed. 

Subjective task values and expectancies. Recent modifications to the SEVT model have 

redefined the conceptualization of expectancies and task values from independent components to 

interactive dimensions that influence student’s academic motivation and performance choices 

together (Wigfield & Cambria, 2010; Eccles & Wigfield, 2020) which has been included in all 

subsequent editions of the SEVT model (Perez et al., 2016). Eccles & Wigfield (2020) noted that 

the traditional expectancy value model in two-dimension space was limited, and that expansion 

of the theory into the Situated Expectancy Value Theory, includes recognition that more research 

needs to be conducted measuring the dynamics between expectancies and subjective task values. 

 Several studies have explored the temporal relation between expectancies and task values 

(Trautwein et al., 2013; Barron & Hummeman, 2015; Perez et al., 2019) and have measured the 

combined predictive power of expectancies and subjective task values on academic achievement 

(Luttrell et al., 2010; Cromley et al., 2016; Perez et al., 2019), performance (Trautwein et al., 

2013; Barron & Hullemman, 2015) and academic outcomes (Conley, 2012; Gaspard et al., 

2015). While research has worked to indicate which academic outcomes are better predicted by 

the specific values or expectancies, limited research has been conducted which measures the 

predictive strength of expectancies over and above the subjective task values, and vice-versa. 

Therefore, the research questions analyzed how the two determinants of academic choice 

interact. In pursuing the first research question, the present study focused on the combined 

strength of the online self efficacy measures and the subjective task value measures for each 

learning domain, and whether expectancies (online self-efficacy measures) predicted 

procrastination behaviour over and above the subjective task value measures. 
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 In the multiple regression analysis measuring the combined predictive power of the 

combined online self-efficacy measures and subjective task values measures over procrastination 

prevalence when completing course assignments, intrinsic value and self-efficacy for time 

management were significant predictors, accounting for 28% of model variance. Separately as 

bivariate correlations, self-efficacy for time management accounted for 23% of model variance 

while intrinsic value accounted for 2.5%, suggesting that self-efficacy for time management is a 

much stronger predictor of procrastination behaviour than intrinsic value. In further support of 

this, the previous analysis that measured the R2-change value for the online self-efficacy 

measures when controlling for the subjective task value measures, indicated that self-efficacy for 

time management provided 21% more variance in predicting procrastination when controlling 

for intrinsic value. Therefore, the data suggests that while intrinsic value does provide some 

predictive power, the strength of the predictor is quite small, especially when compared to self-

efficacy for time management. This suggests that self-efficacy for time management is a more 

accurate predictor of procrastination, indicating that expectancies for success, may be the 

stronger influence on the academic related choice to procrastination, for online students who are 

completing their course assignment.  

 In the second set of regression analyses which measured the combined predictive power 

of the online self-efficacy and subjective task value measures on procrastination prevalence 

when studying for exams, the combined predictors were again significant accounting for 25% of 

model variance. Similar to completing course assignments, self-efficacy for time management 

and intrinsic value were significant, and accounting for 18.5% and 3% of variance respectively. 

Therefore, the data suggests that while intrinsic value does provide some predictive power, the 

strength of the predictor is quite small, especially when compared to self-efficacy for time 
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management. The previous analysis which measured the predictive power of the online self-

efficacy measures when controlling for the subjective task value measures, indicated that self-

efficacy for time management provided 17.5% more variance over and above intrinsic value, 

supporting that self-efficacy for time management is a much stronger predictor of procrastination 

when studying for exams. This suggests that expectancies for success, may be a stronger 

predictor or influence over an online student’s procrastination behaviour, when studying for their 

exams or tests.  

 For the third learning medium studied, completing course readings, the regression 

analysis of the combined measures was significant, account for 30% of variance in 

procrastination behaviour. In the final model, intrinsic value accounted for 3% of variance, self-

efficacy for time management accounted for 22% of variance and self-efficacy for course 

navigation accounted for 3% of variance. Therefore, the data suggests that while intrinsic value 

does provide some predictive power, the strength of the predictor is quite small, when compared 

to the online self-efficacy measures. This is supported by the results which measured the online 

self-efficacy measures when controlling for subjective task value, which indicated that the 

significant online self-efficacy measures provided 23% more variance over and above the 

significant subjective task value measures. This indicates that while the subjective task value 

measures do provide some predictive power, the online self-efficacy measures, and more 

specifically self-efficacy, were much stronger predictors of procrastination behaviour when 

completing course readings. 

 These results provide overwhelming evidence that the online self-efficacy measures 

provide significant predictive power over and above the subjective task value measures. As 

indicated prior, no studies measuring the predictive power of expectancies over and above the 
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subjective task value measures were found, several studies that measured the combined 

subjective task value and online self-efficacy predictors against student achievement indicate that 

expectancies, and more specifically self-efficacy, provides a stronger predictive power in 

regression modeling. Perez et al., (2019) in measuring the interaction of the expectancy value 

variables when predicting academic achievement, found that expectancies (measured in 

academic self-efficacy), was the only stable significant predictor across three interval 

measurements. While the other subjective task value measures were significant for individual 

intervals, the predictors changed at each interval, expect for expectancies. Further, in the only 

other study that has directly measured the expectancy value model as a predictor of 

procrastination behaviour, Wu and Fan’s (2017) results support the present study’s findings that 

expectancies were the strongest predictor of procrastination behaviour. Pearson correlations 

indicated that self-efficacy was the largest predictor of delay (B=-.40, p<.01) and missing 

deadlines (B=-.35, p<.01) when compared to the bivariate of the subjective task value measures. 

The findings in the present study support the bivariate correlations indicating that self-efficacy 

may be a stronger predictor of procrastination than value. However, their results only analyzed 

the correlation coefficients of the predictor variables on procrastination and did not use a 

regression analysis. Therefore, their results only suggest that that there is a linear relationship 

between the subjective task values, self-efficacy, and procrastination, and does not provide any 

evidence for how the variables interact to predict procrastination.  

 The SEVT model being from the field of motivational research, works to understand 

academic choices from motivational and behaviour driven action, influenced by values and 

expectancies (Wigfield & Cambria, 2010). Therefore, the SEVT model is most similar 

conceptually to the motivational and volitional psychology perspective of procrastination 
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behaviour, which understands procrastination as a failure of motivation and volition (Klingsieck, 

2013). Research in this field has suggested that students with high intrinsic value (Brownlow & 

Reasigner, 2000), strong goal orientation (Howell & Buro, 2008), and increased self-efficacy 

(Steel, 2007) will experience less procrastination. However, the results suggest that 

procrastination may actually be best understood through the field of research which argues that 

procrastination is the failure of self-regulation (Dietz et al., 2007; Wolters et al., 2017) as self-

efficacy for time management was the strongest predictor for all three learning mediums when 

measured against the subjective task value measures. 

 The results of this study continue to support the growth of the expectancy value model by 

identifying that the expectancy measures and subjective task value measures do have an 

interacting effect when predicting an academic behaviour. While expectancies were 

overwhelmingly stronger predictors that subjective task values, these results indicate that 

variability in the behaviour, was still predicted by a combination of expectancies and values, not 

one or the other. That said, and as discussed prior, the strength of student’s online self-efficacy, 

and more specifically SETM, indicates that procrastination may be better studied as a factor of 

learning strategy and self-regulation, rather than learning values, motivations and goals. 

However, further research will need to be conducted to determine this.  

The Significance of Trait Procrastination 
 
One of the more interesting results from this study was the influence of trait procrastination on 

the significance of the expectancy value variables.  Most significant was the impact that the 

addition of trait procrastination had as a control variable, in making several of the subjective task 

value measures insignificant and weakening the strength of the online self-efficacy measures. 

For this study, Tuckman’s (1991) Procrastination Scale was used to collect an aggregate score of 
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student’s trait procrastination tendencies and behaviours, outside of their academics. This was 

particularly important for this study as it identified a diverging relationship between a student’s 

procrastination behaviour in their general life, their procrastination in their academics, and the 

ability for the SEVT model to predict their procrastination behaviour.  

 Analysis of research question one identified that different combinations of the SEVT 

predictors were significant across the three learning mediums. Further, the analysis also 

identified that the online self-efficacy measures, were stronger predictors than the subjective task 

value measures across all three mediums. However, the analysis of research question two, which 

included trait procrastination and intentional delay, changed the significance and strength of the 

variables identified in the previous regression analysis. The results from research question two   

suggest that task values and expectancies may not be the strongest predictor of academic 

procrastination. The results suggested that trait procrastination predicted procrastination over and 

above both the subjective task value measures and expectancy measures across all three 

mediums.    

The predictive power of the subjective task value variables over procrastination 

prevalence when completing course assignments, experienced the most significant change when 

the trait procrastination and intentional delay measures were controlled for. Where in the 

previous regression models used in the first research question, intrinsic value and outside cost 

value were significant predictors of procrastination, the addition of the trait procrastination and 

intentional delay predictors rendered the subjective task value variables insignificant. This 

suggests that trait procrastination and intentional delay are better predictors of procrastination, 

and when entered into the regression, overpower the strength of the subjective task values 

predictors such that they no longer contribute any variance in the model. This is particularly 
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interesting as it suggests that the subjective task value component of the expectancy value model, 

do not provide predictive power of procrastination behaviour when completing course 

assignments, over and above a students’ procrastination behaviour outside of their academics.  

One explanation for this may be found in another theoretical approach to understanding 

procrastination behaviour. The differential psychology perspective supports that trait 

procrastination and academic procrastination are two interacting, but separate psychological 

phenomena, where academic procrastination is an environment specific subtype of 

procrastination behaviour (Klingsleck, 2013; Steel & Kingsieck, 2016). Researchers believe that 

procrastination behaviour is an environment-specific expression of a personality trait, which 

suggests that procrastination is an expression of those personality traits and thus the behaviour is 

part of the individual’s personality (Ferrari, 2004; Ferrari, 2010). Therefore, experiencing 

procrastination in one’s general life, predisposes that it may be experienced across various 

domains (Schouwenburg, 1995). It is noted from proponents of this theory, trait procrastination 

does not imply that the behaviour is experienced across all life domains, rather that the behaviour 

may be more prevalent across numerous domains (Ferrari, 2004).  

The strength of trait procrastination was not uniform however across all three learning 

mediums. Unlike course assignments and studying, when measuring procrastination when 

completing course readings, self-efficacy for time management accounted for more variance in 

the final model (21%) than trait procrastination (6.5%). This suggests that only when completing 

course readings, self-efficacy for time management is a stronger predictor of procrastination than 

a student’s trait procrastination tendencies. This is interesting as it indicates that while a student 

may experience higher trait procrastination in their life, their self-efficacy for time-management 

may be a better predictor of their procrastination behaviour when completing course readings.  It 
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should be noted that trait procrastination is still a significant predictor, however it is a weaker 

predictor when completing course readings, when measured against self-efficacy for time 

management. An explanation for this may be the re-occurring nature of course readings within a 

course. Typically, course readings occur every week and may require a significant amount 

course time to complete. Therefore, compared to course assignments and exams, which may 

occur once during the semester during set time frame, course readings require engagement every 

week. Therefore, the results may indicate that while a student’s trait procrastination is still 

relevant to their academic procrastination, their perceived ability to manage the amount of time 

and effort required to complete course readings, is a stronger predictor of the behaviour due to 

the increased requirement organizational strategy use. Therefore, time management becomes a 

stronger influence on the student’s ability to complete their course readings each week, in 

tandem with their own personal procrastination tendencies. Further exploration of how time 

management and organizational strategies is needed to expand this understanding. 

The results of this study provide some support for the argument that procrastination is 

trait experienced across multiple domains, as the results suggest that an individuals’ 

procrastination tendencies in their general life strongly predict their tendency to procrastinate in 

their academics. Further, the results also indicate that a student’s general tendency to 

procrastinate in life is a stronger predictor of their academic procrastination, over and above their 

subjective task value and online self-efficacy. However, this isn’t to say that the subjective task 

value and online self-efficacy were not significant predictors when measured against trait 

procrastination—some subjective task value and online self-efficacy predictors remained 

significant—however their predictive power was significantly decreased, except for self-efficacy 

for time management when completing course readings. Therefore, it may be suggested by these 
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results that the significant subjective task value and online self-efficacy predictors are still 

relevant in the study of procrastination behaviour, but they become increasingly less relevant for 

students who experience higher procrastination in their general life. This has larger implications 

for interventions, as it may suggest that the subjective task value and online self-efficacy 

measures, become more important as areas of intervention focus, for students with higher trait 

procrastination.  

The Absence of Utility Value and Gender 

 One of the most interesting revelations from this study was the complete insignificance of 

the two utility value scales across all three mediums. Interestingly for this study, the link 

between utility value and procrastination behaviour, does not yield significant predictive power 

when analyzed with the other predictors. In fact, assessing the linear correlations, indicated that 

both subscales of the perceptions of instrumentality scale, were not significantly correlated 

across all three learning mediums, except for endogenous instrumentality, which was 

significantly correlated to procrastination prevalence when completing course readings (.168, 

p<.05), but quite small.  

  In the SEVT model utility value represents the usefulness that a student attributes to a 

task, in relation to how well that task or activity fits into the individuals present or future plans 

(Rosenweig et al., 2022). Utility value is closely associated to Ryan and Deci’s (2016) extrinsic 

value, where the activity becomes a means to an end, rather than an internal motivation such as 

interest (Eccles & Wigfield, 2020). In their most recent publication, Rosenweig et al. (2022) state 

that utility value is the most addressed concept in the SEVT literature, with almost all 

interventions created to address the SEVT dimensions, addressing utility value. This is 

particularly interesting concerning the results of this study, which appear to show that utility 
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value was not significant in either the regressions or when measured against procrastination 

through correlations.  

   Studies have identified that extrinsic motivation and achievement related choices are 

highly correlated, and more specifically, extrinsic value and procrastination are demonstrated in 

the literature as having a strongly inverse relationship (Vij & Lomash, 2014; Cavusoglu & 

Karatas, 2015), and more specifically, a significant inverse relationship when measuring 

procrastination in students who are engaged in an online learning course (Rakes & Dunn, 2010). 

Several research bodies have established that developing interest in a task through the promotion 

of the benefits from completing the task, help promote student performance (Canning & 

Harackiewicz, 2015). More specifically, several studies have identified that students with higher 

utility value for their studies, exhibit more maintained interest in learning (Hidi & Renninger, 

2006; Hulleman et al., 2010), and that a student who perceives greater positive emotions towards 

the usefulness of an academic activity, tend to experience greater engagement with that activity 

(Hidi & Harackiewwicz, 2011). In the SEVT model, Eccles and Wigfield (2002; 2010) have, on 

several occasions, linked perceived task utility to increased performance as a result of greater 

interest in the task. Further, research applying Eccles and Wigfield’s notion of utility value, are 

in support that utility value and positive academic performance are strongly correlated 

(Harackiewicz et al., 2014; Harackiewicz, et al., 2008; Wang, 2012), such that research has 

identified that interventions aimed at increasing student motivational achievement, should focus 

on addressing utility value to increase student engagement in a topic (Gaspard et al., 2015; 

Canning et al., 2019). However, there appears to be little research addressing any direct 

relationship between utility value and procrastination. Several studies do engage with constructs 

considered integral to procrastination, such as engagement, interest, and value, all yielding 
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similar results that increased utility value, increases student engagement, interest, and activity 

value (Kosovich et al., 2017). It may be suggested then that rather than a direct relationship, 

utility value and procrastination behaviour are connected through other variables in learning 

achievement. This relationship should be explored further. 

It may be that utility value and procrastination behaviour do not strongly correlate, and 

when measured against other value-based predictors, is rendered insignificant. Eccles and 

Wigfield (2020) have identified that interest value, utility value, and attainment value, often 

highly correlated in studies measuring SEVT. Research by Conley (2012) supports this 

argument, in their measurement of how expectancy value perspectives intersect performance-

achievement and competence beliefs. They found that when combining the three-task value 

motivational constructs (intrinsic value, attainment value, and utility value), utility value did not 

provide significant differential explanation for any patters discovered. The researchers concluded 

that utility value provided no additional evidence for any of the relationships in the data, over 

and above interest value and attainment value. The results from this study appear to offer a 

similar conclusion to the results from this study, finding that when accounting for other 

variables, utility value offers no additional predictive power.  

As noted above, most studies analyzing utility value, have measured utility value against 

achievement outcomes such as academic achievement (Hulleman & Harackiewicz, 2010), 

retention and interest (Hidi & Renninger, 2006; Wigfield & Cambria, 2010) competence 

(Canning et al., 2019) and engagement (Raved & Assaraf, 2011). A direct association between 

procrastination behaviour and utility value is not very well explored in the literature. Lee, Bong, 

and Kim (2014) explored cheating, self-handicapping, and procrastination in relation to the 

SEVT model in high school students and found that utility value significantly predicted 
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procrastination behaviour, while intrinsic value did not. More specifically, the researchers found 

that utility value only predicted of procrastination for students who reported low self-efficacy 

and was not significant when a student reported high self-efficacy. Noting that this research was 

conducted in a high school setting, and not higher education, this introduces an avenue for future 

research, comparing changes in the antecedents of procrastination behaviour between high 

school and higher education.   

Another absent predictor from these results was gender. Numerous studies measuring the 

relationship between gender and procrastination behaviour have established that males tend to 

procrastinate more than females (Steel & Ferrari, 2011). However, in their environmental scan of 

procrastination literature, Steel (2007) summarized that while studies have identified gender as a 

significant influence on the behaviour, the association was weak. Gender was not a significant 

variable in any of the regression models across all three research questions. Further, assessing the 

Pearson correlations also indicated that gender did not correlate to procrastination prevalence in 

any of the three learning domains. This is interesting as it suggests that not only was gender not 

significant in the regression, but it did also not correlate to procrastination prevalence either. This 

falls in support of research that has suggested that gender is not directly associated with 

procrastination (Pychyl et al., 2002).  

Differences Across Leaning Activities 

 One of the more interesting results to come out of this study was the difference in 

significant predictor variables, and the strength of those variables, across the three mediums of 

learning that were studied: completing course assignments, studying for exams, and completing 

course readings. The difference in significant variables and the strength of these variables has 

been discussed previously in this section under the subjective task values and expectancies 
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sections, however it is important to also consider and discuss why these differences may have 

occurred in the data.  

 When measuring the predictive power of the combined subjective task values and 

expectancy variables on procrastination behaviour when completing course assignments and 

when studying for exams, the data indicated that self-efficacy for time management and intrinsic 

value were the only two significant predictors in their respective regression models. As discussed 

prior, time management was a much stronger predictor in both models than intrinsic value. 

Intrinsic value and self-efficacy for time management were also significant when measuring 

procrastination when completing course readings, however self-efficacy for navigating course 

material was also a significant predictor. The inclusion of trait procrastination and intentional 

delay in the later regression models again changed the significant predictors by making intrinsic 

value insignificant, while decreasing the strength of the self-efficacy measures. 

 The predictive power of self-efficacy for time management across all three mediums may 

be explained by the limited amount of time that students are expected to complete these various 

academic activities in. Students are generally given somewhere between 10 and 12 weeks to 

complete their course materials, with study periods for exams and tests falling near the end of the 

semester. Interestingly, the strength of time management as a predictor was different for all three 

mediums, being weakest when studying for exams (-.43, p<.01) and strongest when completing 

course readings (-.575, p<.01). This may be explained by the difference in length of the time 

expected of the student to complete the activity. Generally, course assignments are assigned with 

a set number of weeks to complete or may take all semester, which allows the student to engage 

with the activity over a long period of time. Texts and exams occur throughout the semester or at 

the end of semester, and typically require the student to set aside time for studying, which could 
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range from a week before the test to the entire semester. Course readings, however, are typically 

re-occurring each week of the semester and may contain numerous hours of engagement to 

complete. Therefore, this activity may also be perceived as the most cumbersome of the three 

academic tasks measured, which is indicated by the respondents identifying that their self-

efficacy for managing their time best predicts their procrastination behaviour. This can also 

explain the significance of self-efficacy for course navigation when measuring against course 

readings, since course readings occur every week, requiring the student to consistently engage 

with their course material.  

 Intrinsic value was relatively the same strength across all three mediums, including when 

it was measured without the online self-efficacy measures. Across all three measures, intrinsic 

value predicted about 4% of variance in procrastination, indicating that its predictive strength 

was quite small. This is participially interesting in the case of completing course assignments and 

studying for exams as these two learning mediums are generally graded and have a large impact 

on the final grade the student receives in the course. Further, as discussed prior, the 

insignificance of utility value also might suggest that extrinsic motivation was also not a 

predictor of procrastination. This is interesting for the two mediums that generally have grades 

attached to them, as research has shown that both intrinsic or internal and extrinsic or external 

motivation can influence academic achievement and engagement (Ryan & Deci, 2000; 2020).  

 In motivation research, grades have largely been conceptualized as an external motivation 

for students, where grading provides an instrumental value that creates motivation external to the 

interests and goals of the student (Ryan & Deci, 2000; 2020). However, research has also 

conceptualized grades as a factor of intrinsic motivation, as the demonstration of competence can 

influence interest and enjoyment motivation for the student (Ryan & Deci, 2017). Research has 
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also shown that for academic activities that involve grading, students with greater interest in a 

subject experience greater persistence and receive higher grades (Perez et al. 2013). While the 

present study did not include an analysis of grades, the results from the present study still 

included that intrinsic value was inversely related to a negative academic behaviour, 

procrastination prevalence, on the two for-grade activities. Within the context of the SEVT 

theory, the results suggest that students who have greater interest-enjoyment value for their 

course procrastinate less on the for-grade assessments. However, while the strength of the 

predictors was small, it still provides some support that increased intrinsic value or interest 

decreases a behaviour that may impact academic achievement.   

 While motivation research suggests that students who are interested in getting higher 

grades, would exhibit motivation towards achievement through effective learning strategies, the 

procrastination literature has been quite staunch in establishing that the link between grade 

achievement and procrastination is weak (Burnam, 2014; Hensley, 2014). Therefore, these 

results may further support the literature by further substantiating that a student’s procrastination 

behaviour does not differ between graded and non-graded material. However, analyzing the 

means of student responses to the item “To what degree is procrastination on this task a problem 

for you?”, there is a marginal difference between the two graded mediums, and course readings. 

The mean response for assignments and studying were 3.04 (SD, 1.18) and 3.01 (SD, 1.25), 

while the mean response for course readings was 2.91 (SD, 1.3). On the Likert-scale, 3 

corresponded to the response “sometimes” while 2 corresponded to the response “almost never”, 

which may suggest that students feel that procrastination on the two graded items is a marginally 

greater problem for them than on the typically non-graded medium, completing course readings. 

This may indicate that students experience greater negative emotional outcomes when 
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procrastinating on assignments and studying, over course readings, however how respondents 

conceptualized the word ‘problem’ in the question is unknown, as a respondent may perceive 

their procrastination as an emotional problem or an academic problem. As a result, the discussion 

of these results must remain highly speculative. 

Online Learning and Procrastination 
 
 One of the key variables in the design of this study was framing the domain of this study 

within the online learning context by only collecting data from students who were engaged in an 

online learning course. As such, it is pertinent to the discussion of these results to further 

contextualize them in the online learning and online procrastination research. However, the 

relationship between procrastination and student motivation is less established in the literature 

exploring online learning (Rakes et al., 2013). The limited research that exists does support the 

results found in the present study, as several studies have found that motivation and goal 

orientation is inversely related to online procrastination behaviour (e.g. Rakes & Dunn, 2010; 

Michinov et al., 2011; Rakes et al., 2013). The results of this study fall into agreement with this 

research body, by suggesting that online learning students who have higher intrinsic value for 

their learning, may experience less procrastination behaviour. 

 From a broad perspective, the results of this study extend previous findings in 

procrastination literature that intrinsic motivation and self-efficacy are inversely related to 

procrastination (Steel, 2007), to students who learn online. As such, these results expand on 

previous research to confirm that the relationship between the values and expectancies 

experienced in online courses, share a similar relationship with broader research findings. 

Therefore, these results support the body of procrastination research which argues that 

procrastination behaviour is the result of student’s failed motivation to learn and succeed (Steel 
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& Klingsieck, 2016), but extending this argument to students who are also engaged in online 

learning.  

 A recent study from Melgaard et al. (2022) provides some explanation for this, as they 

found that students who procrastinated due to motivation challenges, reported that the emphasis 

on asynchronous activities negatively impacted their willingness to participate. This suggests that 

students who procrastinate online, may do so as the result of the limited ability for them to 

directly connect with their course material, which negatively effects their motivational 

orientations for learning. Understanding procrastination as the expression of low student 

engagement (Baulke et al., 2018), influenced by motivational and goal orientation (Berkman et 

al., 2017), the results of this study support that decreased intrinsic value, being the personal 

importance and interest that a student places on an activity, may result in increased 

procrastination behaviour, which previous research suggests may be the result of course design.  

Several theories of online learning design support that student connectedness to their course 

material is integral to their engagement, persistence, and achievement (Garrison et al., 2010). 

Researchers argue that the learning autonomy expected of students in online learning courses, is 

not always conducive to students’ engagement (Tennyson & Schott, 2010).  

  Further, the predictive power of the online self-efficacy measures also aligns with the 

dominant argument that self-efficacy is positively related to positive achievement outcomes in 

online learning. Previous research on student achievement in online learning has established that 

self-efficacy for learning and more specifically self-efficacy for learning online, is strongly 

related to motivation and learning engagement (Artino & Stephens, 2009), academic 

achievement (Hodges, 2008), persistence (Shaw et al., 2016), learning strategy use (Cho & Shen, 

2013), and retention in online learning courses (Sorensen & Donovan, 2017). Researchers 
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emphasize that academic self-efficacy is an important factor in measuring student preparedness 

for online learning (Martin et al., 2020), as well as a strong predictor for performance and 

motivation in online academic achievement (Caprara et al., 2011). While the results of this study 

do not directly indicate that the relationship between self-efficacy and procrastination result in 

poor academic achievement, they do provide further support that self-efficacy and negative 

academic behaviour is related online, and a stronger predictor than the value predictors. Further, 

these results support previous findings that self-efficacy and procrastination are inversely related 

in the online learning environment.  

One of key findings in this study that may have direct implications for online course 

design is the strength of SETM as a predictor. As discussed, self-efficacy for time-management 

was a strong and significant predictor of procrastination across all three learning mediums. The 

dominate view in online learning research is that the decreased face-to-face opportunities 

presented in online learning, requires that students manage their learning strategies more 

effectively (Kizilcec et al., 2017; Broadbent, 2017). The amount of autonomy expected of 

students who are learning online, requires students to possess greater learning and time 

management skills than in the face-to-face classroom (Kaufman, 2015). The results support these 

claims and further substantiate them by indicating that increased procrastination may be a 

product of poor time management in a highly autonomous environment. As discussed, research 

has established that students with stronger time management skills, usually experience less 

procrastination behaviour (Klingsieck et al., 2012). Further, several studies have shown that 

students who better regulate their time management, and thus procrastinate less, experience 

higher achievement in online learning activities (Michinov et al., 2011; Cerez et al., 2017). 
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Therefore, these results indicate that time management is an important predictor of negative time 

use behaviour in online learning, which has implications for course design.  

While this discussion previously touched on the relationship between time management 

and procrastination, the research field studying best practises in online learning, also supports 

that time management and academic achievement in online learning have a positive correlation. 

However, as suggested in the prior discussion on time management, researchers designate the 

usage and application of time management strategies, to students’ ability to self-regulate their 

learning (Klingsieck et al., 2012; Broadbent & Poon, 2015). Therefore, in the context of online 

learning, the discussion of time-management as the strongest predictor in the model, further 

directs this research to the field of self-regulated learning, and not achievement motivation.  

Implications for Course Design 
 
 The research body dedicated to online learning design argues that course design is more 

important in online learning than in face-to-face, as student engagement, satisfaction, 

persistence, and achievement in online learning, is directly supported by the design of the online 

course (Garrison et al., 2010; Joksimović et al., 2015; Harasim, 2017). Advocates of online 

learning design argue that the increased autonomy required of students in the online learning 

environment, emphasizes the importance of creating connectiveness and community in order to 

foster learning engagement (Garrison et al., 2010). Further, since procrastination is considered a 

negative psychological behaviour that can result in negative emotional and academic 

consequences (Steel, 2007), experts studying procrastination behaviour emphasizes the need to 

discuss potential interventions (Glick & Orsillo, 2015). However, research pertaining to 

academic procrastination interventions is limited (Steel & Klingsieck, 2016) as much of the 

research on procrastination interventions address therapeutic interventions (Zacks & Hen, 2018).  
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  Recent literature reviews addressing post-secondary online course design, have 

identified that research on online course design and student achievement intervention, have 

largely focused on addressing self-regulation, learning strategies, self-efficacy, connectedness, 

and assessment scaffolding (Garrison, 2016; Ralston-Berg & Buckenmeyer, 2015; Moore, 2013; 

Goldie, 2016; Yang & Kortecamp, 2021).  Concerning interventions designed target the SEVT 

variables, the authors of the model, Jacquelynne Eccles and Allan Wigfield, have recently 

identified that the SEVT research body has provided no significant direction for potential SEVT 

interventions, except for addressing utility value. Therefore, the authors state that interventions 

addressing the variables in their model, must come from studies that address conceptually similar 

motivational constructs (Rosenweig et al., 2022). As such, to discuss potential implications for 

course design, the direction of this discussion will engage with the significant predictors as 

independent dimensions, in the context intervention and course design strategies that address 

similar conceptual constructs.  

 While the literature on academic procrastination interventions is limited, the research that 

does exist largely focuses on learning strategies aimed at addressing failures in self-regulated 

learning (Steel & Klingseick, 2016; Broadbent, 2017). The strength of self-efficacy for time 

management across all three learning mediums supports the need for interventions that addresses 

time management in students. The results fall in support of the literature on procrastination 

intervention strategies, which support teaching students time management strategies, to limit 

their procrastination behaviour. Klingsieck and colleagues (2012) argued that the continued 

support in their research for learning strategies as playing a dynamic role in procrastination 

behaviour, should direct procrastination interventions towards teaching students about learning 

strategies related to self-regulation, specifically the regulation of their academic behaviours. 
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Furthermore, Broadbent (2017) built from this to suggest that self-regulation strategies should be 

not only taught, but also tailored to the learner and the learning strategies that they lack.  

 Research addressing the relationship between time management and procrastination, has 

identified that university and college level students often have numerous competing obligations, 

deadlines, and tasks, both academic and personal (Schraw et al., 2007). Therefore, teaching 

organization and time management strategies, is integral to prevent procrastination (Wolters, 

2017). Research concerning self-regulation interventions for procrastination, have largely 

focused on training programs and course offerings following Tuckman & Schouwenburg’s 

findings that training programs which taught students time management strategies, such as how 

to create study schedules, decreased procrastination behaviour (2004). Providing instruction and 

guidance to students on how to schedule and plan for their course work, in both the long and 

short and long term, helps direct students towards better time management practise (Häfner et al., 

2014).  

 Another area of focus for procrastination literature has addressed how course 

organization and instructor preparation influences procrastination behaviour. Corkin et al. (2014) 

found that students’ who reported high course organization, measured by the extent to which 

their course content, instructor expectations, and evaluation criteria, were accessible and clearly 

articulated, expressed greater self-efficacy, greater task value, and lower procrastination. 

Grunschel et al. (2013) found similar results in their qualitative study, with students reporting 

that they felt that their instructor’s organization, and more specifically lack of organization, 

directly impacted their procrastination behaviour. Students reported that poor instructor 

organization would lead to confusion about expectations or result in student’s lacking critical 

knowledge required to complete some tasks, which increased their task aversion.  
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 While SETM was the significant and strong across all three learning mediums, 

motivational values still were significant for each learning medium and should not be discounted 

when discussing potential course interventions. The results of this study indicate that students 

who experience lower intrinsic value, being the internal interest that they perceive for a task, 

may procrastinate less. Procrastination literature has shown that interest and excitement for a 

task, is related to procrastination through the intrinsic motivation that students experience for 

tasks they enjoy (Steel, 2007).  As such, while the strength of intrinsic value was small, its 

significance as a predictor does provide some direction for course design. 

 A leading online course design theory to address student engagement and motivation is 

student autonomy in assessment design (Hartnett, 2016). Student assessment autonomy allows 

students the freedom to choose what they learn and how they express that learning, within the 

learning outcomes of the course. Supporters of autonomy in learning, argue that presenting 

students some autonomy in what they learn, and how they are going to express that learning, 

increases student interest in the subject and the material (Smith & Darvas, 2015).  However, 

researchers have identified that structure still needs to be provided for students, to ensure that 

motivation is not impacted by a lack of organizational guidelines (Hartnett, 2016).  

 Building on autonomous learning, and as discussed prior, considering how course and 

instructor organization and its’ link to procrastination is important for course design 

considerations. Corkin et al. (2014) in their study on course organization, found that instructor 

organization was positively correlated to task value and inversely related to procrastination. 

Further, they also found that students who believed that their instructor had high respect for them 

and greater interest in the course material, themselves experienced greater task value and less 

procrastination. Studies have shown that students who perceive their instructors to care less. 
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Further, Ackerman & Gross (2005) found that students who perceived tasks to be of greater 

personal interest to them, and were presented with clear instructions and outcomes, procrastinate 

less.  

  The importance of instructor and student interactions on creating an online learning 

environment that is conducive to engagement, motivation and retention, is strongly established in 

the online research field (Garrison, 2016). One of the leading theoretical methods for online 

learning design, the Community of Inquiry (COI) framework designed by Randy Garrison, 

establishes that online course design must work towards creating communities in order for 

students to fully engage with their online learning. Research on the COI framework has 

suggested that Garrison’s conceptualization of cognitive and social presence, represents an 

effective avenue for addressing motivation in students (Boston, 2009; Daniels & Stupnisky, 

2012; Cleveland-Inns & Campbell, 2012; Garrison, 2016).  

 The COI framework argues that students who experience greater social, cognitive and 

teacher presence, are more likely to experience deeper learning and greater connectivity with 

their online course (Garrison, 2016). This component of the COI framework supports the 

procrastination literature, which has established that student’s connectedness to their course, 

through mediums such as peer-to-peer influence, instructor connectivity and community 

building, plays a direct role in procrastination behaviour (Klingsieck et al., 2013; Nordby et al., 

2017). Further, research has found that found that personal instructor communication, and 

regular personal meetings or correspondence from instructors, contributed to decreasing 

procrastination, as students felt greater connection to the course and the instructor (Isbell & Cote, 

2009). While not direct relationship has been established between the COI framework and 

procrastination, the conceptual belief that student engagement and persistence in their learning is 
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directly influenced by connectedness to the course, might suggest that the COI framework offers 

a strong potential for procrastination averse course development. 

  Additionally, the inclusion of personal cost value as a predictor of exam studying, does 

introduce an implication for course design as it suggests that students who experience greater 

emotional cost, experience greater procrastination when studying. Procrastination as the result of 

anxiety and task aversion associated with the negative emotional components that students might 

face from studying has been documents (Steel, 2007; Pekrun et al., 2007). Several behaviour 

interventions have been suggested in the literature to help students overcome test anxiety, 

(Pekrun, 2006; Von der Embse et al., 2013), however course design techniques are again limited. 

One potential avenue for course design is developing greater self-efficacy in students through 

routine reflection about their stressful cognitions and their learning strategies, called inquiry-

based stress reduction intervention (Leufke et al., 2013; Smernoff et al., 2015). Research 

employing self-reflection interventions, have found students reported greater academic self-

efficacy, which inversely effected their text anxiety, which resulted in reduced procrastination 

(Krispenz et al., 2019).  

 The strength of the trait procrastination measure also has implications for course design 

as well as the greater research field on academic procrastination. The results suggest personal 

procrastination behaviour may have a greater impact on academic procrastination in online 

courses. Research has worked to differentiate academic procrastination from trait procrastination, 

by arguing that it is as a domain specific behaviour (Klingsleck, 2013). However, as the results 

indicate, research cannot discount the effect of procrastination behaviour experienced in non-

academic settings, on the behaviour experienced when completing an academic task. Drawing on 

the research field that supports trait procrastination, the strong focus of interventions is 
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therapeutic, addressing behavioural alterations and behaviour strategies (van Eerde & 

Klingsieck, 2018). Therefore, to address a course or instructional intervention, more research 

would need to be conducted measuring student’s reasons for procrastinating, as well as studying 

how behavioural therapy activities may be adapted into course design practises.  

 While course organization and connectedness were not specifically measured in this 

study, the results indicated that a combination of time management, intrinsic value, and cost 

value, were significant predictors in the three learning mediums, which supports that 

procrastination may be the result of both self-regulation, time management, and interest value 

constructs. However, looking to the results from the second research questions analysis, the 

inclusion of trait procrastination in the regression model created an interesting change in 

significant predictors that may also provide some insight into best practises for online course 

development. The results suggest that if a student experiences procrastination in their non-

academic life, they are also likely to experience greater procrastination in their academics. This 

is significant when measuring procrastination against the subjective task value measures, as the 

inclusion of the trait procrastination measure caused intrinsic value to become insignificant 

across all three mediums and decreased the strength of self-efficacy for time management for 

assignments and when studying. Therefore, while interventions may try and address learning 

autonomy, time management, self-regulation, and connectedness in learning, the results also 

suggest that student’s high trait procrastination, would have to experience much higher self-

efficacy or intrinsic value, to experience decreased procrastination. Therefore, it may be argued 

that in fact rather than addressing learning strategies and value, addressing students’ trait 

procrastination behaviour through interventions may be the first step in addressing their 

academic procrastination.  
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Limitations  

There are several limitations to this study. The first limitation addresses the nature of 

psychological research designs. Psychological research has long utilized quantitative methods of 

research to attain data and information (Roberts & Ilardi, 2004; Judd & Sadler, 2003) which may 

result in some common limitations faced in quantitative studies. As the data collection was 

performed through an online questionnaire, systematic error may have occurred as data 

collection relied on self-reporting. Some common method bias may have occurred such as 

consistency motif, social desirability, leniency bias, and implicit theories. This is particularly 

relevant for the sections asking students to reflect on their procrastination behaviour. As 

procrastination is generally conceptualized as a negative or self-handicapping behaviour (Steel, 

2007), it can be seen that the study participants may not accurately report their procrastination 

behaviour due to social desirability bias (Nederhof, 1985). Furthermore, students were not 

provided with a definition of procrastination in the context of this research, which means that 

respondents answered the items based on their own conception of procrastination behaviour, 

which means that the data is unable to identify whether a student considers procrastination as 

starting an activity a few days before it is due, or the night before it is due. Lastly, as respondents 

were at different stages of their semester (some already complete while others are in the middle), 

some students may have been experiencing the required behaviours directly, while others were 

forced to reflect on previous experiences.   Future research may want to explore how individual 

students conceptualize procrastination behaviour or provide respondents with a definition to limit 

bias in responses.  

  Another important limitation of this study was the timing of the data collection period. 

First, data was collected in the summer semester, which is typically when students take a few 
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course to lighten their future course load or make up from previous semesters. Majority of 

respondents were only enrolled in one course at the time of data collection(n=113), and where 

not in enrolled in a typical 5 course semester. Furthermore, to encompass the three summer 

cohorts, dissemination of the study questionnaire did not occur until the end of July and early 

August. Uptake of survey responses from the June-July cohorts was low, which is deemed an 

outcome of the semester being at its end and therefore students were either no longer looking at 

their emails, or not easily recruited to participate in more school related activities. Future studies 

may want to perform similar data collection in the fall and winter semesters, which align with 

busier times of year for students.  

A final limitation of this study was the selection of the SEVT and procrastination 

measures. While the SEVT model is a prominent model in achievement- motivation research, no 

single measure or scale has been identified as principal measure for Eccles & Wigfiled’s (2020) 

SEVT variables. The researchers themselves have identified this issue, and have on numerous 

occasions, put forward calls to create validated scales that measure their constructs (2020). 

Therefore, while all scales selected to measure the individual SEVT measures were validated 

scales, several limitations were identified. First, the three items of Wigfield & Eccles (1995) 

attainment value scale did not measure on the same factor and had to be amalgamated into the 

intrinsic value measure or left as independent items. This resulted in there being no attainment 

value measure. Similarly, the Cost Value Scale (Flake et al., 2015) which originally had four 

subscales, only factored twice with this population. As a result, the three subscales identified by 

Eccles and Wigfield (1995) were amalgamated into one subscale. Furthermore, the use of the 

Online Self-efficacy Scale (Zimmerman & Kulikowich, 2016) also suffered from similar 

limitations. Factor loading did not align with the original subscales and therefore, a new subscale 
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was created while items from the original subscale, self-efficacy for learning, were either 

eliminated or made as independent items. Therefore, when measuring expectancies, self-efficacy 

for learning, was not a predictor in this research. This is a significant limitation as it was the only 

self-efficacy measure that directly measured a student’s preference and perceived ability to learn 

online. Future research may want to investigate the validation of the online self-efficacy measure 

further. 

Areas for Future Study 

 As stated throughout the discussion, this study has identified numerous areas for future 

research. First, as identified in the study limitations, limitation imposed by the factor loading of 

the chosen measures limited how this study was able to measure several key dimensions of the 

SEVT model. Future research should look to study the three cost dimensions that were not 

specifically identified in this study. Eccles and Wigfield (2020) have stated that cost value is one 

of the hardest of the SEVT dimensions to measure. Therefore, future research should assess the 

measure used in this study and compare it to other cost scales in the literature.  Similar research 

should be conducted on creating an online learning self-efficacy measure that better measures 

students’ ability to psychologically learn online. The online self-efficacy measure used in this 

study was limited in its ability to collect students’ psychological assessments of their efficacy for 

learning, and such limited this study’s ability to assess how personal efficacy for learning related 

to procrastination. Finally, future research needs to address attainment value and more 

specifically how to measure attainment in higher education students. This may include 

investigating how conceptually similar measures to attainment value compare to Eccles and 

Wigfield’s original measure which was used in this study. 
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 Second, several areas for future research in procrastination behaviour were also 

identified. One of the key areas that was not explored in this specific study were the antecedents 

of procrastination, such as fear of failure, task aversion and peer influence. Future research 

should explore how the significant SEVT measures relate to procrastination antecedents as that 

may provide further insight into appropriate interventions. Similar work should also be done to 

explore the role of course structure, scaffolding, assignment design and teacher presence in 

online learning. As identified before, course structure, organization, and instructor interaction 

may impact student retention and persistence in the online environment; exploring how 

procrastination behaviour may be influenced by course structure and organization would provide 

further direction for course related interventions, and implications for instructor pedagogy. 

Further exploration of the relationship between time management and procrastination through 

intervention strategies, would be advantageous to further defining how time management, and at 

an extension self-regulation intervention strategy, impact procrastination prevalence.  

 Finally, future research that utilizes qualitative and mixed-methods data collection and 

analysis methods would greatly benefit this research field. While quantitative research provided 

a grounded benchmark to identify the relationships between the SEVT constructs and 

procrastination behaviour online, future research that collects nuanced accounts of 

procrastination behaviour will help this filed explore intervention and course design strategies in 

greater detail. Further, Klingsieck and Steel (2016) have identified that modern procrastination 

research has moved towards greater focus on qualitative studies, as they draw attention to a wide 

spectrum of situational antecedents of the behaviour. One example from this study that would 

benefit from qualitative analysis is the interesting correlation between self-efficacy for course 

navigation and procrastination, where increased ability in navigating course materials, may lead 
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to greater procrastination. Future research that collects qualitative accounts from students, might 

help explore this behaviour through internal analysis of students while they are procrastinating.  

Conclusion 
  
 The effective use of learning strategies, and self-management is critical for students to 

succeed in a highly autonomous learning environments such as experienced in online learning 

classrooms (Kaufman, 2015). However, to ensure that students are prepared to employ the 

learning strategies required to succeed online, research must first understand the antecedents of 

poor learning management and negative learning behaviour to develop courses and interventions 

strategies to foster proper learning strategies (Wolters, 2003; Lee et al., 2013; Broadbent, 2017). 

As a result of the amount of autonomy experienced in online learning, research has identified 

that procrastination behaviour is negative learning behaviour experienced by many students 

engaged in online learning (Cerezo et al. 2017). Procrastination behaviour is a negative learning 

behaviour, where a student intentionally or unintentionally delays engaging with, or completing, 

an academic activity or task. Generally, there is a negative connotation associated with engaging 

in the behaviour, and students usually experience negative emotional outcomes and, in some 

cases, poor academic achievement as a result of the behaviour. Online learning research has 

identified that understanding why students procrastinate may help alleviate some of the negative 

outcomes experienced as a result of the behaviour.  

 The purpose of this study was to investigate student procrastination in online learning 

using theories of achievement motivation as the theoretical lens. More specifically, Wigfield and 

Eccles (1995) Situated Expectancy Value Theory was employed to investigate procrastination 

behaviour. The Situated Expectancy Value Theory (Eccles & Wigfiled, 2020) analyzes how 

expectancies, values and the determinants influence choice, persistence, and performance on 
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academic tasks. Within their model, a student’s expectancy to succeed on a task and the relative 

value that they have for the task directly influences their performance and persistence on a task. 

While some previous research does exist exploring how the SEVT model of motivation and 

procrastination relate (see Wu & Fan, 2015), this study took a step forward in further exploring 

how the specific dimensions of the SEVT model predicted procrastination across three different 

learning activities: completing course assignments, studying for exams, and completing course 

readings. Further, this research closely followed the conceptualizations of the SEVT dimensions, 

using a domain specific measure of self-efficacy to measure expectancies, and a diversity of 

scales to measure task value. Finally, this research also expanded the field of SEVT and 

procrastination research by contextualizing it within the online learning medium. Therefore, 

while these results may not be generalizable, this study can inform research in similar contexts 

such as online learning, higher education, and procrastination research. 

 The results of this study highlight three key findings that can inform the research body. 

First, the relationship between the SEVT variables and procrastination was limited but present. 

While both task value and expectancy variables were significant predictors of procrastination 

across all three learning mediums, hierarchical regression analysis demonstrated that 

expectancies were overwhelmingly stronger predictors of procrastination over task value. More 

specifically, self-efficacy for time management was the only predictor that was present across all 

three learning activities and was the strongest predictor in all three. Therefore, the results suggest 

that a student’s belief about their ability to manage their time effectively may be the strongest 

predictor of their procrastination behaviour. This is particularly interesting because it supports a 

large body of procrastination research that focuses on the role of self-regulation, and more 

specifically the failure of self-regulation, in promoting procrastination in students. As such, the 
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results indicate that the SEVT model may not be the best predictor of procrastination, as the 

strongest variable within the model has a strong conceptual association with self-regulation.  

 A second key finding from this study was the strength of the trait procrastination variable 

when entered into the model as a predictor. The addition of trait procrastination made the 

subjective task value predictors insignificant or greatly decreased their strength, while also 

decreasing the strength of the online self-efficacy measures. The results indicated that trait 

procrastination, which conceptualizes procrastination as an expression of an individual’s 

personality traits (Ferrari, 2004; Ferrari, 2010) was a stronger predictor of procrastination than 

the SEVT variables. This suggests that it may be a better predictor and that procrastination 

behaviour in a student’s academics, may be better predicted by their tendency to procrastinate in 

general. As such, these results suggest that interventions addressing procrastination should focus 

on addressing student’s tendency to procrastinate generally in their life. 

 Finally, the third key finding from this study was the difference in significance and 

strength of the predictor variables across the three learning activities. The significant predictors 

were not uniform across all three learning activities, indicating that universal interventions or 

learning strategies to address procrastination, may differ in effectiveness depending on the 

activity. Interestingly, while intrinsic value and self-efficacy for time management were 

universally significant and the strongest predictors (when not accounting for trait 

procrastination), the significance and strength of the cost value subscales was different for each. 

Furthermore, with the inclusion of trait procrastination as a predictor, the subjective task value 

predictors became insignificant when completing course assignments and the strength of self-

efficacy for time management was decreased for assignments and studying. Completing course 

readings did not experience the same impact, however self-efficacy for course navigation was 
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significant for this activity. Therefore, results indicated that the significance and strength of the 

predictors varied across all three learning activities, indicating that while procrastination may be 

uniform in the academic context, the driver of the behaviour may be different depending on the 

activity. While procrastination has been established as a domain specific behaviour (Klingsieck 

et al., 2013), the results from this present study indicate that procrastination behaviour may also 

be activity specific within a domain (academics). 

 Overall, the results of this study indicate that procrastination behaviour may be related in 

some part to achievement motivation. More specifically, some tenants of the SEVT theory were 

able to provide predictive power of the behaviour, however the number of significant variables 

and the strength of those variables, suggests that the SEVT model may only provide limited 

predictive power in a few domains. Looking forward, greater exploration of the subjective task 

value and expectancy variables, as well as exploration of the other SEVT domains, may identify 

more nuanced relationships than this study were able to find. Further, greater exploration of the 

psychological constructs underlying the relationships identified in this study, through the use of 

qualitative and mixed methods approaches, would benefit the research by drawing specific 

attention to some of the relationships that were found in this research. Future research may also 

benefit from experimental design, that analyze the psychological constructs that occur in a 

student when they begin to exercise procrastination behaviour. 
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Appendix B 

Letter of Information and Consent Form 

Online Academic Procrastination and Achievement Motivation: An Expectancy Value 
Theory Approach to measuring the antecedents of academic procrastination in university 
online learning courses 
 

Combined Letter of Information and Consent Form 
 
PLEASE NOTE: To print a copy of this letter of information so that you may refer back to it 
throughout the survey, please select ‘print’ in your browser window now.   
      
Investigators     

• Michael Niven (Principal Investigator), BAH., Faculty of Education, Queen’s University  
• Dr. Ian Matheson (Supervisor) Ph.D, Faculty of Education, Queen’s University   

 
Study Details 
You are being invited to participate in a research study that is investigating the relationship 
between achievement motivation and academic procrastination behaviour in undergraduate 
online learning courses. The purpose of this study is to determine the relationship between your 
learning motivation as measured by your learning expectancies and values, and any 
procrastination behaviour that you may exhibit in your online learning course. We will collect 
information about your online learning expectancies and learning values, as well as your 
procrastination behaviour. By measuring the variables associated with achievement motivation 
and procrastination, this study intends to inform the body of literature on online learning, 
learning strategies and learning behaviour, as well as contribute to the development of online 
learning in higher education. As well, the results of this study may help to improve the quality of 
online learning at Queen’s University and inform academic communities about the role of 
achievement motivation as a predictor of procrastination behaviour. 
 
Study Procedures 
Your participation would include an online survey that should take approximately 15-20 minutes 
to complete. Participation is voluntary and you may discontinue/withdraw your consent at any 
time by closing your browser window or by selecting the ‘skip to end of survey’ button. Your 
acceptance or refusal will not affect your access or standing within your online course. All of the 
questions have a “decline response” option. You are able to go back to previously completed 
pages by pressing the back button. All data will be stored in a password protected file. All survey 
data will be collected anonymously through an anonymous link. As a result, the research team 
will not be able to withdraw your data from the study following the submission of the survey as 
we will not be able to link survey data back to you.   
  
Compensation  
As a thank you for your time and effort, upon completion you will be invited to submit your 
email to be entered into a draw for a chance to win 1 of 5 $10 Starbucks gift cards. Completion 
of the survey is not required for you to participate in the draw. You will be able to participate in 
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the draw following any completion of the survey. If you wish to withdraw your participation 
from the study, but want to participate in the compensation draw, each survey page will provide 
a button to skip to the end of the survey where you will be invited to submit your email to 
participate in the draw. Emails will be collected through a separate survey to ensure that your 
email and survey data will not be linked. Upon completion of the data collection period, five 
winners will be drawn at random. If you are selected as a winner, you will be contacted by the 
research team. Collection of the compensation will occur through a Starbucks online transaction 
or alternative means if requested. At no point will your email be linked to your survey responses. 
Upon completion of the draw, all email data will be destroyed.  
 
Confidential Nature of this Study 
  
Confidentiality and anonymity. Your participation in this study is strictly confidential. The 
investigators will take all reasonable measures to protect the confidentiality of your records. The 
data will be anonymous and no identifying information will be collected as part of the study. 
Providing your email is optional and will only be used for the purpose of compensation. At no 
point will this email be linked to your survey data. In addition, you will not be identified in any 
publication or reports of this research. The research team, composed of the Principal Investigator 
and their research Supervisor, will have access to the data, and the Queen's General Research 
Ethics Board (GREB) may request access to study data to ensure that the researchers have or are 
meeting their ethical obligations in conducting this research.  
  
Data storage. The study data will be stored in three secure locations: (1) on an encrypted hard 
drive on a Queen’s University server; (2) on Qualtrics Enterprise Software System, which is the 
same software you used to complete the survey; and (3) the secure Qualtrics data centre in 
Toronto, Canada. Back-up data from Qualtrics is stored in the Amazon Web Service, which is 
stored in Montreal Canada. The data will be stored for a minimum of 5 years and it is only 
accessible by members of the research team. You have not waived any legal rights by consenting 
to participate in this study.  
  
Study participation will not affect your academic standing and others will not know if you 
participated. The data collected in this study will be analyzed and used as part of the Principal 
Investigator’s, Michael Niven, Master’s Thesis project. Further, this research may be published 
in academic journals and/or presented at academic conferences.  
  
Advantages and Disadvantages of Participating in this Study 
There are no known risks involved with this study. There are also no direct benefits to you, 
however as you may benefit from having your perspective heard in a confidential manner. It may 
allow you to reflect on your procrastination behaviour and achievement motivation and gain 
insight on the variables that underly your learning strategies in online and face-to-face learning.   
  
If you have any questions about this study, the Principal Investigator Michael Niven is available 
at michael.niven@queensu.ca, and research Supervisor Dr. Ian Matheson is available at 613-533-
6000 ext.77298 or at email ian.matheson@queensu.ca. If you have any ethical concerns, please 
contact the General Research Ethics Board at 1-844-535-2988 (Toll free in North America) or 
Chair.GREB@queensu.ca. Use 1-613-533-2988 if outside North America. Please note that 
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GREB communicated in English only. 
 
 
This Letter of Information provides you with the details to help you make an informed choice. 
All your questions should be answered to your satisfaction before you decide whether or not to 
participate in this research study. Keep one copy of the Letter of Information for your records 
and return one copy to the Researcher, Michael Niven.  
 
You have not waived any legal rights by consenting to participate in this study. 
 
 
I have read the above statements and freely consent to participate in this research.   

o Yes  (1)  

o No  (2)  
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Appendix C 

Questionnaire  

Section 1: Demographic Questions 
1. Please answer the following demographic questions:   

a. Please provide the course code and course number (ex. DEVS 220) for the online 
course that you currently enrolled in or recently completed (if in multiple, please 
select one): [blank] 

i. Prefer not to answer 
b. Please indicate your Gender:  

i. Male  
ii. Female    

iii. Other 
iv. Prefer not to answer  

c. Please indicate your current year of study:  
i. First  

ii. Second  
iii. Third  
iv. Fourth  
v. Master’s  

vi. PHd  
vii. Certificate Program (select if only enrolled in a certificate program) 

viii. Prefer not to answer  
d. How many years have you completed of post-secondary education?  

i. Less than 1 year 
ii. 1 year  

iii. 2 years  
iv. 3 years 
v. 4 years 

vi. 5 years 
vii. 6 years or more 

viii. Prefer not to answer 
e. Please indicate your home faculty:  

i. Faculty Arts and Science  
ii. Faculty Engineering and Applied Science  

iii. Smith School of Business  
iv. Faculty of Law  
v. Faculty of Health Sciences  

vi. Faculty of Education 
vii. School of Policy Studies  

viii. Other (please state) [blank] 
ix. Prefer not to Answer  
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f. Please indicate how many online courses you have completed at the university 
level, prior to this course: [blank] 

g. How many online courses are you enrolled in this Spring/Summer 2021 semester? 
[blank] 

h. Is this course required for your degree/certificate program?  
i. Yes, this is required of my degree program 

ii. Yes, this is required of my certificate program 
iii. No, this is an elective course  
iv. No, I am not in a degree program 
v. Other (please state) [blank] 

vi. Prefer not to answer 
i. Please indicate whether you are an “on campus” or “distance education” student. 

“On campus” is defined as a student who is enrolled in an online course(s) but 
attends most of their courses on-campus as part of their degree program. 
“Distance Education” is defined as a student who is enrolled in an online 
course(s) where most, or the entirety of the program is conducted online or at a 
distance.  

i. On-Campus  
ii. Distance  

iii. I am not enrolled in a Queen’s University program 
iv. Other (please state) [blank] 
v. Prefer not to answer 

2. What is your reason(s) for taking an online course this Spring/Summer 2021 Semester? 
(select all that apply) 

a. The course is a required part of my degree program  
b. This course is a required part of my certificate program 
c. This course is an elective  
d. My program is completely online  
e. It fits better into my academic schedule  
f. To decrease my academic workload during the Fall and Winter semesters 
g. I prefer online learning to face-to-face learning 
h. It allows me to accommodate other commitments (work, family, extracurricular, 

personal) 
i. I otherwise would not be able to access this course on campus 
j. I otherwise would not be able to access this course due to my academic schedule 
k. I live far away from campus  
l. I was personally interested in this course 
m. I need this course for future course enrolment  
n. Other (please state) [Blank] 
o. Prefer not to answer 

 
Section 2: Expectancy and Subjective Task Value Measures  
 
Online Learning Self-Efficacy Scale (OSE) 
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For each of the following questions, please rate your confidence in your current ability to 
perform the following tasks related to your online learning course successfully (No Confidence 
to High Confidence): 
 

1. Communicate effectively with technical support via e-mail, telephone, or live online chat 
2. Overcome technical difficulties on my own 
3. Learn to use a new type of technology efficiently 
4. Learn without being in the same room as the instructor 
5. Learn without being in the same room as other students 
6. Communicate using asynchronous technologies (discussion boards, e-mail, etc.) 
7. Complete a group project entirely online 
8. Use synchronous technology to communicate with others (such as Zoom) 
9. Use the library’s online resources efficiently 
10.  When a problem arises, promptly ask questions in the appropriate forum (e-mail, 

discussion board, etc.) 
11. Manage time effectively 
12. Complete all assignments on time 
13. Meet deadlines with very few reminders 
14. Focus on schoolwork when faced with distractions 
15. Develop and follow a plan for completing all required work on time 
16. Navigate online course materials efficiently 
17. Find the course syllabus online 
18. Communicate effectively with my instructor via e-mail 
19. Submit assignments to an online drop box 
20. Navigate the online grade book 
21. Search the Internet to find the answer to a course-related question 
22. Search the online course materials 

 
Intrinsic Value Scale  
For the following questions, please rate your beliefs about the following questions regarding 
your online learning course (Strongly Agree to Strongly Disagree): 
 

1. This class makes me feel too anxious 
2. I enjoy puzzling over problems in this course.                                       
3. I would like to have more lessons in this course.                                      
4. When I’m working on a problem in this course, I sometimes don’t notice time passing.  
5. I always look forward to this course’s lessons.                                
6. If I can learn something new in this course, I’m prepared to use my free time to do so.  

 
Cost Value Scale 
For the following questions, please rate your beliefs about the following questions regarding 
your online learning course (Strongly Agree to Strongly Disagree): 
 

1. This class demands too much of my time. 
2. I have to put too much energy into this class. 
3. This class takes up too much time. 
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4. This class is too much work. 
5. This class requires too much effort 
6. I have so many other commitments that I can’t put forth the effort needed for this class. 
7. Because of the all the other demands on my time, I don’t have enough time for this class. 
8. I have so many other responsibilities that I am unable to put in then effort that is 

necessary for this class. 
9.  Because of other things that I do, I don’t have time to put into this class. 
10. I have to sacrifice too much to be in this class. 
11. This class requires me to give up too many other activities I value. 
12. Taking this class causes me to miss out on too many other things I care about. 
13. I can’t spend as much time doing the other things that I would like because I am taking 

this class. 
14. I worry too much about this class. 
15. This class is too exhausting. 
16. This class is emotionally draining. 
17. This class is too frustrating. 
18. This class is too stressful. 

 
Attainment Value Scale  
For the following questions, please rate your beliefs about the following questions regarding 
your online learning course (Strongly Agree to Strongly Disagree): 
 

1. The amount of effort it will take to do well in this course worthwhile to me 
2. I fell that, to me, being good at school is an important part of who I am 
3. It is important for me to get good grades in this course 

 
Perceptions of Instrumentality Scale  
For the following questions, please rate your beliefs about the following questions regarding 
your online learning course (Strongly Agree to Strongly Disagree): 
 

1. I will use the information I learn in the class selected above in other classes I will take in 
the future. 

2. What I learn in the course selected above will be important for my future occupational 
success. 

3. The grade I get in the class selected above will not affect my ability to continue on with 
my education. (R) 

4. I will not use what I learn in the class selected above. (R) 
5. What grade I get in the course selected above will not be important for my future 

academic success. 
6. I will use the information I learn in the class selected above in the future. 
7. I must pass the course selected above in order to reach my academic goals. 
8. The grade I get in the class selected above will affect my future. 

 
Section 3: Procrastination Measures  
 
Trait Procrastination Scale  
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For the following questions, please rate your level of agreeance with the following statements 
(Strongly Agree to Strongly Disagree): 
 

1. I needlessly delay finishing jobs, even when they're important.  
2. I postpone starting in on things I don't like to do.  
3. When I have a deadline, I wait till the last minute.  
4. I delay making tough decisions.  
5. I keep putting off improving my work habits. 
6. I am an incurable time waster 
7. I am a time waster now, but I can’t seem to do anything about it  
8. I manage to find an excuse for not doing something. 
9. I put the necessary time into even boring tasks, like studying. (R) 
10. When something's too tough to tackle, I believe in postponing it.  
11. I promise myself I'll do something and then drag my feet. 
12. Whenever I make a plan of action, I follow it. (R) 
13.  Even though I hate myself if I don't get started, it doesn't get me going.  
14. I always finish important jobs with time to spare. (R) 
15. I get stuck in neutral even though I know how important it is to get started. 
16. Putting something off until tomorrow is not the way I do it. (R) 

 
Active Procrastination Scale (Intentional Decision Subscale) 
For the following questions, please rate your level of agreeance regarding your general academic 
experience (Strongly Agree to Strongly Disagree): 
 

1. To use my time more efficiently, I deliberately postpone some tasks.  
2. I intentionally put off work to maximize my motivation.  
3. In order to make better use of my time, I intentionally put off some tasks.   
4. I finish most of my assignments right before deadlines because I choose to do so.  

 
Procrastination Assessment Scale for Students (Part 1) 
For each of the following activities, please rate the degree to which you delay or procrastinate. 
Rate each item on a 1-5 scale according to how often you wait until the last minute to do the 
activity. Then, indicate on a 1-5 scale the degree to which you feel procrastination on that task is 
a problem. Finally, indicate on a 1-5 scale the degree to which you would like to decrease your 
tendency to procrastinate on each task.  
 
Writing a Paper/ Assignment  

1. To what degree do you procrastinate on this task? 
2. To what degree is procrastination on this task a problem for you? 
3. To what extent do you want to decrease your tendency to procrastinate on this task? 

 
Studying for Tests, Midterms and Exams  

1. To what degree do you procrastinate on this task? 
2. To what degree is procrastination on this task a problem for you? 
3. To what extent do you want to decrease your tendency to procrastinate on this task? 
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Keeping up with Weekly Tutorial/ Seminar/ Lab Readings  
1. To what degree do you procrastinate on this task? 
2. To what degree is procrastination on this task a problem for you? 
3. To what extent do you want to decrease your tendency to procrastinate on this task? 

 
Procrastination Assessment Scale for Students (Part 2) 
For the following question, please only consider the assignments and assessments in your online 
course. Think of the last time the following situations occurred. 
 
Writing course papers and/or assignments 
There are reasons why you have been procrastinating on this task. Rate each of the following 
according to how much it reflects why you procrastinate on your course papers and/or 
assignments: 
 

1. You were concerned the professor wouldn't like your work. 
2. You were worried you would get a bad grade 
3. You didn't think you knew enough to write the paper/ assignment. 
4. You really disliked writing term papers/ assignments 
5. You didn't trust yourself to do a good job 
6. You felt it just takes too long to write a term paper/ assignment 
7. You were concerned you wouldn't meet your own expectations. 
8. You set very high standards for yourself and you worried that you wouldn't be able to 

meet those standards  
9. You had too many other things to do. 
10. You felt overwhelmed by the task 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


